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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OP THE PROBLEM
Introduction to the Problem
Until the third decade of this century, the practical
aapecta of educating teachera were mostly provided for in the
laboratory schools or practice achools controlled by local
normal schoola or teachera colleges*

Usually these praotlce

and demonstration centers were located on a campus or within
easy reach of a collegiate institution.

The administrators

and teaching staff of these schools generally were employees
of the college even though some of the schools were part of
a local public system (1: 1).
Then followed the tendency toward lengthening the
time necessary in gaining one's education.

This, of course,

caused a shortage of certified teachera across the nation
and mounting enrollments in our teacher preparation institu¬
tions.

Naturally, a need for increased student teaching

facilities was immediately realized.
During the early 'thirties, teacher educators were
recommending theoretically in a national report that offcampus student teaohing replace the campus school program of
student teaohing because experience in public schools would
give students a more realistic opportunity to practice the

2
theoretical concept* l*arn*d *t the college (2),
The obvious solution to the problem of increasing
enrollments and inadequate campus school facilities was to
use the many public schools whloh were located within
reasonable proximity to the institution.

The tasks of

teacher education began to be viewed as more of a Joint
responsibility and cooperative venture; that is. Joint plan¬
ning, administering, and evaluating.
exception to the trend.

Massachusetts was no

The utilization of public schools

for student teaching became an accepted practice.
Awareness by public school personnel of their stake
in teacher education was fostered by several concurrent
events in the * fifties and early Sixties.

The "new hori¬

zons'1 project sponsored by the NEA Commission for Teacher
Education and Professional Standards alerted the schools
to their role in teacher preparation.

Several projects

financed by the Ford Foundation focused national attention
on the possibility of schools taking more responsibility
for the practical training aspect of teacher education (3t
167).

The publication of the Conant report also has served

to highlight the need for consideration of closer working
relationships between schools and oolleges by examining
past and present experience and by proposing possible nev
institutional structures and courses of action with a com¬
mensurate redefinition of roles and responsibilities <4.

275).

3
It can be concluded from the available literature
there have been an Increase In the use of public school
facilities and a definite need for an Increase in Joint
responsibility and cooperation (5. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

12,

13, Ik, 15, 16, 17, 18).
Statement of the Problem
The increasing college enrollments which caused
institutions to search for additional teacher training sta¬
tions and the willingness of the public schools to help
satisfy this need should have resulted in an ideal union.
Both groups should have recognized their joint responsibility
to the profession and entered into a cooperative venture of
planning, administering, and evaluating the student teaching
program.

"Unfortunately, a wedding of convenience occurred

before adequate means for cooperating were developed.

The

practice of farming out student teachers became prevalent"
(l! 2).
Educational efforts by the Association for Student
Teaching and by committees of the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education and the National Edu¬
cation Association, in the form of publications, confer¬
ences and workshops attempted to encourage colleges to
work with schools in various informal cooperative
arrangements.
Much stress was placed on improving the
human relationships in the new situations.
Even though
many attempts were made to involve school personnel in
these activities, the initiative and decision making was
guardedly retained in the hands of college personnel.
The general theme of such parleys was mainly orientation
of school personnel to the rationale and demands of the
college.
Schools were rarely presented with the

k
opportiAn.ltT to share In the planning and decision mak-

the, prog ran o/ practice teachln w-ilch waa* bo
be carried on In their school» and supervised
teachers in their classrooms. Yet, these same student
taaohara ware going to be teachers In their schools the
following year.(1*3)
'
Student teaching la slmost universally aooepted aa
the moat Important phaae of teacher education*

Serious

questions are being raiaed in many quarters about the effec¬
tiveness of student teaching aa it la generally practiced
today.

"A1though teacher educators, aohool personnel, and

responsible lay commentators agree that student teaching
is an essential ingredient of any program of teacher prepa¬
ration, too frequently they find organisational disarray
and flagging standards in expending student-teaching pro¬
grams " (8).

In a nationwide study involving 402 cities in

I96I4., the Educational Research Service stated that it is
impossible to draw any generalisations about the current
status of student teaching programs in the public schools.
At present, practically no uniformity exists either among
school systems or among teacher-training institutions in
the procedures or arrangements governing this cooperative
enterprise (20: 1).
The Joint Committee on State Responsibility for
Student Teaching (AACTE, AASA, AST, ACC330, DCT, ASDTEC,
and TEPS) states that "there is a great need for a re¬
examination and reformulation of polioles and guidelines,
aa the status of student teaching programs is virtually

5
chaotic" (19i 5).
College* are faoed with the fact that a *uffioient
number of interested and qualified cooperating teachers is
difficult to find.

Frequently, cooperating school systems

have been forced to set maximum limits on the number of
student-teacher placements that can be made by any of the
neighboring institutions.

It is not uncommon to find

institutions actually competing with one another for the
services of so-called better school systems and the more
capable cooperating teachers.

Adding more confusion to

these complexities is the lack of agreement of the role of
individuals, aohool systems, and Institutions involved.
Eaoh institution and school system has a variety of rules,
regulations, policies, and forms regarding student teach¬
ing, which, when put together, multiply the problem.
The most Important phase of teacher preparation is
the student teaching experience.

Unfortunately, the

improvement of this phase is restricted by the uncoordi¬
nated administrative arrangements and polioies and the lack
of cooperation between public schools and colleges.

There¬

fore, if we ever expect to provide the best possible teach¬
ing experience, ve must first develop and implement the
best possible administrative arrangements and practices
between colleges and school personnel.

The most Important phase of teaoher preparation as
indicated by research la the student teaching experience.
This experience la restricted by uncoordinated administra¬
tive arrangements and policies and lack of cooperation
4.

between public schools and colleges.

The purpose of this

study is to provide the Interested associations and depart¬
ments in Massachusetts with the following data directed
at overcoming these obstacles deterrent to full development
of the student teaching experience:
- the current status in Massachusetts concerning admin¬
istrative patterns;
- the proposed practices of the Massachusetts Directors
of Student Teaching and the Massachusetts Superin¬
tendents of 3chool concerning administrative patterns
in Massachusetts;
- the current status concerning administrative pat¬
terns , reported by colleges at the national level
which have cooperatively developed programs;
- the current degree of cooperative planning nnd evalu¬
ation programs in Massachusetts and at the nations,
level;
- the degree of desirability of cooperative programs
by the Massachusetts Directors of Student leaching
and the Massachusetts Superintendents of School;

7
- the degree of willingness of the Mssssohusetts
directors of Student Teechlng end the Messsohusetts
Superintendents of School to implement cooperstive
programs; and
- examples of current cooperatively developed programs.
Heed
The research findings of leading educators and
associations indicates or reveals a need for the following
aspects of student teaohlng to be studied:
1.

communication between public school and college
personnel;

2.

the quality and quantity of cooperating teachers
and systems;

3.

joint planning, administration, and evaluation of
student teaching programs; and

4.

uniformity of administrative practices.
(4; 19: 4; 19: 15; 21; 22; 23; 24; 25; 26: 25-27;
27: 64.; 28: 61-68; 30: 440-443; 31: 50-58)
In order to confirm the need for this type of

study in Massachusetts, the author contacted what he con¬
sidered to be the key associations and departments in
Massachusetts concerned with teaoher preparation.

They

are:
1.

Massachusetts Superintendents Association, The
Toreadors (32);

2.

Division of State Colleges (331 36);

3•

Massachusetts State Department of Education, Divi¬
sion of Research and Statistics (35s 37); and

U*

Masaaohusetts State Department of Education, Divi¬
sion of Elementary Education (3I4.S 38) •

These associstions and departments confirmed the opinion
of the author and the literature concerning student teach¬
ing programs in general, that there is a definite need for
this study.

Letters of endorsement msy be found in

Appen¬

dix A.
The usefulness of other studies in this area is
limited because they usually!
1.

combine elementary and secondary levels,

2,

involve college personnel only,

3*

determine the current status only, and

I4..

are not Interested in cooperative programs.

The following characteristics of this study make it dif¬
ferent from others in the field!
1.

All public school (Superintendents) as well as col¬
lege (Directors of student Teaching) personnel in
Massachusetts will be contacted.

2.

It will indicate proposed administrative patterns
in addition to the current status of the above.

3.

It will Indicate the current status at the national
level concerning administrative patterns of pro¬
grams that are cooperatively developed.

9
U-.

It will be restricted to one level--elementary•

5«

It will indicate the degree of willingness of the
Superintendents end Directors of Student Teaching
in Massachusetts to develop cooperative programs.
Delimitations of the Problem
The part of the study concerning Massachusetts stu¬

dent teaching programs is delimited to:
1.

Off-campus elementary student teaohing programs in
Massachusetts.

2.

All Directors of Elementary Student Teaching in
Massachusetts, as identified by the Massachusetts
State Department of Education.

3.

All Superintendents of 3chools in Massachusetts, as
identified by the Massachusetts State Department of
Education.

lj.«

The following administrative aspects of student
teaching programs:
a.

the selection of cooperating school systems;

b.

the selection of cooperating teachers;

o.

the nature of the student teaching experience
in terms of length, level, and pattern;

d.

the remuneration made by institutions;

e.

the types of orientation programs provided for
cooperating teachers and student teachers;

f.

use of student teachers as substitute teachers;

10
&•

u®# of parochial aohoola b^ tht oollagaa for
student teachers;

h.

the supervisory and evaluation praotioea of
atudent teacher®)

i•

cooperative planning, administering, and eval¬
uation of atudent teaching program®;

J.

the willingness of public aohool and college
peraonnel to meet to dlsouaa goal® and common
problem® in atudent teaching; and

k.

unique program® they have used or observed.

The part of the study concerning student teaching
programs at the national level is delimited to2
1.

The current status at the national level regarding
the organisational and administrative practice®
of student teaohing programs.

2.

The current status at the national level concern¬
ing public sohool-college relationships.
Definition of Terms
The following terms sppear regularly throughout

this study.

In order that those terms may be interpreted

in a consistent manner, they are defined below1
Institution refers to all universities and colleges
that have atudent teaching programs.
Student teaohing is the experience of the college stu¬
dent in his work in the public school under the
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direction of a cooperating teacher.
I

Student teachera ere the college students actually
participating in student teaching.
College supervisora are the college representatives
responsible for supervising student teachers.
Cooperating teachers are classroom teachers in coop¬
erating school systems who supervise the work of
student teachers assigned to them.
Cooperating school systems are the public school
systems whloh cooperate with institutions by pro¬
viding facilities for student teaching.
Campus schools or laboratory schools are those ele¬
mentary schools which are fully controlled by the
oollege and are usually located on the college
campus.
Director of student teaching is the administrative
head of the student teaching program in a oollege.
Superintendent of schools is the adsiinistratlve head
of the cooperating school system.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH
Ui» of Off-campus Facilities
E. L. Vellorn reported in 1930 about one-third of
the normal schools were using public schools for teacher
training stations (Is 445)*
In 1923* 0. H. Col©bank found a clear tendency toward
the use of public schools by colleges for student teaching
(21 376-431).
Head in 1930 pointed out that Increased enrollments
have caused Increased use of off-campus schools for the
practical aspect of teacher training (3).
Foster reported in 1933 that the number of campus
schools for student teaching was increasing * but use of pub¬
lic schools was still the dominant practice (4* 367).
In 1945# Brink made a study of student teaching pro¬
grams and found the public schools have the major burden in
providing classrooms for student teaching (5: 394)*
In 1947* Stiles and Blyler found the bulk of student
teaohlng done in public schools located in the university
city (6i 706; 7t 75)•
Bucher reported in 1952 that, in a survey of 113
institutions, 80 used both campus and off-campus olasarooma.

17
,L

t

16 used off-campue classrooms only, and 17 used on-campua
claaarooma only (8).
A study completed In 1952 of 183 Institutions by
Reslok revealed that studsnt teaching was done in one of the
following!

public schools, oajspus schools, university

classes, parochial schools, and private schools (9! 38-43).
Swenson and Hammock reported in 1951 that the use of
public school facilities has increased to the point that it
is of at least equal and perhaps greater importance in the
education of teachers (10: 18-27).
Steeves reported in 1952 that more than 90 per cent
of the student teaohlng activities directed by colleges and
universities in the United States were carried on in publio
school classrooms.

Some three-fourths of all institutions

engaged In student teaching programs plaoed all their stu¬
dents off campus (11: 129-135)*
Adams and Toulouse pointed out in 1954 that campus
schools were no longer able to accommodate the increased
demand and that institutions were virtually forced to look
to publio schools to satisfy this demand (12: $6).
Batchelder, Lawrence, and Meyers claimed in 1959 that
nearly every institution which prepares teachers for American
schools is or will be faoed with the problem of planning for
a new source of off-campus facilities (13)*
Woodruff in a survey report on student teaching in
I960 emphasised the heavy involvement of public schools in

18
student teaohing (14).

Remuneration
In Ohio in 1950* Rowes and Major revealed oooperat^^8 teachers received from $15 to $155 por atudant par
Sanaatar.

Uia overall average was $30.63 (15* 42-44).

Hadrix In his study of sight of tha Big Tan Universitias in 1956 found six to pay from $30 to $60 par atudant,
tha average bsing $44.

Ha also found two uniysrsltiss not

giving any typa of ranunaration (16).
Inlow found in I960 that twenty-eight of tha thirtysight institutions in his study paid tha ooopsratlng taachar
dlrsctly (171 211).
Davlas raportad in 1961 tha ranga to ba from $20 to
$125, with an avaraga of $52 and a nods of $50 (18* 141-163)*
Jonas survsysd 551 collsgss in 1961 and found only
slavan did not giva any typa of ranunaration (19* 512-519).
In 1954 Rasiok found four plans to ba mora prominent
than otharsi
ers;

(a) paid money directly to cooperating teach¬

(b) faoulty status given to cooperating teachers; (c)

courses given to cooperating teachers; and (d) a reduoed
teaching load for cooperating teachers (9t 38-43)*
Sands surveyed 112 colleges in 1953 an<i found 60 per
cent ware not giving any typa of remuneration (20* 638-644)*
Hahn reported in 1951 that eight out of nine cooper¬
ating teachers favored remuneration (21* 118-121).
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Hie breakdown of tha type of financial arrangements
reported in the Educational Researoh Service, circular U., in
I96I4. is as follows (221 l)t
1*

Cooperating teachers are paid directly by the col¬
leges (22 per cent),

2,

The school system is reimbursed by the college and
compensates cooperating teachers in the exact amount
per student received by the college (1$ per cent).

3*

No cash payment is made by the colleges, but cooper¬
ating teachers are offered tuition free courses at
the college (lit per oent).

4*

The school system is reimbursed, but cooperating
teachers receive no extra compensation (2 per cent).

5.

Cooperating teachers are paid, but the respondent
did not indicate whether the money comes from school
systems or colleges (20 per cent).

6.

The sohool system is not reimbursed, and cooperating
teachers receive no extra compensation (7 per oent).

7*

Miscellaneous arrangements which do not fit into any
of the above classifications (20 per cent).

8.

Where extra pay Is provided, it seldom amounts to
more than $50 per student teacher, and the most gen¬
erous provisions reported in the survey were $200
for thirteen weeks with a fee exemption for college
study, and $300 a semester with no other allowance
specified.
A survey of Massachusetts colleges in 1965 by Martin

revealed that seventeen of forty-one institutions awarded a
voucher to the cooperating system as a remuneration.

Nine¬

teen of the institutions reported no remuneration of any
type.

Other types employed by the institutions were;

one

paid $25; one paid $125; one paid $175 for elementary and
$150 for secondary; and two provided a dinner (23? 3)*
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0th«r services offered by institutions ere ss fol¬
lows)
Service Offered

If umber

None
Consultant Services
Library Use
Free Lectures
Extension Course
Reading Clinic

26

Total

41

10
2
l
1

Sharpt in 1965* urges that only experienced, skilled
classroom teachers be used as supervisors and that they be
compensated for this (24) 28).
Conant oalls for the states to provide financial
assistance to local boards to Insure high quality practioe
teaching as part of the preparation of teachers enrolled in
either private or publlo institutions (25) 1*40-443).
Davies found that a fee paid to the cooperating
teacher was the most common practice (18) 141-163).
A study by Qlennon, Weeks, and Ulrick found that
remuneration made by the colleges took one of the following
forms (26) 40-65)t
1.

Payment made directly to cooperating school system.

2.

Free course to cooperating teacher.

3.

Cash honorarium to cooperating teacher.

4.

Furnish substitutes to cooperating system.

5.

Furnish expense money for cooperating teachers to
attend workshops, conferences, and conventions.

6.

Use of library facilities.
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7.

Uee of college facilities not offered other teaohers.

8.

Supply educational equipment, supplies, texts, and
furniture.

9.

Oooaaional oonaultant aervioea,

10.

Award four-year echolarahip to a atudent from coop¬
erating achool.

11.

Caah honorarium to principal.
Length of 3tudent Teaohlng
Stiles in 1947# while studying aixty-one institutions,

found daily atudent teaching to be two hours and the overall
length from six weeks to one year (6: 706-712).
Rueknar's survey in 1952 showed the average clock
hours for elementary students to be 163 per semester, and
they reoeived 8.8 oredit hours (8).
Lindsay found in 1954 that most atudent teaohlng
lasted eighteen weeks (27).
Weber in 1959 surveyed forty-one tax-supported south¬
ern institutions and found the average length of student
teaching to be fifteen weeks (28).
Jones found in I960 from a survey of 422 institutions
that the length ranged from eleven to thirty-six weeks (19:
512).
Ihe Educational Research Servioe, circular

4» In

reported that the length of student teaohlng varied from two
to thirty-five weeks.
was sixteen weeks

The most frequently occurring length

(22: 4)*
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Martin in 1965# in a study of forty-one colleges in
Massachusetts combining elementary and secondary levels,
found the range of student teaching to be from two to thirtyfive weeks.

The moat frequently oocurrlng lengths were eight

and sixteen with thirteen colleges each (231 2).
Sharp called for a uniform length of student teaching
experience to be adopted and that It be at least one-half
year in duration (21;: 29).
Step 18 In the Conant report stresses that elementary
teachers should engage In practice teaching for a period of
at least eight weeks, spending a minimum of three weeks of
full responsibility for the classroom under the direction of
a cooperating teacher and the supervision of a clinical pro¬
fessor (25:
Pagenkopf in a study of practices in off-campus
schools in 1963 reported the full day for a fall semester
was the most widely used plan (30: 61;).
A study of thirty-eight midwest institutions by Inlow
in 1955 shows a range of nine to twenty-seven weeks in the
length of student teaohing and also found the half day to be
the most prominent (17: 211).
The length of student teaohing was controlled by the
colleges In 60 per cent of time and 25 P®** cent by mutual
agreement in a study by Dower of 172 Institutions in 1951;
(31: 101-115).
A whole day for half a semester and a half day for a
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whol# i»MSt»r with a range of five to sixteen weeks were
the findings of s study by Hendrix in 1951* of the Big Ten
Universities (16).
Number of Observations
Inlow surveyed 270 colleges in 1955 and found twothirds indicating a need for more visits by supervisors and
a need to confer with cooperating teachers (17 s 215)•
Woodruff reported in I960 that the number of observa¬
tions depends on the quality of the student teacher.

He

found the average to be three with some ranging to several
per session (111)*
Evans found in 1957 that 10 per oent observed once,
15 per cent observed twice, and the median was three observa¬
tions (32s 387-392).
Martin reported the range of observations by the col¬
lege supervisor to be from one to twelve.

The most widely

used number was three, as this was reported by ten of the
Institutions as the number of observations made by their per¬
sonnel (23s 3)«
In 1951*, Hendrix found that the average number of
visits made by college supervisors was four (16).
A study of 270 institutions in 1955 *7 Rssick reported
that two-thirds of the student teachers wanted more and
longer visits by the college supervisors (9).
A strong recommendation for more visits by college

supervisors was the highlight of a study by Morriss in 1957
(39).
Inlow, in 1959# found the average number of visita
to be 5.27 with each one lasting on the average of one hour
and twenty minutes (17: 215).
In I960, Jones reported in a study of 551 colleges
that on the average public school oollege supervisors made
four visits, while private school oollege supervisors made
three visits (19: $15).

Evaluation of Student Teachers
Blair, in I960, found no uniformity in the assigning
of a final grade to student teachers (33: 192-201*.).
Hendrix found cooperation in marking, but the col¬
lege supervisor played the major role in 1956 (16).
Downer in 1958 found some final grades were assigned
by the supervisors alone, some by the cooperating teachers
alone, but most were a Joint mark (31: 105).
In 1951* Lewis surveyed seventy institutions and
found 65 per cent marked Jointly, 23 per cent by the euperviaor alone, and 13 per cent by the cooperating teacher
alone
Educational Research Service, circular 1*., involving
218 cities, reported that in only nine of these did the coop
erating teacher have full responsibility for determining the
grade a student reoeives In student teaching.

Hie most
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.requently used practioe was fop the cooperating teacher to
submit an evaluation often on a form provided bj the college,
■fiiiCii la taken into consideration by the college supervisor
who assigns the final grade (22: 4).
Martin reported in 1965 that about 70 per cent of
the colleges in Massachusetts use a Joint evaluation of the
student teacher by public school and oollege personnel (23:

2) •
In 1951» Lewis found that the oollege supervisor gave
the sole mark 23 per oent of the time, the cooperating teacher
gave the only mark in 12 per cent of the oases, and the coop*
erative grade was given 65 per cent of the time (34).
Joint marking by the college supervisor and the coop¬
erating teacher was the predominant pattern in a study by
Hendrix in 1954 (16).
Downer found an equal distribution of the following
three patterns of marking:

(a) supervising teacher, (b)

cooperating teaoher, and (c) joint marking (31* 105)*
Humber of student Teachers at One Time
Ciroular 4, Educational Research Service, in 1964
revealed that, of the 216 colleges at the elementary level,
187 (86 per cent) permit only one student teacher to a coop¬
erating teacher at a time, while 27 (12 per cent) will, at
least under some circumstances, assign two students to the
same teaoher (22: 4)*
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Martin in 1965 reported that moat of tha collegaa in
hia study asaignad only one student teacher to a cooperating
teacher at a time (23: 2).

Selection of Cooperating Teaohera
In 19614., circular I4. of the Educational Research Ser¬
vice revealed in a national study of I4.O2 cities that tha
building principal is tha key person identifying teachers
under his supervision who have qualifications for working
with student teachers.

In most cases, however, the selection

is a cooperative procedure in which tha principal works with
a member of the central offioe staff and often representa¬
tives of the colleges involved (22: 3).
Smith and Cunningham,in their I960 study of seventyfive institutions representing thirty-one states, found fiftyfive institutions had not developed any criteria for the
selection and evaluation of cooperating systems or teachers.
Fifteen institutions stated that criteria had been developed
by the institution rather than cooperative efforts of the pub¬
lic school and college.

The other five were in the process

of developing some type of oriteria.
Martin* in his study of forty-one institutions in
1965 in Massachusetts, found four of the forty-one institu¬
tions reporting that they assigned their student teachers,
eighteen reporting that the public school assigned the stu¬
dent teachers, and nineteen using a cooperative arrangement
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between the college end the public echool (23: 2).
Fagenkopf in 1963 reported in a survey of sixty-four
colleges around the nation that the selection of cooperating
teachers was a Joint effort between the publio schools and
the colleges (30: 64).
Parker reported in a 1961* study of Arkansas publio
schools that cooperating teachers were selected from a group
of volunteers (36).
A high degree of joint assigning by the colleges and
publio schools was the finding of a study by Dower in 1951*
(31* no).
A study of the Big Ten Universities in 1951* by Hen¬
drix revealed that cooperating teaohers were selected from a
group of volunteers who had at least three years of experience
(16).
Orientation Programs
Educational Research Servioe in 1961* reported that
over half of the 1*02 cities in their survey reported they had
some type of orientation program.
were as follows*

These various forms used

(a) system wide* (b) individual school* (c)

part of regular teaching day, (d) workshop after school, (e)
class observation, and (f) a seminar the semester before stu¬
dent teaohing (22: i*-5)*
In 1961* a survey of 1*02 cities by Educational nesearch
Service reported that most cooperating teaohers receive
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orientation either by the public echoole or the oolleges (221
4-5).

Credits Awarded student Teacher

In a study by Brink in 1945* he reported that the
range of credit hours for student teaching was fro® one to
twelve semester hours.

The most frequently observed was six

semester hours (5s 394-402).
In 1947 Stiles found the range of semester hours of
credit for the eighty institutions surveyed to vary from two
to fifteen (6s 709).
Brink found in 1945 the range of credits to be one
to twelve with a mode of six (5s 401).
In 1947 Stiles reported that 35 P«r cent gave a mini¬
mum of three oredlta and 37 per cent gave six credits with a
range of two to fifteen oredlta (6s 706).
An average of 9.6 quarter hours of credit for student
teaching was revealed in 1951 in a study of twenty-three
Institutions by Hahn (21s

120).

Nine credits was the mean amount of credit awarded
for student teaching in a study of the Big Ten Universities
by Hendrix (16).
Evans found a large variation in the amount of credit
awarded.

The range was from twelve clook hours for one

credit to seventy-five olook hours for one credit.

The

median was one credit for thirty clock hours (37s 390).
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A range of four to six credits was reported by Weber
in 1959 in southern tax-supported schools (28).
In I960, Inlow’s study of thirty-eight institutions
found a range of five to twenty-one quarter-hour credits with
a median of 10.8 quarter-hour oredits (17: 211-216).
A study of small, medium, and large colleges by Jones
in I960 revealed that In ^22 small colleges the range of
credits was from one to eighteen with a median of six. In 99
medium-slee colleges the range was four to eighteen with a
median of eight credits, and in 30 large colleges the range
was four to sixteen with a median of eight oredits.
■jupervlaion Equal to Credit Hour of Instruct in.;

Data revealed in the 1965 study of forty-one institu¬
tions in Massachusetts by Martin that fourteen used a formula,
while twenty-seven did not.

One hour of a supervisor's load

for two student teachers was used by eight institutions,
while one indicated one hour equals 2.3 student teachers;
another stated one hour equals three students; and finally
one institution reported one hour equals four student teach¬
ers (23* 2-3)•
Studies by Mortons in 1952, Morris in 1957, end Bvans
in I960 all reported that most colleges assigned only one
student teacher to a cooperating teacher at the same ticu(38* 39;

37i 390).
Inlow in 1959 reported that li*.6 student teacher*
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were equivalent to a full teaching load (17: 215).
A study of 139 colleges in 1961 by Davies found
ninety-five of these using a formula to determine the load
of a faculty member.

The range equivalent for a full teach-

ing load was six to fifty student teaohers.

The mean or

average number of student teaohers equal to a full teaching
load was twenty-two (lQa

11*1-163).

In I960, Woodruff found the average load considered
to be a full-time teaching load was fourteen contact hours

(111).
Hahn's study of 1951 revealed the average number of
student teachers equivalent to a full-time teaching load to
be sixteen (21: 120).
A mean of thirty-seven student teachers was found to
be the equivalent of a full-time teaching load by Inlow in
1956

(17: 215).
Most colleges do not use a formula in determining the

number of student teachers equal to a contact hour.

About

1*5 per cent of them carry half a teaching load and ten stu¬
dent teachers was the number reported by Malter in 1952 (38).
Pour of the Big Ten Universities reported that twenty
student teachers was the equivalent of a full teaching load
according to a study in 195U by Hendrix (16).
A study in I960 of 551 colleges in forty-eight states
by Jones reported eighteen student teaohers equal to a full
teaching load (19:

515)*
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A range of two oontaot houra equal to one atudent
teacher to one contaot hour equal to thirty atudent teaohera
waa reported by Evans in 1957

(37*

390)*

Literature Inculcating a Need

Ihe AACTE announced in 1961*. that the "criteria and
procedure for selecting cooperating teaohera and the asslgnment of atudent teaohera need to be restudied” (l*.0i 61*.).
The Univeralty of Oregon ran a study in 1961*. ualng
cooperating teachers, college supervisors, adaalnlatratora,
and atudent teaohera.

Thla study showed a complete conflict

as to the role of the supervisor (1*1).
Parker found in 1961*. a definite need in the selection
of cooperating teaohera (36).
The National Committee on Teacher Education and Pro¬
fessional Standards in 1963 oalled for more systematic ways
to provide teachers and administrators in the aohools to
advise the college in planning and conducting the teacher
education program (1*21

IS)*

A study by Auburn University in 1963 revealed a need
in orientation of cooperating teachers and student teachers
and an improvement in communications between the public
school and college personnel

(1*3) •

A study by MoLendon in 1963 found the following areas
to be in need of improvement!

supervision, public school and

college relations, and orientation of student teachera

(!*!*)•
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In 1962 Schliok came up with the following recommen¬
dations :

(a) inorease in status and prastigs of cooperating

teacher, (b) need for joint selection of cooperating teach¬
ers, (c) a course in supervision of student teachers, and
(d) establish a counoil to evaluate the teacher-education
program (1*5).
Don Davies, executive secretary of the National Com¬
mittee on Teacher Education in 1963, called for immediate
closer communication between the public school and college
personnel (46).
Hamilton revealed in a study in 1963 the need for
better orientation programs for both cooperating and student
teachers (47).
There is increasing concern, profession-wide, of the
significance of the student teaching experience in the
teacher preparation program.

The NEA National Commission on

Teacher Education and Professional Standards, in a recent
Position Paper, included the following statement (42 s 15):
Each student needs a substantial period of student
teaching, with skilled supervision by both school and
college personnel in a program cooperatively planned
and conducted by the sohools and colleges.
Supervising
teachers should be the moat oapablo seaohera in a school:
they should be spec iYic ally prepared 'for 'their super visory work, given e reduced work load and compensated
beyond their regular salary.
College supervisors should
be well qualified by preparation and experience having
salaries and faculty status commensurate with the impor¬
tance of their responsibility.
State education agencies should assume increased
responsibility (Including the making available of finan¬
cial assistance) for Insuring that student teaching is
conducted In good schools with the supervision of well-
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qualified teachers and administrators.
Such a goal
®al1® for oo-ordinated state-wide plans for student
teaohing programs.
The AST (Assoolatlon for Student Teaching) strongly
suggests that researoh is needed desperately in teaoher
preparation with speoial reference to student teaohing and
related laboratory experiences In the public schools.

It

urges the following areas reoelve immediate attention:
1.

Development of a suggested set of minimum standards
acceptable for institutional approval for student
teaohing and related experiences, including reason¬
able adaptation to the reactions of the leaders of
the many various types of agencies. Hopefully it
would be the best possible raw material for a study
group to be established in later years charged with
making recommendations for new offlolal state
standards.

2.

Development, wide review, publication and dissemina¬
tion of a definite description of a high quality
program of laboratory experiences for teaoher^eques¬
tion In TolTeg as and public school f> wlth adequate
suggested variations for local conditions and col¬
leges, together with an acoompanylng rationale for
teacher education in the state.
Minimum standards
are necessary to eliminate questionable practices
but there does not exist in most states a descrip¬
tion of a comprehensive "model or highly desirable"
program and no rationale for laboratory experiences.
Even the best in the literature has serious limita¬
tions on theoretical grounds and especially so in
application to a particular state.

3•

A comprehensive survey of available laboratory facllftT»:T7or teacher educetronin the public schools of
the state.
Duplication and
ted distribution to
all interested parties.

k»

A comprehensive analysis, of the plans used by the
colleges In the state to compensate local sohool sys¬
tems and tht>ir personnel for their service in teaoher
education.
Development of one or more suggested
plans for a professional and realistic approach to
this problem with proposals for patterns of organi¬
sation, contractual relations and a state wide plan
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for proper financing of this antIra oparatlon within
the public schools.
Publication and dissemination*
5*

Development of t comprehensive analysis of the roles
and rolatlonaulpa of all types of personnel Involved
in the laboratory phases oT teacher eduoatlon.
Extensive review by people In all phases of teacher
education, publication and dissemination.

6.

Development of a sup,seated draft for a comprehensive
offiolal bulletin on teacher education in the state.
(Not a revial on of certification standards, V>ut
resembling somewhat the content of the excellent ones
In other states such as North Carolina and Kentuoky,
for example.) Could be limited to the laboratory
phases or could be broader In scope.

7.

A Local Peaoher Education Council Including college
and public school representatives working to Improve
the laboratory phases of teacher education In an area
In whloh only one college Is situated and Is placing
students.

8. A Local Teacher EducetIon Council,. as above. In an
area In which several colleges, including both pub¬
licly and privately supported plaoe students.
9. Demonstration public school districts In the special
field of laboratory experiences In teacher education.
It would be desirable to have at least two or three
different projects with districts of wide variety in
type with several colleges cooperating in one or more
projects, for example, several private colleges in
one district, several publioly supported and private
in another, several or all of the publicly supported
In another, etc.
The emphasis should be on the
improvement of quality in all aspects of labor*-ary
experiences such as observation, participation, stu¬
dent teaching internships, the induction of new teach¬
ers, early employment at less than teacher status,
etc.

.

10

An organised group of representatives of those reapon
slble^for Laboratory experiences located
geagrarSTioaliv closely associated colle£SA~Thetask
to Study Jointly"th. Improvement of tn.lr programs,
mean, of .voiding glaring yarlatlona and lnoonalat.nol.a and th. Improvement of th. local
facilities In public schools through J®1?*
Thla might serve as a pilot approach to the p
for the whole state.

f«
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11,

Explore « variety of neftns of uo«radln* the skills
o£-cooperating achool personneirn the’lr tescher aduoa.t 1 on furyc11 one.For example, contreot with’ one or

more graduateachoola to offer a credit oourae In
the supervlalon of atudent teaching In areaa of the
atate which never have aooeaa to auoh a oourae offer¬
ing but where many atudent teaohera are placed. The
achool peraonnel could be granted a full waiver of
feea and given their books, or reduced retea for
thoae items, or in Title V. Other approachea ahould
be ayatematically explored and studied, such eat
short conferences, two or three day workshops, inaervloe programs in depth in a single ayatem for all
peraonnel, etc.
12.

Several typea of atate wide, and regional work con¬
ferences oould benela to study special problems and
practices auoh as might be Identified in areas 1-10.
These could lnolude representatives of all typea of
personnel in this aspect of teacher education, a nar¬
rower sampling or a single group to study a special
problem.

13*

Explore the use of short oonferenoea, short workshops
or credit oourae workshops for the upgrading of col¬
lege peraonnel working In the public schools. Many
colleges have no faoiiitl ea Yor this type of prepara¬
tion and the rapid turnover and limited competence of
college people who work in the public achool la all
too well known. These activities oould be tried out
on a state wide or regional basis with special empha¬
sis on helping local people who are being employed
for thla purpose to become better qualified quickly.
(48i 25-27)
In a nationwide study involving ly.02 cities. Educa¬

tional Research Service, circular kt in 196U. stated that it
la impossible to draw any generalisations about the current
status of student teaohlng programs in the public schools.
There is at present practically no uniformity, either among
the achool systems or the teacher training institutions, in
the procedures or arrangements governing this cooperative
enterprise (22i 1).
Sharp, a Superintendent of Schools in Hassachusto:ts,
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calls for immediate action in the following areas (241 28)i
1.

a unicorns system of selecting student teachers be
developed and used in all teacher-training schools
In a given area;

c•

only experienced, skilled classroom teachers be used
aated^erVii0r8 *** th4t th#y b#

oompen-

3*

» unifora length of student teaching experience be
adopted, and that it be at least one-half year in
duration;

4*

that college supervisors be given adequate supervis¬
ing tine;

5*

that training institutions coordinate their pro¬
grams, particularly in a given geographic area.
The AACTE in a recent publication made the following

remarks (49! 61-68)i
Die underlying assumption that the total profession
should be involved in teaoher education decisions needs
to be examined carefully. . . . One aide of the argument
is the question of university autonomy in all matters of
higher education, The opposite pole of this argument is
that the practicing profession through its professional
organisations, should be entirely responsible for setting
the standards, the policy and the broad program for ini¬
tiating its novices. . . • The Position Paper on teaoher
education prepared by TEPS makes some general recommenda¬
tions which seem to place the responsibilities in fair
and sensible distribution. . . .With regard to student
teaching, the papor makes a suggestion similar to Dr.
Conant's, that this crucial experience be planned and
conducted cooperatively by the schools and college. . . .
i&e issue appears to Ve one of autonomy. The problem is
to bring about resolution and some agreement between
these alternative positions which will encourage the
development of a sounder program for education teachers
whloh will draw upon the best talents and ideas of both
public schools and colleges.
At a recent conference at Wayne State University
attended by representatives of AST, TEPS, AASA, ASCD, and
AACTE, several speoific elements of a cooperative relationship
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w#r# identified.

Among thorn wore (a) Joint ourrloulum deci-

olona in laboratory experienoo program!f (b) Joint aoleotion
of supervising teachers, (c) Joint selection and provision
of needed facilities, (d) Joint placement of student teach¬
er** (e) Joint action on funding, and (f) Joint evaluation
of laboratory-experience programs.

They also urged that the

AACTE Executive Oosusittee form legislation regarding state

and federal aid for teacher education.

The following pro¬

posal was endorsed by the group, and AACTE acoepted the chal¬
lenge (50* 1).
Immediate legislative action should be taken to pro¬
vide financial assistance to school districts, colleges
preparing teaohers and state departments of education
for the Improvement of teaoher education Including espe¬
cially, support for student teaohing programs and for
effective supervision and related services for teacher
education which are cooperatively engaged in by school
districts, colleges, and state agencies.
As pointed out earlier, some data are available at
the national level but none in Massachusetts alone in this
area of utmost importance.

In order to Justify the author1 s

findings, or perhaps laok of findings, the author contacted
what he oonsldered to be the key departments or associations
in the state that have a voice in shaping teacher prepara¬
tion.

They are as follows*

1.

Massachusetts Superintendents Association— Thm
Toreadors (5U*

2.

Massachusetts State Department of Education-Division
of Research Statistics and Development (52, 57).

3.

Massachusetts State Department of Education—Division
of Elementary Education (53* 55).
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k»

Commonwealth of M&aaaohuaetta—Division of State Coll«g«« ($k, 56).

All four confirmed my research Indicating that these data are

not available and highly endorsed this study.

(See Appendix

A for letters of endorsement.)

Steps 2, 1+, 5» 6, 12, and 16 of the Conant report
support the need for this study.

Basically, Conant suggests

that Institutions set up their own programs of teacher edu¬
cation and establish. In conjunction with a public school
system, a state-approved praotloe-teaohlng arrangement.

He

calls for the establishment of "clinical professors" similar
to medloal schools.

Under this plan, the state would regu¬

late the conditions under which praotloe teaching is done
and would require oolleges and public school systems to sub¬
mit evidence concerning the competence of those appointed as
cooperating teaohers and ollnioal professors.

In step 6, he

oalls for the state Department of Education to be a clearing¬
house of information on teacher preparation (2*>).
Summary
Until the third decade of this century, the practical
aspects of educating teachers were mostly provided for in
laboratory aohools or practice aohools controlled by the
local oolleges.

Then, with the Increase In college enrollments,

the shift began toward using the public schools for this pur¬
pose.

A study of the research indicates that almost all col¬

leges are now using the public schools for either all or most
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of the student teacher's practical experience.
Money and tuition-free courses are the two most ooamon forms of remuneration to school systems or individual
cooperating teachers.

Studies indicate that money is used

by about two-thirds of the colleges, ranging from $15 to $300
with a mode of $50 per student teacher.

About one-fourth of

the colleges award a tuition-free course to the cooperating
teaoher, many Indicating that transfer of the course to
another teacher is permitted if the actual cooperating teacher
does not want it.

Other types that are becoming more preva¬

lent, either in addition to or in place of money or oouraes,
are (a) consultant services, (b) library use, (o) lectures,
(d) extension courses, and (e) use of clinics.

The range or

variability in this area la very large.
There does not seem to be any uniformity as to the
length of the student teaching experience.

Most studies indi¬

cate a range of two to thirty-six with bimodal points of
eight and sixteen weeks.

There is a trend toward a longer

period of training in more recent studies.
The number of visits made by the college supervisors
also is quite varied.

Some indicate fifteen visits during *

six-week period, while others indicate one visit in thirtysix weeks.

The modal number of visits is four and, once

again, recent studies show an increase in this area.
The final grade received by a student teacher is usu¬
ally arrived at Jointly by the college supervisor and the

cooperating taaohar.

However, Boat of these so-oalled Joint

evaluations are actually nade by the college supervisor*
The cooperating teacher fills out a form, and the oollege
supervisor supposedly uses this to guide him in making the
1

grade.

In most of the cases, the cooperating teacher

never finds out what the final grade was.
A study of the research indicates that almost all
colleges never assign more than one student teacher at a time
to a cooperating teacher.

In a very few oases, two are

assigned as polioy, and occasionally two are assigned out of
necessity.
The selection of cooperating teachers is almost
exclusively done by the public sohool administrators.

Most

studies indicate that there are no criteria used; they are
Just selected from a list of volunteers.

Ihe orientation of

these cooperating teachers Is handled almost exclusively by
the college, and most indicate this is poorly done.
The number of credits awarded for student teaohing
ranges from one to twenty-five semester hours.

Early studies

reveal a mode of six, while more recent ones indicate a mode
of twelve.
Most studies indicate that eighteen student teachers
is the equivalent of a full-time teaching load.

Most col-

leges also report that they have no actual formula for deter¬
mining this, but those that do indicate that two student
teachers equals one semester hour of teaching to b© most

kl
prevalent
Almost all professional organisations and leaders
have recently indicated a need for this type of study.
Characteristics of Studies to Date Which Bnh«nea the Heed
for nil 3 Study ' ~
1.

They combine elementary and secondary levels in the
researoh and reported results.

2.

They involve college personnel only, not allowing
the thinking of public school personnel to be
expressed.

3.

They report existing plans only, not allowing for
proposed plans of organisational patterns.

I4..

No real attempt has been made to find out if there
is a trend in the thinking toward joint public
school-college cooperation.

Indlreotly, studies

reveal this trend when asked the question, "What
do you find as your major problem(a)?"
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CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE

Restatement of the Purpose

The general purposes of this study were:
the current status In Massachusetts concerning admin**
istrative patterns;
the proposed practices of the Massachusetts Directors
of Student Teaching and the Massachusetts

<\iperin-

tendents of School concerning administrative patterns
in Massachusetts;
the current status concerning administrative pat¬
terns, reported by colleges at the national level
which have cooperatively developed programs;
the current degree of cooperative planning and evalu¬
ation programs in Massachusetts and at the national
level;
the degree of desirability of cooperative programs
by the Massachusetts Directors of Student Teaching
and the Massachusetts Superintendents of School;
the degree of willingness of the Massachusetts
Directors of Student Teaching and the Massachusetts
Superintendents of School to implement cooperative
programs; and
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• examples of current cooperatively developed programs.
Procedure Plan
A survey of the literature concerning related
research was conducted by the author, and the results are
reported in Chapter II.

In addition, state and national

organisations were contacted to strengthen the assumption
of the author that there was a need for this study; these
results are also reported in Chapter II.

In order to Jus¬

tify his findings, or perhaps lack of findings, the author
contacted what he considered to be the key departments or
associations in the state that have a voice in shaping
teacher preparation and arranged personal interviews, as
follows:
1.

Massachusetts Superintendents Association—The
Toreadors.

Dr. Paul Poehler, Assistant Superin¬

tendent of Schools, Lexington, Massachusetts;
Executive Committee of Toreadors, Subcommittee on
Teacher Preparation, August 14# 1966 (1).
2.

Massachusetts State Department of Education—Divi¬
sion of Research, Statistics, and Development.
Dr. John Torosian, Senior Supervisor, August 31#

1966
3.

(2).

Massachusetts State Department of Education—Divi¬
sion of Elementary Education.

Dr. William Kelly,

Senior Supervisor, August 5. 1966 (3).

5o
U*

Commonwealth of Massachusetts—Division of State
Colleges.

Dp. Francis X. Quindon, Assistant

Director. July 29, 1966 (k)•
In the interviews, all four confirmed the author*a
researoh indicating that the data are not available and
endorsed this study.
endorsement.)

(See Appendix A for letters of

(5, 6, 7)

The participants contacted in the study were (a) all
(235) Superintendents of Schools in Massachusetts having
elementary school children under their guidance, (b) all
(39) Directors of Student Teaching in Massachusetts prepare
ing elementary teachers, and (c) 97 Directors of Student
Teaching in thirty-six states.

The names of the superin¬

tendents and their school systems were obtained from the
1966 Educational Directory published by the Massachusetts
State Department of Education.

The final list was updated

by supplementary material in October, 1966.

The names of

the colleges in Massachusetts were obtained from the
Massachusetts State Department of Education, Division of
Certification.

The names of the colleges at the national

level were obtained from the American Association of Col¬
leges for Teacher Education (AACTE).

This list was com¬

piled from a national inquiry concerning cooperative pro¬
grams in teacher education.

These colleges indicated that

their administrative arrangements are either in whole or
in part developed cooperatively by college and public
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school personnel (See Appendix C).
Three different questionnaires were developed to
include questions of a specific nature for each group.

The

questionnaires were checked by an authority in the field.
Dr. William Wolf, Director of Research, School of Education,
University of Massachusetts (8).

In early November, the

questionnaires were administered to a sample group consisting of public school teachers, public school principals,
assistant superintendents of schools, public school cooper¬
ating teachers, college instructors, college supervisors of
student teachers, and assistant directors of student teach¬
ing.

The results and suggestions were analyzed, and the

necessary revisions were made to the questionnaires (See
Appendix B)•
The procedure used in gathering the data consisted
of three steps:
1.

the first questionnaire was sent to all partici¬
pants in November, 1966}

2.

a follow-up questionnaire was sent in January,
1967* and

3.

phone calls were made in February, 1967» to all
nonrespondents•

All three groups surpassed the established minimum accep¬
tance of returns (60 per cent) as recommended by Dr.
William Wolf (8).
groups was:

The percentage of returns for the
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X*

hassachusetts Superintendents of Elementary
Schools, 80 per cent;

2.

Massachusetts Directors of Elementary Student
Teaching, 98 per cent; and

3-

National Directors of Elementary Student Teaching,
95 per cent.
The reporting and interpreting of the data gathered

in this study were handled using the analytical study aurvey technique, as suggested by Mouly (9).
in the form of tables.

It is presented

Each table is accompanied by a

written description, using appropriate descriptive statis¬
tics such as range, percentage, frequency, and measures
of central tendency.

The results may be found in

Chapter IV.
It is beyond the purview of the author to Imple¬
ment any plan of action, but the findings and recommenda¬
tions will be forwarded to the four key associations and
departments In the state that have the potential and desire
to implement action.

They are as follows;

1.

Massachusetts Superintendents Association.

2.

Massachusetts Division of State Colleges.

3.

Massachusetts State Department of Education,
Division of Research and Statistics.

ij..

Massachusetts State Department of Education,
Elementary Division.
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In addition, all participants of the study will receive a
copy of the results.

5k
Footnotes to Chapfr III
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS OP THE STUDY
Host of the tables oontaln a standard form of head¬
ing ooda to allow more information in a less-congested way
to bo presented in eaoh table.
Sofle

They are as follows!
Definition

MDST

Massachusetts Directors of Student Teaching

MSS

Massachusetts Superintendents of 3ohools

NDST

Directors of Student Teaohing at the National
Level

CP

Current Practices (of the group)

PP

Proposed Practices (of the group)

%

Per oent (indicates the numbers in the tables
are percentages)

?

Frequency (indicates the numbers in the tables
are frequencies or the number of times an
option has been chosen)

V

Number (indicates total number of people in
the group)
A few tables will contain codes of a specific nature

to that table, and in eaoh case these will be defined for
the reader at the appropriate place.
Table 1 is used to show the types of groups In the
study, the number of participants contacted, and the number
and percentage of people within each group that cooperated
in the study.
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TABLE 1
participation in the studi*
Groups

Universe N

Study N

Responded N

Participation

235

235

189

8o

MDST

39

39

38

98

NDST

97

97

92

95

MSS

*Code Reminders
MSS - Maeeeohueette Superintendent* of Schools
MDST - Massachusetts Directors of Student Tesohing
NDST • Directors of Student Teaching st National Level
%
- Per cent (numbers in column ere percentages)
N
- Number (total number of people in group)
The first group is the Msssaohusetts Superintendents
of Sohools having elementary sohool children under their
guidance*

The list of these was obtained from the 1966 Edu¬

cational Directory published by the Massachusetts State
Department of Education.
1966*

lhie list was updated in November,

Hie total number or universe N was 235# And all of

these were contacted*
as the universe N*

The study N is, therefore, the same

Hie number of participants, or people

snswerlng the questionnaire, was 189 or 80 per cent of the
universe*
The second group is the Massachusetts Directors of
Student Teaohing having an elementary student teaching pro¬
gram.

The list was obtained from the Massachusetts state

Department of Education, Division of Certification.

The

total number or universe N was thirty-nine, and all of these
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w«r# contacted,
ur.'verse If.

Ihe study H is, therefore, the sene as the

Ihe number of participants, or people answering

the questionnaire, waa thirty-eight or 98 per cent of the
universe.
The third group consists of Directora of Student
Teaohlng at the national level.

The list waa obtained from

the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
(AAOTE).

these colleges were listed as having in whole or

in part cooperative programs between public school and col¬
lege personnel and were obtained from a atudy conducted by
AACTE.

Ihe total nustber or universe If waa ninety-seven, and

all of these were contacted.
universe If.

Ihe study N is the same as the

Ihe number of partlcipanta, or people responding

to the questionnaire, was ninety-two or 95 per oe»t of the
universe•
Table 2 deals first with the current practices of
MOST and HD3T and their provisions for systematic planning
and evaluation of teaoher education by both college and pub¬
lic school personnel.

At the national level, U3 per cent of

the colleges provide this now, and an additional 21* per cent
are in the prooess of developing cooperative programs in this
area.

This total of 67 per cent at the national level is

quite different from the 10 per cent of Massachusetts col¬
leges reporting this as a ourrent operative policy.
The second part of Table 2 reflects the desire, lilt/
of a systematic cooperative program of planning and
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TABLE 2
SYSTEMATIC COOPERATIVE PLANNING AND EVALUATION
OF TEACHER EDUCATION BY PUBLIC SCHOOL
AND COLLEGE PERSONNEL
Part I
Current Provisions

Group

Provision
*

No
Provision
* ...
%

ftavelopsient
Stage

N

NDST

43

23

24

92

MDST

10

90

0

38

Part II
Desirability of Cooperating Program
Group

Desire
2

MDST

90

10

38

MSS

97

3

189

.—

No Desire
.
%

N

Part III
Willingnaaa to Meet to Dlacuaa Implementation
of Cooperative iVoKrame
Group
KDST

90

10

38

MSS

95

5

189
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•valuation by MD3T and the M3S.

Both groupa ara in agreement

as 97 per oent of tha MSS and 90 par cant of tha MD3T indi¬
cated that a cooperative planning and evaluation policy
should be developed.
Part III goes beyond the desirability of cooperative
programs, as it indicates the willingness of participants to
meet to discuss implementation of such a program.

Onoe again

a very high degree of desirability was expressed by both the
HOST (90 per cent) and the MSS (95 per cent).
Table 2 has been presented at the beginning of the
study tot
1.

reveal the large discrepancy between the trend of
cooperative planning and evaluation programs at the
national level and the current practice in Massachu¬
setts;

2.

reveal the high desirability of such a program, and
the willingness to participate in its implementation
by both the MOST and the MSS; and

3*

develop a mind set on the preceding points by the
reader, sinoe most of the tables refleot agreement
in the proposed administrative practices by the MSS
and MDST, and the current practices by the MOST, but
these disagree with the ourrent administrative prac¬
tices in Massachusetts reported by the MDST.
Table 3 illustrates the ourrent and proposed prac¬

tices regarding the selection of cooperating school systems.
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tab lb 3
SELECTION OF COOPERATINO SCHOOL SYSTEMS*
Criteria

OP
Jt

PP

PP
*

CP

i

a. Quality of staff

63

84

93

91

b. Proximity

82

11

43

85

0 • Slse of system

16

14

15

25

d. Instructional materials
available

29

66

73

71

e. Cooperation of community
administrators

71

79

89

85

f. Home town of student
teaoher

32

5

9

8

N -

38

38

189

92

i

*Code Reminderj
CP - Current Practices (of the group)
PP - Proposed Preotloee (of the group)
Currently, 53 per cent of MDST Indies ted (option e)
quality of eteff as e f so tor in the selection of oooperstlng
school systems, end 84 per cent reported it ss s proposed or
desirable praotloe.

The proposed percentage (84) by the MDST

seems to be in line with the proposed percentages (93 end 91)
reported by the MSS and NDST.
Proximity (option b) is currently used by 83 per cent
of the MDST, but only 11 per cent considered it as a proposed
factor.

About half (43 ps* owit) of the MSS considered it a

choice, yet 85 per cent of the NDST indicated their use of
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proxipilty at a factor.

On tha aurfaoa thara seems to ba a

conflict, but addad comments bj participanta tand to clarify
tha diaorapanoiaa.

At tha national level, tha diraotora have

cooperative programs and have baan abla to form the a a within
a raaaonabla distance.

Maaaaohuaatta diraotora indicated

their high uaa of proximity but vara not aatlafled with ourrant ralatlonahipa, hanoa reflecting a vary low proposed uaa
of proxinlty aa a factor.
issue.

&iperlntendenta ware split on this

It appears that proxinlty for proximity*a sake is

highly undesirable.

Another reason that caused diaorapanoiaa

was tha interpretation of proximity.

Does it mean tan miles,

twenty miles, or could thirty miles ba considered aa within
tha definition of proximity?
All groups revealed little uaa or desire to uaa tha
also of tha system (option o) in tha selection of cooperat¬
ing sohool systems.
The uaa of instructional materials (option d) as a
currant faotor was reported by 29 par oant of tha MOST, but
68 par cant indicated their desire to uaa it.

This proposed

desire is in conflict with their currant practice but is in
line with the thinking of the MSS (73

cent) and ND3T (71

per cent)•
Cooperation of community administrators (option a)
was considered a desirable faotor by all groups in either
ourrent or proposed practices.
The use of the hosie town of the student teach©" 5 5
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currently used by 32 par oant of tha MD3Tf but only 5 par
cant Indicated thia to ba a daairabla practice.

This low pro¬

posed use of tha home town (5 par cant) is onoa again in line
with tha proposed use by tha H3S (9 par oant) and tha VD3T
(8 par oant).
lha table, in general, reflects that tha quality of
staff (option a), instructional materials available (option d),
cooperation of community administrators (option a), and
(option b) proximity (with reservations) are the proposed
factors to be used in the selection of cooperating systems.
There is uniformity in the proposed practices by the
MSS, MD3T and the current practices of the NDST, but these
are not in line with the current praotioes in Massachusetts.
Table I4. is a comparison of the ourrent and proposed
practices used in the selection of cooperating teachers.
Option (a) refers to a list of volunteers, with lit¬
tle or any evaluation, being sent to the college by school
administrators for assignment as a cooperating teacher by
the college.

Although 21 per oent of the MDST reported this

as a current practice, only 2 per oent indicated this as a
proposed practice.
by the MSS and NDST.

Thia low desirability was also reflected
Option (b) is quite similar to option

(a) 1 the only difference is that the assignment of student
teachers is done by the public school administrator.

These

two options (a and b) combined show very little desirability
as a proposed practioe by the MDST (i*. per cent) and the MSS
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TABLE 4
SELECTION OP COOPERATING TEACHERS
Criteria

OP

f

PP

PP

*

CP
*

i

a. List of volunteers sent to
the college by school
administrators for assign¬
ment

21

2

2

7

b. Assignments made by publio
sohool administrators
from list of volunteers

US

2

10

9

o. Joint evaluation and
assignment

ZU

79

74

97

d. Evaluation and assignment
by colleges

li

5

4

5

e.

Evaluation and assignment
by sohool administrators

37

S

7

16

f. Student teacher aeleota—
college confirms

5

2

0

0

0

5

0

0

38

38

189

92

No comment
N -

(12 per cent), or a current practice by the HOST (16 per
cent), yet 66 per cent of the MDST report It as a current
praotlce in Massachusetts.
Current practices of the NDST (97 per cent) and the
proposed practices of the MDST (79 per oent) and MSS (71* per
cent) are in agreement, but once again are in confliot with
the current praotloe reported by the MDST (24, per cent)
regarding option (o)f Joint evaluation and assignment•

614U80 of option (d), evaluation and assignment by
college only, appear® to be in agreement by all three groupa
concerning both their current and proposed practloes.

The

table reveals very little use or desirability to establish
this as a practice in the selection of cooperating teaohers.
Evaluation and assignment by the school administrator, option
(e), Is currently used by 37 per cent of the MDST, but only
5 per cent desire this as a praotioe.

This low desirability

waa also Indicated by the MSS (7 per cent) and the NDST (16
per cent).
Option (g) means that the student teaoher requests
the college to assign him to a certain cooperating teacher,
and the college would then approach the superintendent and
cooperating teaoher for confirmation.

This Is used very lit¬

tle presently and has little or no desirability as a pro¬
posed practice by all groups.
The overall table reveals agreement In the proposed
practloes of the MDST and the MSS, and the current practices
of the HD3T in the use of option (o). Joint evaluation and

assignment, as the best approach in the selection of cooper¬
ating teachers.

This does not, however, reflect the current

trend in Massachusetts as reported by MDST.
Table 5 shows the proposed practloes desired by the
MSS and MDST and the current practices of the HD3T regarding
minimum qualifications of cooperating teachers.
comments sre also shown below the table.

Additional
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TABLE 5

—R55SF“
PP
|

Criteria

HSS
pp
*

c
H

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OP COOPERATING TEACHERS

a. No comment

2

1

0

b. Laaa than 3 yeara* experience

7

4

1

c. 3 or more years' exparianoa

21*.

47

24

d. Superior teacher

47

29

57

0

5

8

13

14

10

g. Master'a Degree and 5 or more
yaara* experience

7

0

0

h. At leaat 3 yeara* experience
but no Maater*a Degree

71

81

89

i. Master'a Degree and 3 or wore
yeara* experience

20

14

10

a. 5 or more yaara* exparianoa
f. Maatar’a Degree and 3 yaara*
experience

Additional Comments
1. Tenure in ayatem

8

0

0

2. Tenure somewhere; 1 year
in ayatem

0

4

0

3. 3 yeara* experience; 1 year
in ayatem

4

15

10

11

0

4

0

0

9

i*., 2 years in ayatem
5. State oritic teacher
credentials
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Options (b), (o), (d)f and (•) deal with qualifica¬
tions calling for lass than a Master’s Degree.

Very few peo¬

ple either propose or use option (b)} that is, using cooper¬
ating teachers with leas than three years’ experience.
Options (o) and (d) are shown separately and also their com¬
bined percentages, since they are quite similar.

Option (d),

a superior teacher, was selected in place of option (o) by
those who did not want to put any standard on this because
there are times when you might, for example, find a superior
second-year teacher,

ftiolr choice, therefore, is really

option (c) but allowing for flexibility.

The MD3T and NDST

tend to prefer option (d) over option (c) and the MSS indi¬
cate that option (c) is more desirable.

However, the com¬

bined percentages of each group display a very close similar¬
ity.
Options (s) and (g) were selected by only a small
percentage of each group.

This Indicates that establishing

a minimum of five years’ experience, with or without a Mas¬
ter's Degree, is neither a proposed nor a current practice.
foe three groups also tend to be in agreement regard¬
ing option (f).

A smaller percentage of each group prefers

the Master's Degree and three years’ experience (f) to option®
(o) and (d) combined:

M33, 71 per cent (c and d) to 13 per

oent (f)| MOST, 7b per cent (c and d) to 111 P«* cent If);
NDST, 81 per cent (c and d) to 10 per cent U).
Options (h) and (i) are used to show the combined
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percentages of options (b),
yaara'

(c), and (d), at lsast thras

axp^r'lenoe but a Master's Degree not required, against

options (f) and (g), Master's Degree and at least three jeers'
experience required.
lh) to option (i).

All three groups tend to prefer option
Although there Is s discrepancy within

option (h) as to whether the groups prefer option (c) or (d),
since this was an open-end question, the author feels there
is more of a play on words than a difference.
Rie additional comments seotlon was added since these
were made in addition to their comments reported in the table.
Options lf 2, 3, and 4 are quite similar, since they all call
for at least one year in the town.

Although the percentages

are small, they are worth mentioning since 23 per cent of the
MOST, 19 per cent of the MSS, and 10 per cent of the MD3T
took time to write in their desire for at least one year of
experience in the system.

Option 5 reflects an interesting

point; 9 per cent of the NDSX reported that the state has
requirements for cooperating or critic teachers.

Option 6

shows that 27 per cent of the MD3T, I4.O per cent of the MSS,
and 45 per cent of the HOST, although stating originally that
a Master's Degree was not essential, added that it was desir¬
able •
Ihe table as a whole indicates that the proposed
practices of the MDST and MSS are in agreement with current
practices of the HD3T.
1.

Overall, it appears that!

a Master's Degree is not essential but is desirable;
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2,

at least three years of experience is preferred, but
this should be flexible for an exceptional case.
Table 6 oonoerns itself with the minimum qualifica¬

tions of college supervisors.

Options (b), (o), and (d)

relate to the qualifications when a Master’s Degree is not
required) and options (e), (f), (g), and (h), the qualifica¬
tions when a Master’s Degree is required.

Options (J) and

(k) are a comparison of options (b), (o), and (d) combined
with options (e),

(f), (g), (h), and (i) combined.

Option (k), Master's Degree not required, appears to
be neither used nor a desirable practice by all three groups
(MDST, 11 per cent; MSS, 18 per cent; and NDSP, 10 per cent).
The use of option (J), Master’s Degree and at least three
years' experience required, was highly ohosen by all three
groups (MD3T, 85 per oent; MSS, 78 per cent; and NDsr, 88
per oent).
Within options (J) and (e), (f), (g), (h), and (1),
there appears to be a big discrepancy, especially between
options (f) and (g).

The author feels the major reason for

this is that the table reflects a comparison of proposed pro¬
grams to a current program.

Die MSS are about even in their

ohoice of (f) or (h), while the ND3T and MDST reflect a com¬
plete reversal in their choices of options (f> and \hi•

Per

haps the table would be best reflected by saying that all
three groups agree that the minimum qualifications should b*
a Master's Degree and three years' teaching experience with
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TABLE 6
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS OF COLLEGE SUPERVISORS
Criteria
a. No comment

k

k

2

b. Leee then 3 years' experience

0

0

0

o. 3 or more years1 experience

3

7

k

d.

8

11

6

0

0

0

11

33

62

8

12

3

63

29

21

1. C.A.G.S. or doctoral candidate
and 3 years' experience

3

k

2

J. At least a Master's Degree and
3 years' experience

95

78

88

k. Master's Degree not required

11

18

10

38

189

92

Superior teacher

e. Master's Degree but leas than
3 yeara1 experience
f. Master's Degree and 3 years1
experience
g. Master's Degree and 5 or more
years' experience
h. Master's Degree; 3 years' experi¬
ence; experience as an admin¬
istrator and/or cooperating
tea o her

N -
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experience as an administrator and/or cooperating teacher
being desirable.
Table 7 illustrates the current and proposed prac¬
tices regarding reimbursement policies to cooperating teaohera and/or sohool systems.
TABLE 7
REIMBURSEMENT TO COOPERATING TEACHERS
AND/OR SCHOOL SYSTEMS
MDST
OP
1.

Criteria

MDs£
PP
*

tfss
-

pp
*

CP

%

a. None

11

0

9

6

b. Money honorarium

Ik

71

66

65

o. Free course voucher

53

11

29

24

8

3

0

2

e. Consultant services

Ik

5

41

12

f. Inservice course, use of
reading or speeoh
clinics, etc.

11

6

45

11

g. Use of college library

24

24

5

27

3

11

0

0

38

38

189

92

d. Book or dinner

h. No oomment
N -

Option (a) indicates that presently 11 per cent of
the colleges in Massachusetts do not provide any type of
reimbursement to cooperating teachers or system a, out all of
the MD3T indicated that some type should be given,

fho cur¬

rent practice at the national level (Q per cent) and the
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proposed practices of the MSS (9 par cant) ara alao In llna
with tha MD3T in thair low daalrablllty of option (a).

Oanar-

ally, all groups daalra or uaa some plan of reimbursement to
cooperating teachers and/or school aystans.
Options (b), (c), and (d) ara usually assoolatad with
tha types of reimbursement given to cooperating teachers,
although not exclusively.

Approximately 90 per cant of tha

partlolpanta agreed that some form should be given to tha
cooperating teacher.

Most indicated, for example, In the use

of a free course voucher, option (c), that the cooperating
teaeher would have first refusal.

In the event It was

rejected, the participants were split over whether (a) the
cooperating teacher could pass It on to someone else, (b) the
sohool system would have the option to dispose of It, or (e)
It would revert back to the college and go unused.

Some of

the typioal problems reported by the participants In the use
of course vouchers were the following:
1.

Teachere A and B are enrolled in graduate
different colleges and are taking student
from the opposite colleges.
In this case
like to swap their course vouchers, since
no use for the one they will receive.

study at
teachers
they would
they have

2.

Teacher C would like to pass the voucher on to a
friend since, for several valid reasons, she has no
use for it.

3.

Some colleges will not permit the transfer of vouch¬
ers in either case 1 or 2.
In case 1, they claim the
tuition costs are not the same, etc., and in case 2
they feel that too often the new recipient is a per¬
son who has refused student teachers from the college
and would now be receiving a course voucher anyway.
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^
enrolled in a graduate program in a
different collage from the one at which he la
entitled to a free course and may not hare the oppor¬
tunity of swapping the voucher with another teacher
in a mutual situation* In this osse, he would prefer
the money so he could enroll in another sohool for
graduate study.
5*

Teaoher 3 is a veteran in Massachusetts and, in the
oase of the state colleges, is entitled to these
courses free of charge with his veteran's status.
Iherefore, If he takes student teachers from any of
the state colleges, he has no use for the vouohers.

Chess are by no means all of the problems but do point out
some which arise when the free-oourse voucher system is used.
In Massachusetts, 55 par cent of the colleges use the
voucher system (option o) and Ik per cent use option (b), a
cash honorarium; but 71 per cent of the MD3T indicated in
their proposed program the desire to use option (b), a cash
honorarium, and only 11 per cent indicated a desire to con¬
tinue using the free-vouoher system,

Eiis high desirability

of option (b) was also reflected in the proposed program of
the MSS (66 per cent).

About half of those using and/or pre¬

ferring the use of a cash honorarium indicated the amount.
A vast variety of programs were mentioned, reflecting a range
from $5 to $500 per student teaoher, with most reporting from
*75 to $125 per student teaoher.

If paid by tne year, the

range was from $100 to $2000 with a mode of $1000.

Many indi¬

cated they were not sure of the amount but agreed that thi«
was the best approach.

Others added that the possibility of

unif ormity in the type and amount awarded by colleges should
be investigated.

Several suggested that the area of state
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and/or federal support ahould ba explored, with some collages
at the national laval indicating the present use of state
aid*

Another form of reimbursement to the cooperating teacher

Is mentioned in option (d), the awarding of a book or a din¬
ner.

This appears to be neither a current nor a desirable

praotioe by all three groups.
Options (e), (f), and (g) are usually associated with
relsibursement to the school system.

A few Indicated this

exclusively, but for the most part this is used or desired in
addition to either options (b), (c), or (d).

When combined,

options (e), (f), and (g) reflect that ij.9 per cent of the
MDST and

vices.

$0 per cent of the HOST currently offer these ser¬
Superintendents tend to prefer the consultant ser¬

vices (option e)

and the inservlce courses, clinics, eto.

(option f), but the oolleges at both levels disagree with
this and would tend to offer option (g), the use of the col¬
lege library.
Overall, the table reflects that:
1.

some type of reimbursement should be made to cooper¬
ating teachers and/or school systems}

2.

a cash honorarium of some type la preferred and
should be given to the cooperating teacher, although
this is not the ourrent practice in Massachusetts;

3.

in addition to a cash honorarium to the cooperating
teacher, about half of the participants agreed that
servioea should be given to the school system}

U.

the areas of support, such as stata and/or federal
aid and the possibility of uniformity by the colleges
on the amount and/or form of reimbursement, should
be Investigated.
Table 8 deals with orientation programs for student

teaohers provided by the public schools.

Part I relates the

proposed practices of the MDST and the current practices of
the ND3T.

Part II reflects the current praotloes of public

schools in Massachusetts in the orientation of student teach¬
ers.
There Is agreement in the proposed and current prac¬
tices of the MD3T (88 per cent) and the ND3P (96 per cent)
regarding their high desirability of option (b), orientation
of student teachers by the public schools should be handled
the same as for a regular teaoher.

The reversal of this is

reflected in option (e), indicating that an orientation pro¬
gram is not necessary.

Only 2 per cent of the MDST indicated

this and nobody at the national level felt that orientation
programs for student teachers were not desirable.
Options (a) and (d) were added for the most part to
their statement indicating option (b).

The author feels that

perhaps option (b) would include options (a) and (dy *n the
thinking of many people.

Option (c) also was an additional

statement but is one that really could not be classified as
a psrt of option (b).

Only a small percentage of the MDST

(12 per cent) and the WD3T (11 per oent) added this comment.
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TABLE 8
HOLE OP PUBLIC 3CH00L IN ORIENTATION PROGRAMS
OP STUDENT TEACHERS
Part I
Role of Public School

Criteria

*TB»

PP

f

CP
*

a.

Uaa of handbook

25

27

b.

Sana aa a regular teacher

88

96

o.

Use of weekly seminars

12

11

d.

Visits prior to training

US

65

a*

It is not needed

2

0

f.

No comment

15

0

38

92

N -

Part II
Currant Provisions for Orientation Programs

Group
MSS

Provision
CP

fllo Provision
CP

t

%

23

67
—
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Th-i t -ow percentage fop option (o) does not neceaearllj seen
It la an undealrable practical the author feels It can be
accounted for In the following three wejet
!•

«ince thla waa an open-end question, tome people Indi¬
cated a general ooament to fit option (b) only*

2*

some probably classified seminars or meetings,
although maybe not weekly, under option (b)j and

3*

some may have considered this very desirable, but
realistically not practical.
Fart I can be susonarlzed by saying that Directors of

Student Teaohlng desire an orientation program by the publlo
aohools for student teachers.

This would usually take the

same form aa that provided for regular teachers.

Fart II of

this table, however, reflects a completely different picture.
Presently, only 23 par cent of the public sohoola In Massa¬
chusetts provide any orientation program for student teachers.
Fart I of Table 9 refers to the current and proposed
orientation programs for cooperating teachera provided by
oolleges.

The second part of this table discloses the cur¬

rent provisions for cooperating teachers made by the publlo
schools.
In Fart I, option (a) indicates that only a few par¬
ticipants either do not provide or feel that such a program
is not necessary.

Option (b), a handbook, appears to be both

a current and a desirable practice for future uset

MDST, ^P,

61 per cent| MDST, FP, 66 per cent; MSS. FP, 68 per cent; and
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TABLE 9
ORIENTATION PROGRAMS FOR COOPERATING TEACHERS
Part I
Programs Provided by Collaff«
Criteria

OP
t

PP
%

PP
*

CP
%

a. None

11

2

1

1

b. Use of handbook

61

66

68

87

o. Courae in supervision of
student teachers

8

37

44

54

d. Workshop for supervision
of student teaohera

0

31

33

11

45

21

22

30

f. Limited use of option (e)
in place of option (d)

0

0

0

21

g. Role of public aohool9not
oollege

2

0

5

5

38

38

189

92

e. Orientation meeting held
at college for oooperatlng
teachers and/or adminis¬
trators

N -

Part II
Currant Programs Provided by Public School

Group
MSS

Provision
CP
i
17

83

78
ND3T, CP, 87 per oent.
Options (o) and (d) are shown separately and also
combined, since their meanings are very similar.

Option (0)

indicates that a course be given In the supervision of stu¬
dent teachers, while option (d) Indicates that the use of a
workshop with perlodlo meetings throughout the year would be
enough.

Interestingly, about lj.0 per cent of each group added

that this program is the responsibility of the college, but
Involvement of publlo school administrators and experienced
cooperating teachers In the planning and conducting of It
should help develop It into a superior program for prospec¬
tive cooperating teachers.

They felt this is the crux of the

program and Is too often handled haphasardly.

If the student

teaching program Is going to run smoothly, channels of com¬
munication must be kept open and a good sound cooperative
program developed.

Heatings must be held to define the role

of participants, to discuss problems and innovations, and to
appraise the student teaohing program.

Xhe use of a course

(option 0) or a workshop (option d) seems to be very desir¬
able as proposed practices by the MD3f (63 per cent) and the
X3S (77 per oent) and are in line with current practices at
the national level (65 per oent).

However, only 6 per oent

of the MUST reported this as a ourrent operative program.
Option (e) refers to an orientation meeting that
would inolude public school administrators and cooperating
teachers as well as college personnel.

Bile means that the
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orientation program would not be a workshop or course but
would be accomplished through one meeting yearly with all
concerned parties.

Currently, about half (US per cent) of

the MUST use this practice, but only 21 per cent indicated
this as their choice for future use.

This low desirability

on the part of the MD3T is similar to that expressed by the
M33 (PP, 22 per cent) and the HOST (CP, 10 per cent).
The use of option (f) was reported by only the WDST
and is closely related to options (c), (d), and (e).

This

moans that, although 65 per cent of the HOST indicated using
either a workshop or a course approach, 21 per cent (f) of
these indicated that the course or workshop was desirable
and highly recommended but not required.

These colleges usu¬

ally indicated that moat of the cooperating teachers took it
and that those who had participated were given preference in
the selection of new cooperating teachers.

Some colleges

also indicated a differential in money paid to cooperating
teachers depending on completion of the course or workshop.
Option (g) indicates that all groups, whether a cur¬
rent or proposed program, feel that it is not the sole respon¬
sibility of the public sohool to establish orientation pro¬
grams for cooperating teachers.
The overall table refleots that:
1.

a handbook for cooperating teachers is highly desir¬
able}

2.

a course or workshop

should be required for all new
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cooperating teachers;
^^

f

capons lb ill ty of the college to provide

thia program, but involvement of school administra¬
tors and experienced cooperating teachers is desir¬
able; and
ll..

periodic meetings of public school administrators,
cooperating teachers, and college personnel should
be held throughout the year to diaousa problems and
innovations, appraise the program, and keep channels
of communication open*
Table 10 deala with the current role of the publio

schools in the orientation of cooperating teachers and stu¬
dent teachers*

Ihe reaponaea in thia table are thoee made

by the MSS only*
Option (a) indicates that 17 per cent of the publio
schools in Massachusetts provide orientation for at least
cooperating teachers, while option (b) indicates that 3 per
cent of the schools provide orientation for cooperating
teaohers only*

Although only a small percentage of the pub¬

lic schools provide orientation for cooperating teachers,
those that do usually provide it for student teaohers as
well*
Provisions for orientation programs for student teach¬
ers by the publio schools are made by approximately one-fourth
of the systems as indicated by option (c)*

Option (d) indi¬

cates a similar response to option (b); that is, when
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TABLE 10

CURRENT HOLE OF PUBLIC SCHOOL IN ORIENTATION OP BOTH
COO PER ATI NO TEACHERS AND STUDENT TEACHERS
Criteria

Provision
CP

No Provision
CP

*

*

17

83

3

97

23

77

6

94

e. Both

Ik

06

f. Cooperating and/or student

26

74

a. Cooperating teaohera
b. Cooperating teaohera only
e. Student teaohera
d. Student teachers only

teachers
N - 189

provisions are made for orientation programs for student
teachers, they are usually made for cooperating teachers also
Option (e) reveals that 14 per cent of the school systems pro
vide orientation programs for both student and cooperating
teachers.

Only 26 per oent or sixty-one different sohool sys

terns provide this for cooperating and/or student teachers as
reflected by option (f).
The overall picture of the table indicates that cur¬
rently only

Ik

par oent of the public schools provide orien¬

tation programs for both groups and only 26 per cent provide
for either one or the other.

The absence of an orientation

program for student teachers Is in confliot with the
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desirability of one reported in Table 9 by the HD3T and the
ND3T.

Ihe abaenoe of an orientation program for cooperating

teaohera apparently la not in ooafliot, aa all three groups
lnaloated in Table 10 that this is the responsibility pri¬
marily of the colleges.
Table 11 illustrates the number of student teaohera
assigned a cooperating teacher at any ono tine.

All partici¬

pating groups seem to be in agreement that option (a), the
assignment of only one student teacher to a cooperating
teacher at a time, is not only the current but also the desir¬
able pattern:

KDST, CP, 92 per centj MD3T, PP, 95 per oent|

tfdh, PP, 96 per cent; and ND3T, CP, 96 per cent.
Additional comments were made by a few from eaoh
group.

Comment 1 means that a small percentage of the par¬

ticipants who had indicated that only one student teaoher
should be assigned to a cooperating teaoher added that two
could be assigned in a rare case.

Comments 2, 3, and it mean

that a few colleges are or would like to experiment with more
than the one-to-one ratio.

A few of the MSS and NDST added

the restriction that a cooperating teacher may work with only
one student teacher in any year, and sene Indicated that the
children could be exposed to only one student teacher in a
year.
Table 12 is used to disclose the number of student
teachers considered to be the equivalent of a full-time col¬
lege teaching load.

The variability in this table is great,
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TABLE 11
NUMB EH OF STUDENT TEACHERS ASSIGNED TO
COOPERATING TEACHER AT ONE TIME
Number of
Student Teachers

•‘‘inter"Tibi*
OP

PP

%

. %

Hiis11
pp

WMt

CP

i

i

a•

1

92

95

96

98

b.

2

5

5

2

2

c•

3.

0

0

2

0

d.

s

3

0

0

0

38

38

189

92

N -

Additional Comments

1.

Rare exception 2

2

5

9

7

2.

Experimenting with 2

2

3

0

1

3.

Experimenting with 3

3

3

0

0

0

0

1

0

8

6

Experimenting with k

.

5

One per year

0

8k
TABLE 12
HU>©KR OP STUDENT TEACHERS CONSIDERED EQUIVALENT OF
PULL-TIME COLLEGE TEACHI NO LOAD
Number of Students

CP
i

pp

t

CP
*

10 or less

6

6

l

b.

11 - 15

5

10

7

c•

i
o
r4

o

10

51

55

d.

21 - 25

27

10

12

®e

26 - 30

13

5

7

f.

31 - 35

6

3

1

£•

36 - 1*0

3

0

5

h.

Varies

3

5

1

i.

No comment

27

10

11

J.

20 or less

21

67

63

k.

More than 20

52

23

26

36

38

92

CM

a.

N -

a a the range for both groups la from leas than 10 to 40 stu¬
dent teachers.

Although the variability within each group

la large, there tends to be agreement between the proposed
pattern of the MD3T and the current practice of the HD3T.
About the same percentage of each group indicated use or a
desire to use each option.

About half of each group seleoted

option (o) as their choice, with the rest spread proportion¬
ately over a wide range.
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Options (J) and (k) condense the table into a simple
comparison of t%fenty or less (option J) or more than twenty
(option k).

In Massachusetts, only 21 per cent currently

have a policy that uses option (J), twenty or less student
teaohers, to be the equivalent of a full college teaching load.
However, at the national level 63 per cent of the oolleges
currently use option (J) and 67 par cent of the MD3T indicated
a desire to have a load of twenty or less student teachers
(option J) be the equivalent of a full teaching program.
On the whole, although there is a great deal of vari¬
ability, there tends to be agreement between the proposed
practices of the MDST and the current practices of the HD3T
that twenty or less student teaohers should be considered the
equivalent of a full teaching load.

Part of the variability

expressed can be probably accounted for in the following two
ways!
1.

The use of several buildings in one town, clustering
of student teaohers in these buildings, and/or the
use of a resident coordinator might aocount for a
higher student teacher load.

2.

Even though two colleges might use the same ratio
(e.g., 2 student teachers « 1 semester hour of teach¬
ing)* the use of a different number of semester hours
equivalent to a full teaching load (e.g., 9 versus
15) would cause a discrepancy. When using 9 hours,
the student teacher load would be 18; but using 15
hours, It would lnorease the student teacher load to

30.
Table 13 conoerns itself with the number of oontact
hours considered to be a full-time teaching load lor* a col¬
lege instructor with no administrative responsibilities and
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table 13
HUMBER OP CONTACT HOUR3 CONSIDERED AS PULL-TIME TEACHING
LOAD POR COLLEGE INSTRUCTOR WITH NO ADMINISTRATIVE
RESPONSIBILITIES AND NO SUPERVISION OP STUDENT
TEACHERS

"""H

Hours

CP

JL
a.

No comment

b.

Do not know

3

C e

Varies

3

d.

9

11

e.

12

61

f.

15

11

11

N -

38

no supervision of student teachers.

The MD3T were the only

ones asked this question.
Options (a) and (b) combined indicate that 1U per
cent of the MDST either left this question unanswered or
indicated they did not know the answer.

Option (0) implies

that 3 per cent responded that the number of hours varies or
there is not a set policy.

Actuallyf only three patterns

appear in this table:
1.

Option d - 11 per oent -

9 contact hours

2.

Option e - 61 per cent - 12 contact hours

3.

Option f - 11 per cent - 15 contact hours

It is clear from this table that more colleges in Massachusetts

consider option (e), twelve contact hours, to be the equiva¬
lent of a full teaching load with no other administrative or
supervisory responsibilities.
Part I of Table IJ4. reveals the current use of non¬
public schools by the MDST and the MDST.

This section indi¬

cates alnost a oomplete reversal by the two groups, as approx¬
imately two-thirds (63 per oent) of the MDST use nonpublic
schools, while only one-fourth (25 psr oent) of the colleges
at the national level use them.
Fart II concerns Itself with whether those responding
"yea" to Part I were doing so out of necessity or desire.

It

appears that it is about equal) that is, about as many do it
out of necessity as desire.
Part III Involves the area of increased use of nonpublic schools.

About 30 per cent of the MD3T and 1^5 per

oent of the NDST feel there will be an increase in the use
of nonpublio schools, but most of these felt it would be
small.
Part IV is a breakdown in the amount of use of both
paroohlal and private schools.

It should be noted that

everyone who answered "yes" to Part I did not give the per¬
centage of use of the nonpublio schools, so this is a partial
picture.

Except for a few, moat of the colleges use the non-

public schools on a very small scale.

For example, ten of

the fourteen MDST reporting the use of parochial schools indi
oated this use was less than 5 P*r cent.

This, of oourae,
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TABLE Ik
PLACEMENT OP STUDENT TEACHERS IN NONPUBLIC SCHOOLS
Part I
Present Placement
_Qroup _% Yes

% No

MDST

63

37

ND3T

25

70

Pert II
Reason for Placement
NecessITT""""""1"Teslre

Oroup

0 Comment
i

1

_h_ _

MDST

36

k7

15

NDST

kO

50

10

Part III
See Increase In Nonpublic School Use
Group

fr.—

—

i

^0"
%

Large
*

-S.7TT1,1 %

MDST

30

70

2

98

NDST

kS

55

6

9k

..

Part IV
Placement In Private 3choole--Placement in Parochial Schools

%

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

less than 5
10
15
20
30
100

Total

MDST
F

NDST
F

13
0
2
0
0
0

8
11
0
0
0
1

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

15

20

Total

p
less than 5
10
15
20
30
100

p

10
0
0
0
2
2

7
0
0
1
0
0

14

8
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h«lp« to clear up the largo discrepancy In Part I.

Although,

proportionally, Maaaachuaatta colleges uaa nonpublio aohoola
more than collegea at the national level, both for the moat
part do thia on a very limited baaia.
Table 15 refleota the year(a) in whioh atudent teach¬
ing takea place aa reported by the MDST and NDST.
TABLE 15

YEAR(3) IN WHICH STUDENT TEACHINO TAKES PLACE
H6sf
CP

Year(a)

CP

%
0

2

13

8

5

11

Junior

18

21

e.

Senior only

78

71

f.

Senior or graduate

0

6

«•

Senior

96

96

h.

Graduate only

3

2

i.

Graduate

3

8

38

92

a•

Junior only

b.

Junior or senior

c.

Junior and senior

d.

N -

Currently, 96 per cent of both groupa reported the
uae of the senior year either exclusively or in part, with
78 per cent of the MDST and 71 per cent of the NDST report¬
ing exclusive use of the senior year (options e and g).

Tha
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table, in general, reveals that colleges uae the senior year
nuoh more than either the Junior or graduate years, either
exclusively or in part.

Moat of the oollegee that use the

senior year exclusively reported that the pattern is used to
allow completion of pretraining course requirements.

These

requirements were usually set by the college, but a few col¬
leges reported that the requirement was established by the
state.

Most of the colleges using option (b), the Junior or

senior year, indicated that an insufficient number of cooper¬
ating teachers caused the pattern.

A few more oolleges indi¬

cated that they did not know the reason for their pattern,
while some indicated tradition as the factor.
Table 16 relates the current and proposed practices
of the three groups concerning the length of the student
teaching period.

Th* patterns that appear in this table;

e.g., eight weeks, were not the only ones.

A variety of pro¬

grams was reported, and the author condensed these into the
basic ones reported in the table for ease of interpretation.
Part 1 is a breakdown of the various lengths and the
percentage of current and desirable use of each.

Option (g),

ideal, refers to a program that would fit the individual
needs of each student, as the length of training would depend
on the progress made by the student teaoher.

Ihe rang«

revealed in Part I is from three to thirty-two weeks, or
ideal (option g), which might be longer than thirty-two
for some student teachers.

•<»
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TABLE 16
LENGTH OP STUDENT TEACHING TRAINING PERIOD
Part I
Length of Period

MDST
PP

CP

MSS
PP
*

i

ND3T
CP
*

a.

3 weeks

5

0

0

0

b.

5 weeks

21

3

1

3

c.

6 weeks

ho

8

18

32

d.

12 weeks

18

13

1

27

e.

16 weeks

21

52

68

35

f.

32 weeks or intern

0

13

12

3

8*

Ideal

0

8

0

0

h.

No comment

0

3

0

0

MDsf

MSS

ND3?

PP
*

CP
*

Part II
Length of Period

MDST
CP

*

pp
%

....

i.

8 weeks or less (a+b+c)

61

11

19

35

J•

12 weeks or more (d+e+
f+g)

39

86

81

65

38

38

189

92

N -
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II brings ths table into a nuoh clearer per spec tive.

Option (i), which combines options (a), (b), and (o)t

indicates a program of eight or less weeks.

Option (J), which

combines (d), (e), (f), and (g), indicates a program of twelve
or more weeks.

Currently, 61 per cent of the MOST report

using option (i), while only 11 per cent of the MDST and 19
per cent of the MSS indicate the desirability of this plan.
This reflects the trend at the national level (35 per oent).
Option (J) reveals that 86 per oent of the MDST, 81 per oent
of the MSS, and 65 per oent of the HDST either use or desire
a program of at least twelve weeks In length* but this is not
the practice in Massachusetts presently (39 per cent).

The

three groups are in agreement about their desirability of
option (J), but within option (j) there is discrepancy.

The

MSS and the MDST tend to prefer option (e), sixteen weeks,
which is double the current trend in Massachusetts* and the
ND3T, although agreeing on the use of more than eight weeks,
are split over the choice of twelve or sixteen weeks.

Some

of this discrepancy can be accounted for in two wayst
1.

more colleges at the national level use the trimester
(twelve-week plan) than Massachusetts oolleges; hence,
the program would tend to dictate twelve weeks and
not sixteen; and

2.

the comparison is being msde of a current with a pro¬
posed program.
Table 17 concerns itself with the ratio of teaching
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TABLE 17
RATIO OP TEACHINO TO OBSERVATION TIME

~Hb5*
?p

Ratio
...

i

pp

i

WWf
CP
*

a*

Equal

65

68

77

b.

2-1

10

10

9

c.

3-1

7

7

k

d.

k - 1

3

k

3

e.

5 - l

3

3

k

f.

1-2

3

0

1

8*

1-3

3

0

0

h.

Varies

63

70

80

i.

No comment

3

8

2

38

189

92

N -

to observation tins during ths student teaching period.

It

is a comparison of the proposed practices of the MOST and the
MSS and the current practices of the MDST.
The proposed praotioes of the MD3T (65 per cent) and
the MSS (68 per cent) are in line with the current practices
of the N03T (77 per cent) in the use of option (a), about an
equal amount of teaching and observation*

Options (b), (o),

(d), and (e) combined indioate that only 23 per cent of the
MDST and 20 per cent of the NDST currently feel a great deal
more teaching than observation should take place; and this
is very similar to the proposed practioe of the MSS (24 per

9k
cent).

Options (f) end (g) combined ere eleo in agreement by

all three groups, as only

t> per cent of the Massachusetts col¬

leges desire a great deal more observation than teaching) and
this low desirability is also reflected in the proposed prac¬
tices of the MSS (0 per cent) and the ourrent practices of
the NDST (1 per cent).

Option (h) was added by a substantial

percentage of each group to emphasise that their response was
meant to fit most students, but expected deviates to receive
more or less teaching depending upon their rate of growth.
Hie table as a whole reveals that the proposed prac¬
tices of the KDST and MSS are in line with the ourrent prac¬
tices of the NDST, that the total training period should
involve about an equal amount of teaching and observation for
most students, allowing flexibility for additional teaching
or observation in individual cases.

Additional responses

indicated that a typical training period would:
1.

consist of mostly observation at the beginning;

2.

increase in the amount of teaching so that by the
half-way point, it is about equal;

3.

allow the student teacher eventually to take over
the complete teaohing assignment over an extended
period; and

4.

reflect an overall teaching-observation ratio of

50:50 for most students.
Table 18 illustrates the current and proposed prac¬
tices of the participants regarding the portion of time spent
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TAB La 18
PORTION OP TIME SPnNT AT PRIMARY AND/OR
INTERMEDIATE LfiVKL(S)#
1 "
Portion of Time

,«53t“
CP
*

pp

i

—BUST*
pp

CP

%

%

a.

All

25

5

6

14

b.

M+0

28

8

23

16

c.

2

37

61

44

36

d.

M+O+L

7

18

27

34

e.

ISC

0

3

0

0

f.

No comment

3

5

0

0

g*

All***

53

13

29

30

h.

2***

44

79

71

70

38

38

189

92

N *Gode for Tables 16 and 19i
1.

All

- training takes place completely at one level.

2.

M+O

- training takes place almost completely at one
level, with a few observations at another.

3.2

- training is divided evenly over two different
levels.

4.

M+O+L - about two-thirds of training is at one level,
allowing one-third of the period to be spent
observing and teaching at another.

5.

ISC

- student teacher decides whether he will under
take his training at one or more levels.

6.

All***

- combination of 1 and 2.

7.

2***

- combination of 3 *nd 4*
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at the primary and/or intarmadiata level(a).

Bia ooda pra-

santad at the top of tha tabla will ba uaad in Tabla 19 also.
Options (a), (b), (c), (d), (a), and (f) prasant a
breakdown of tha responses of tha participants.

It appears

at first that there is not muoh uniformity in either tha cur¬
rent or tha proposed praotioaa of tha groups.

However, a

review of tha definitions Indicates that four of these options
are quite similar in nature, and these are reported in com¬
bined form in options (g) and (h).

Option (g) combines (a)

and (b) since the only difference between these two is that
option (b) allows a few observations at another level and
option (a) requires all the training at one level.

Option

(o) indloates that the training is split equally over two
levels, and option (d) indloates that two-thirds is completed
at one level and one-third at the other.

Slnoe these are

also dose in nature, they are oombined into option (h).

Cur¬

rently, 53 per cent of the MD3T indicated the use of option
(g)(all+), but their proposed program indicates that 79 per
sent of them prefer option (h)(2+).

The current practices

of the ND3T and the proposed practices of the MSS are in line
with the increased desirability of the MD3T to use option (h),
teaching experience at more than one level (2+) •
Generally, the table reflects the uae of more than
one level (2+) is preferred, and the results of Table 16 indi¬
cated preference for a longer student teaching period,

-foe

author, therefore, investigated to see if there is a nt: *ency,
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for example, for those preferring a longer training period
alao to prefer more than one level.

Thia la presented in

Table 19.
The table, in general, deala with the oomperiaon of
the length of training to the portion of time spent at the
primary and/or intermediate level(s).

Parts I and II are

sumsiaries of Tables 16 and 18 and are presented here so the
reader will not have to refer baok to these tables while
Interpreting Part III.
Part I indloates that 61 per cent of the MDST cur¬
rently use eight weeks as the length of the training period;
Part II indicates that 53 per cent currently use the (all+)
approach.

These are reflected in Part III as the MDST cur¬

rently tend to use the (eight-week) and (all+) approach.
Part I reveals the proposed program of the MDST is for (12+)
weeks, and Part II indloates a shift to the (2+) level pro¬
gram.

Both of these are reflected in Part III as 76 per

cent of the MDST prefer (12+) and the (2+) program.

Cur¬

rently, only 30 per oent of the MDST use (12+) and (2+), but
76 per oent prefer this (12+) and (2+).

The proposed pro¬

grams of the MS3 (60 per oent) and the NDST (57 per cent)
tend to agree with the MDST (76 per cent) in the use of (12+)
and (2+) oombined.
Generally, the table reveals that*
1,

the current practices at the national level are in
agreement with the proposed practices of the MDST
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TABLE 19
COMPARISON OP LENGTH OP TRAINING TO USE OP
ONE OR MORS LEVELS
Part I
Summary of Length of Training (Table 16)

Length

CP

%

PP
*

jL

i

8 weeks

61

11

19

35

12+ weeks

39

86

81

65

pp

CP

Part II
Summary of Level(s) at Which Training la Done (Table 18)

>s:
Lave]

>3';

CP

!T3T""rNTDsT

pp

PP

JL

J*£

CP

All +

53

13

29

30

2+

kk

79

71

70

Part III
Comparison of Length and Laval(a)

mst"
Length

.

%

..

i

CP

PP

PP

CP

Level

*

£

8 weeks

A11 +

bk

8

9

22

8 weeks

2+

ik

3

11

13

9

5

20

8

30

76

60

57

12+ weeks

A11 +

12+ weeks

2+
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*nd MSS that the length of training should ba nora
than tha currant practice in Massachusetts of eight
or leas weeks;

2,

training should take place at more than one level
which is somewhat different from the current plan in
Massachusetts; and

3.

regardless of whether it is a current or a proposed
practice, all three groups reflect that when the
training is eight or less weeks, then there ia a ten¬
dency to use one level (all+); end as the training
period increases in length (12+), the use of more
than one level (2+) is prevalent.
Table 20 Illustrates the number of semester-hour

credits awarded for student teaching by colleges in Massachu¬
setts and at the national level.

It refleota a great deal

of variability, as the range for both groups is from two to
sixteen credits.

Currently, the amount awarded by the MDSf

is quite variable, with perhaps a little more preference for
approximately six credits (option b) than any other.

Die

proposed number of credits awarded, although still quite varl
able, refleota an overall desire to increase the number of
credits awarded, with more Indicating a preference for approx
imately twelve hours (option d) than any other amount.

At

the national level, there seems to be a tendency to use nine
or twelve hours (options c and d), with a little more use of
nine hours than any other.

TABLE 20
NUMBER OP SEMESTER HOUR3 OF CREDIT AWARDED
POR STUDENT TEACHINO

MiSsf

Credits

CP

%
rvi

b.

5-7
o

H

f
«0

c.

i

a*

MDST
PP

i

—TffiT
CP
*

13

3

3

35

23

10

20

18

35

d.

11 - 13

21

ia

33

e.

11* - 16

8

13

18

f.

No comment

0

3

0

g.

7 or less

1*8

26

11*

h.

8 or more

52

71*

86

38

38

92

N -

Option (g) it a combination of optlona (a) and (b),
and option (h) la a combination of options (o), (d), and (a).
Currently, ij.8 par cant of tha MDST award seven or lass cred¬
its, but 73 par cant indicated their daalra to award more
which ia similar to tha currant pattern of tha NDST (86 par
oant, option h)•
•• Xha table waa designed to Indicate the number of
semester hours awarded for student teaching only*

Beoausa

of tha variability in this table and tha fact that Table 16
also revealed variability and a desire to increase the length
of student teaching. Table 21 was developed to see if the
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discrepancies hare oould be aooounted for by the ourrent end
proposed patterns regarding the length of student teaohlng.
For example, do those using or requiring sixteen weeks tend
to award more credit than those using or requiring eight
weeks?
Table 21 is a comparison of the length of student
teaohlng (Table 16) and the number of semester hours of credit
awarded for student teaohlng (Table 20).

Part I is a summary

of Table 16, and Part II is a comparison of length and credit.
In Part II a comparison le made of the three most com¬
monly used patterns of length (eight, twelve, and sixteen
weeks) to the number of credits awarded for each.

It clearly

Indicates that the number of credits awarded Increases as the
number of weeks Increases.

For example, the combination of

eight weeks and option (b), five to seven credits, is cur¬
rently used by 35 per oent of the MD3T, 9 per cent of the
HOST, and 8 per cent of the MJD3T desire it for future use.
When compared to twelve weeks, only 5 per oent of the MD3T
considered It a desirable practice| and it is not used cur¬
rently in Massachusetts or st the national level.

In the

osse of sixteen weeks, 10 per oent of the MD3T desire it,
and only 2 per oent of the NDST and 0 per cent of the MDST
reported it as a current praotice.

However, when option (d),

eleven to thirteen credits, is oompared to these lengths, the
results are quite different.

Only 1 per oent of the NDST and

3 per cent of the MDST report it as a ourrent praotice, and
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TABLE 21
COMPARISON OP CREDITS AWARDED AND LRNGIH OP TRAIN IN 0
Part I
Summary of Length of Training (Table 16)

mm
CP

Length

mu

PP

CP

-i_t..

, t .

a•

8 or leas weeks

61

11

35

b.

12 weeks

18

13

27

c.

16 or more weeks

21

73

38

Part IX
Coaparlaon of Credits Awarded and Langth of Training
Credits
Group Practice Length

2-1*
S

5-7
?

8-10

11-13

*

114.-16

%

MDST

CP

8-

13

35

10

3

0

MOST

pp

8-

3

8

0

0

0

NDST

CP

8-

2

9

22

1

1

MDST

CP

12

0

0

13

5

0

MDST

pp

12

0

5

8

0

0

NDST

CP

12

0

0

3

23

1

MDST

CP

16+

0

0

0

13

8

MDST

pp

16+

0

10

10

m

13

NDST

CP

16 +

1

2

10

9

16
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none of the MDST indicated it desirable when used with eight
weeks.

When combined with twelve weeks. 5 per oent of the

MDST and 23 per oent of the NDST currently use it. and 0 per
oent of the MDST desire it.

Currently. 13 per oent of the

MDST, 9 per oent of the NDST. and lj.1 per cent of the MDST
desire the coaibination of sixteen weeks and eleven to thir¬
teen credits.

In summary, there tends to be an increase in

the number of semester hours of credit awarded, as the length
of student teaching increases, regardless of whether it is a
proposed or a current practice.

This table accounts for the

great amount of variability in Table 20 concerning only the
number of credits awarded.
An interesting faotor disclosed by this comparison
is that the NDST tend to award more credits for the eight-and
twelve-week patterns when compared to the MDST.

When the

eight-week plan la used. MDST tend to award five to seven
credits, and the NDST tend to award eight to ten credits.
The twelve-week pattern reveals that the NDST tend to award
eleven to thirteen credits and the MDST eight to ten oredits.
The MDST tend to award eleven to thirteen credits with the
sixteen-week pattern, but the NDST are split over the use of
eight to ten, eleven to thirteen, and fourteen to sixteen
credits.
Table 22 is composed of two parts.

Part I is a

breakdown of the number of observations of a student teacher
made by the college supervisor during training.

Pert ^1 is

TABLE 22
OBSERVATIONS AND LENGTH OP TRAINING
Part I

Number of Observations of Student Teaohers Mad* bv
College Supervisora
Observations

TBST¬
OP

JL

MBS?
pp

£

PP

CP

%

i

A .

1-3

60

18

16

13

b.

4-6

35

55

35

49

0.

7-9

7

18

28

18

d.

10-12

0

9

3

13

e.

13-16

0

0

13

6

f.

32-64

0

0

5

1

Part II
Comparison of Number of Observations to

Length of h'aliiLn^ “
Group Practice

Length

Y

4-6

Observations
7-9
10-12
t£

13-16

f

32-64

MDST

CP

8-

35

19

7

0

0

0

MD3T

PP

8-

3

3

5

0

0

0

MSS

PP

8-

3

7

9

0

0

0

NDST

CP

8-

9

12

14

0

0

0

MDST

CP

12+

25

14

0

0

0

0

MDST

PP

12+

15

52

13

9

0

0

MSS

PP

12+

13

28

19

3

13

5

NDST

CP

12+

4

37

4

13

6

1
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* compart ton of the mimbar of observations to tha length of
training.
In Part I# presently, 60 par cent of tha MOST use
option (a), one to three observations, but only 18 par oent
indicate their desire to continue using only one to three
observations.

The proposed praotices of the MD3T and the

current praotices of the HOST tend to be In agreement that
there should be more than three observations, and they both
tend to prefer option (b), four to six observations.

The

proposed praotices of the MSS are similar to the extent that
they also prefer more than three observations, but seem more
variable In their responses of how muoh more.

Although the

groups are somewhat similar In their responses, the varia¬
bility is great as the number of observations ranges from
one to sixty-four.

In other words, there is more variability

within than between the groups.
Part II was designed to see if those indicating more
observations were also using a longer training period, and
it is quite obvious that it does.

*or example,

25

per cent

of the MD8T indicated the combined plan of sixteen weeks and
one to three observations, and II4. per oont the plan of six¬
teen weeks and four to six or more observations.
posed program of the MDST indicates only 15

The pro¬
desire

the sixteen-week and one to three observation plan, while

52

per oent indicated they would use the combined sixteen-week,
four to six observation plan, and 71 P*r cent the sixteen-
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week and four or more observation approach.

The proposed

combinations of the MD3T are in line with the MSS and the
NOSr.

The NDST indicated that only I;. per cent currently use

the combination of sixteen weeks and one to three observations;
35 per cent use sixteen weeks and four to six observations)
while 61 per cent use a plan of sixteen weeks and four or more
observations.

Only 13 per cent of the M3S prefer sixteen

weeks and one to three observations; 26 per cent indicated
sixteen weeks and four to six observations) and 65 per cent,
the sixteen weeks and four or more observations plan.
Ihe overall table reveals the following:

1.

There is agreement between the proposed practices of
the KD3T and the M3S and the current praotioes of
the ND3T that the length of training should be
longer than the present trend of eight weeks in Mas¬
sachusetts .

2.

The proposed practices of the MD3f and the MS? are
similar to those at the national level, calling for
more observations than the current trend in Massa¬
chusetts of from one to three observations.

3.

Ehere is a trend, regardless of whether it is a pro¬
posed or current practice, for those requiring s' ' 1
or less weeks of training to use fewer observations
than those requiring sixteen weeks.

Ihis accounts

for much of the dispersion or variability in Part XI
of this table.
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*b'' *

^ Involves ths ourrsnt snd proposed prsotloes

oonoemlng the responsibility for the evaluation of student
teaohers.

TABLE 23
RESPONSIBILITY FOR EVALUATION OF STUDENT TEACHERS

"TiM

=mr‘

Criteria

CP
%

a. College supervisor only

PP
*

Mm*

PP_CP

20

5

1

10

b. Director of student teaohlng

5

3

0

0

o. Cooperating teacher only

0

0

1

0

d. Equal

18

7k

70

83

e. Mostly oollege supervisor

50

11

5

21

f• Mostly oooperating teaoher

7

3

20

6

g. No comment

0

k

0

0

38

38

169

92

N -

Options (a) and (b) are listed separately but are
quite similar In nature.

Option (a) refers to the college

supervisor only marking the student teaoher, and option (b)
indicates that the director of student teaching would be the
sole judge, after averaging evaluations of the oooperating
teaoher and the oollege supervisor.

Currently, these two

options (a and b) combined Indicate that 25 per cant of the
MDST use this approach, but only 8 per cent of the MDST and
1 per cent of the MSS Indicated their desire to use it.

Thla
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low desirability of the MDST and MSS is similar to ths cur¬
rent trend reported by the NDST (10 per oent).

Option (o)

is tne reverse of option (a) as it means that the cooperating
teaoher is the sole Judge of the grade.

None of the direo-

tors at either level indicated this to be a desirable or cur¬
rent practice, and only 1 per oent of the MSS prefer this
pattern.
Options (e) and (f) are also quite similar in nature.
Option (e) means that the college supervisor would rate the
student teaoher but would take the evaluation of the cooper¬
ating teaoher into consideration.

Currently. 50 per oent of

the MDST use option (e). but this does not reflect either the
proposed patterns of the MDST (11 per cent) and the MSS (5
per cent) or the current trend at the nation level (21 per
cent).

Option (f) is the opposite of option (e); that Is,

the cooperating teacher has more to say about the final grade
than the college supervisor.

This seems to be neither s cur¬

rent nor a desirable praotioe by all three groups:

MDST,

CP, 7 per cent; MDST, PP, 3 per cent* MSS, PP, 20 per cent;
and NDST, OP, 6 per cent.
Hie pattern of equal weight and responsibility of
both the college supervisor and the cooperating teacner is
reflected in option (d).

The ourrent practices of the NDST

(63 per cent) and the proposed practices of the MD3T (74 per
cent) and the MSS (70 per oent) are quite similar, but are
in contrast with the current practices in Masaaohuaetts.
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Only 18 per cent of the MDST reported currently using a
joint but equal responsibility pattern in the evaluation of
student teachers.
Ihe table generally reflects that:

1.

when options (e) and (f) are used, directors tend to
slightly favor more weight for the college supervisor
(option e) and superintendents more weight for the
cooperating teacher (option f); and

2.

all three groups prefer the use of equal evaluation
(option d), but this is not the current practice in
Massachusetts.
Table 21*. is concerned with unique programs or innova¬

tions the participants have developed or observed.
about

25

Only

per cent of the participants answered this question,

but they revealed some Interesting innovations in teacher
education.
TABLE Zh
UNIQUE PROGRAMS

b.

Resident or Center Coordinator

a.

Student Teaching Center

c.

Student Teaching Advisory Council

f.

State Department of Education Involvement

g.

State Association Involvement (e.g., AST or TEPS)

d.

Clinical Professor

e.

Regional Interoollege and Sohool Center
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Response (a) uaually Implies the clustering of etudent teachers in one or more buildinga within one aohool ayetem.

Sometimes in thia type of program, the college and pub¬

lic aohool ayatemaJointly appoint a coordinator (reaponae b)
to i.mplen:ant the amooth operation of the atudent teaching
center.

Axe atudent teaching advisory council (reaponae c)

refera to a highly organised cooperative program.

It ia uau¬

ally one in which every aapeot of the atudent teaching pro¬
gram ia cooperatively planned and evaluated by a committee
conaiating of both oollege and publio aohool peraonnel.

The

uae of reaponae (d), a clinical profeaaor, uaually lmpllea
the uae of publio school peraonnel in teaching method oourses
or seminars for atudent teachers.

Ihe regional interoollege

and aohool center approaoh (response e) means a cooperative
program among several colleges and aohool ayatema.

Moat of

these have been established, first of all, to eliminate the
competition of several oolleges in the same area for the aooalled better school ayatema and, secondly, to standardise
somewhat the atudent teaching programs so that school systems
and cooperating teachers are not faced with perhaps five com¬
pletely different seta of requirements from five different
colleges.

Ihe uae of responses (f) and (g), state department

of education or state associations, are similar but yet very
different.

Reaponae (f)# state department of education

involvement, uaually implies the establishment of laws con¬
cerning such areas as length of atudent teaching# crsdsnt.a s

Ill
for cooperating teachers, reimbursement to cooperating teach¬
ers, etc.

Response (g), state association involvement, usu-

ally implies that the state professional association (e.g.,
AST) establishes its own minimum or uniform standards which
will usually prevent the need and, therefore, the establish¬
ment of state laws governing these areas.
It should be pointed out that most of the partici¬
pants used several responses in the establishment of their
cooperative programs.

Operative examples of the preceding

programs may be found in Appendix D.
The first part of Table 25 is a review of Table 2,
Part I,

It Indicates that 67 per cent of the colleges at

the national level either provide or are in the process of
developing a program of systematic planning and evaluation,
but only 10 per cent of the MDST reported the current use of
such a program.

Part II yields a completely different pic¬

ture, as 90 per cent of the MDST and 97 per cent of the MSS
expressed the desirability of this type of program.
Part III deals with the area of anticipated functions
and/or rules of such a program.

Generally, the participants

indicated it should result in cooperatively developed ideal
student teaching programs with continuous evaluation.

Most

of the responses were of a general nature and were incor¬
porated into the preceding statement.

A few of the partici¬

pants added examples of specific areas, and these are also
listed in the table.

Most of these were defined, and
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TABLE 25
CURRENT AND PROPOSED PROVISIONS FOR COOPERATIVE PROGRAMSCOMPENDIUM OF ANTICIPATED FUNCTIONS AND/OR ROLES OF
COOPERATIVE PLANNING AND EVALUATION
Part I
Review of Table 2, Part I--Currant Provisions

Group

Provision
%

No
Provision
.«

Development
Stage
%

NDST

43

23

24

92

MDST

10

90

0

38

N

Part II
Review of Table 2, Part II — Proposed Provisions
Group

Desire
%

No Desire
*

„
N

MDST

90

10

38

MSS

97

3

189

Part III
General:
Cooperatively Developed Ideal Student Teaching
Programs--Compendium of Anticipated Functions and/or
Roles of Cooperative Planning and Evaluation""*
1.
2.
3.
lj..
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Student teaching centers
Student teaching advisory council
Clinical professors
Excellent communications
Joint planning by several colleges and school systems
Higher professional standards
Sharing of facilities and equipment
Increase in the quality and quantity of cooperating
teachers
_
. . . .
Mutual gains through cooperative constructive criticism
Better prepared teachers
State and/or federal aid
Establishment of minimum standards in some areas te.g.,
length of training)
Standardization of some areas (e.g., handbook]
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examples appear in Table 2I4..
Part I of Table 26 is a review of Table 2, Part III.
This goes one step beyond the desirability of a program of
systematic planning and evaluation, since it involves the
willingness to meet to discuss implementation of a program(a).
Over 90 per cent of both groups stated a willingness to par¬
ticipate .
The second part of this table describes the various
suggestions made to initiate action.

Options (a) and (b)

indicate that only 9 per cent thought it should be initiated
by either the area or state superintendents1 association.
Option (c) means that 20 per cent felt that it should be
initiated by the state association of directors, and 18 per
cent (option d) indicated that the initiative should be by
the individual colleges.

Option (e) appears to be the most

desirable as 53 per cent of the participants selected it.
This plan would bring together key personnel to lay the
groundwork for implementation of sound cooperative planning
and evaluation programs.
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TABLE 26
WILLINGNESS TO MEET TO DISCUSS IMPLEMENTATION OP
COOPERATIVE PR0CBIAM3— SUOOESTED PLANS TO
INITIATE THE MEETING
Part I
Willing*ess to Moot to Dlaouaa ImDlamentatlon of

MDST

90

10

33

MSS

95

5

189

Part II
3Hg£9»tlona,to Apqonjgqiah .the, Meeting
TTT?roup7

Suggestion

*

a* Initiative should be by Area Superintendents
Associations,

6

b. Initiative should be by State Superintendents
Associations.

3

o. Initiative should be by Massachusetts Associ¬
ation for Student Teaching.

26

d. Initiative should be by individual colleges$
not area or state wide.

12

e, Cooperative meeting of key personnel from all
groups to lay the groundwork for cooperative
programs.

53

N -

195
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS
AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Summary

It can be concluded from the available literature
that there has been a shift during the past thirty years
from use of the college campus training school to use of
public school facilities for student teaching.

At present,

practically no uniformity exists either among school systems
or teacher training institutions as to the administrative
procedures or arrangements governing this cooperative enter¬
prise.

The most important phase of teacher preparation is

the student teaching experience.

This experience is

restricted by uncoordinated administrative arrangements and
policies and by lack of cooperation between public schools
and colleges.

This study has provided the interested asso¬

ciations and departments in Massachusetts with the following
data direoted at overcoming these obstacles deterrent to
full development of the student teaching experience:
- the current status in Massachusetts concerning admin¬
istrative patterns;
- the proposed practices of the Massachusetts Directors
of Student Teaching (MDST) and Massachusetts
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■uperintendents of School (MSS) concerning administra¬
tive patterns in Massachusetts;
- the ourrent status concerning administrative patterns,
reported by colleges at the national level (NDST),
which have cooperatively developed programs;
- the current degree of cooperative planning and evalua¬
tion programs in Massachusetts and at the national
level;
- the degree of desirability of cooperative programs by
the MD3T and MSS;
- the degree of willingness of the MDST and MSS to meet
to implement cooperative programs; and
- examples of current cooperatively developed programs.
The participants contacted in the study were:
1.

all (235) Superintendents of Schools in Massachu¬
setts having elementary school children under their
guidance;

2.

all (39) Directors of Student Teaching in Massachu¬
setts preparing elementary teachers; and

3.

ninety-seven Directors of Student Teaching in
thirty-six states.

The names of the superintendents and their school systems
were obtained from the 1966 Educational Directory published
by the Massachusetts State Department of Education.

Trie

final list was updated by supplementary material in October,
1966.

The names of the colleges in Massachusetts were
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obtained from the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education (AACTE).

This list was compiled from e

national inquiry concerning cooperative programs in teacher
education*

These colleges Indicated that their administra¬

tive arrangements are either in whole or part developed
cooperatively by college and public school personnel.
Three different questionnaires were developed to
include questions of a specific nature for each group.

All

three groups surpassed the established minimum acceptance
of returns (60 per cent).

The percentages of returns for

the groups were:
1.

Massachusetts Superintendents of Elementary Schools
—80 per cent;

2.

Massachusetts Directors of Elementary Student Teach¬
ing- -98 per cent; and

3.

National Directors of Elementary Student Teaching-95 per cent.
The reporting and interpreting of the data gathered

in this study was treated using the analytical study survey
technique.

It is presented in the form of tables.

Each

table is accompanied by a written description using appro¬
priate descriptive statistics such as range, percentage,
frequency, and measures of central tendency.
It Is beyond the purview of the author to implement
any plan of action, but the findings and recommendations
will be forwarded to the four key associations and
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departments in the state that have the potential and desire
to implement action.

They are as follows:

1.

Massachusetts Superintendents Association;

2.

Massachusetts Division of State Colleges;

3.

Massachusetts State Department of Education, Divi¬
sion of Research and Statistics; and

I4..

Massachusetts State Department of Education, Ele¬
mentary Division.
In addition, all participants of the study will

receive a copy of the results.
Conclusions
Systematic Planning and Evaluation of Teacher Education
by Public School and College Personnel'
Currently, 67 per cent of the colleges at the
national level have or are in the process of developing
cooperative programs, but only 10 per cent of the Massachu¬
setts colleges reported this as an operative policy.

How¬

ever, 97 per cent of the MSS and 90 per cent of the MDST
indicated that cooperative planning and evaluation programs
should be developed, and 95 per cent of the MSS and 90 per
cent of the MDST expressed a willingness to meet to discuss
implementation of such a program.

There is a large dis¬

crepancy between the degree of cooperative planning and
evaluation programs at the national level and the current
status in Massachusetts, but both the MDST and the Mi>S deem
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this type of program highly desirable and state a willing¬
ness to participate in its implementation.
Selection of Cooperating School Systems
There is uniformity in the proposed practices by the
MSS, MDST and the current practices of the NDST regarding
the selection of cooperating school systems, but these are
not in line with the current practices in Massachusetts.
The groups agreed that quality of staff, instructional mate¬
rials available, cooperation of community administrators,
and proximity (with reservations) should be the criteria
used in the selection of systems.

Presently in Massachu¬

setts, proximity and cooperation of community administrators
are the major criteria.
Selection of Cooperating Teachers
The present status in Massachusetts is quite vari¬
able, as the MDST indicated about equal use of the following
criteria:
1.

list of volunteers sent to the college by school
administrators for assignment;

2.

assignments made by public school administrators
from a list of volunteers;

3.

joint evaluation and assignment; and

I4..

evaluation and assignment by school administrators.

However, the proposed practices of the MDST, MSS and the
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current practices of the NDST are not in agreement with the
present practices in Massachusetts, as all three groups pre¬
fer the use of joint evaluation and assignment of cooperat¬
ing teachers.
Minimum Qualifications of Cooperating Teachers and College
Supervisors
The proposed practices of the MDST, MSS and the cur¬
rent practices of the NDST tend to be in agreement concern¬
ing the minimum qualifications of both cooperating teaohers
and college supervisors.
Cooperating Teacher Requirements:
1.

A Master’s degree is highly desirable but not essen¬
tial.

2.

At least three years of experience is preferred,
but this should be flexible for exceptional cases.

College Supervisor Requirements:
1.

A Master’s degree is required.

2.

At least three years of teaching experience is
required, with experience as an administrator and/or
cooperating teacher being highly desirable.

Reimbursement to the Cooperating Teacher and/or School
System
In the area of reimbursement, about half of the MDST
reported currently awarding a free course voucher.

The rest

of the MDST were dispersed evenly over a wide variety o.
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reimbursement programs.

The current practices of the NDST

ere in agreement with the proposed practices of both the
MDST and the MSS, but these differ greatly from the present
practices in Massachusetts.
1.

Overall, they indicated that:

some type of reimbursement should be made to cooper¬
ating teachers and/or school system;

2.

a cash honorarium of some type is highly preferred
and should be given to the cooperating teacher; and

3«

In addition to a cash honorarium to cooperating
teacher, about half of the participants agreed that
additional services should be provided for the
school system.

Orientation Programs for Student Teachers
Approximately 90 per cent of the Directors of Stu¬
dent Teaching at both levels indicated the desirability of
an orientation program for student teachers provided by the
public schools.

Most of the directors felt that this should

be the same as those provided for regular teachers.

This

does not reflect the current status in Massachusetts, since
only

23

per cent of the public schools provide a formal

orientation program for student teachers.
Orientation Programs for Cooperating Teachers
Most of the participants felt that this is the crux
of the student teaching program.

The training of the new
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cooperating teachers and periodic meetings of all personnel
involved to discuss problems, innovations, and to appraise
the present program is a must.
Once again there is a big difference between the cur¬
rent practices of the MDST, MSS and the current practices at
the national level.
1.

The overall results reflect that:

the use of a handbook is both a current and a desir¬
able practice for future use;

2.

the use of a course or workshop should be required
for all new cooperating teachers, but this type of
I

program is practically nonexistent in Massachusetts
presently;
3.

it is the responsibility of the college to provide
this type of program, but involvement of school
administrators and experienced cooperating teachers
is very desirable; and

4.

periodic meetings of public school administrators,
cooperating teachers, and college personnel should
be held throughout the year to discuss problems,
innovations, and to appraise the current program.

Number of Student Teachers Assigned to a Cooperating
Teacher at One Time
All participating groups are in agreement that the
assignment of only one student teacher to a cooperating
teacher at a time is not only a current but a desirable
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pattern as well.

Less than 5 per cent would allow the

assignment of more than one student teacher to a cooperating
teacher as policy, and less than 10 per cent would allow this
even in rare cases.

A small percentage of the participants

indicated they were experimenting with more than one.
Number of Student Teachers Considered the Equivalent of
a Full-time College Teaching Load
A great deal of variability was reflected by both
groups responding to this question, as the range is from
less than ten to forty student teachers.

Although the vari¬

ability within each group is large, there tends to be agree¬
ment between the groups since about the same percentage of
each group indicated either use or a desire to use each
option (e.g., fifteen student teachers equals a full load).
This area is best reflected by saying that, currently, the
practice in Massachusetts is to use more than twenty stu¬
dent teachers as the equivalent load, but the proposed prac¬
tice of the MDST and the current practioe of the NDST is to
use fewer than twenty student teachers as the equivalent
load.
Number of Contact Hours Considered To Be the Equivalent
of a Full College Teaching Load
The MDST was the only group asked to respond to this
question.
1.

They revealed the following three patterns:

nine contact hours—11 per cent
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2.

twelve contact hours--6l per cent

3.

fifteen contact hours—11 per cent

It is apparent that more colleges in Massachusetts consider
twelve contact hours to be the equivalent of a full teaching
load with no administrative or supervisory responsibilities
than any other pattern.
Use of Nonpublic Schools for Student Teaching
Currently, about two-thirds of the colleges in Massa¬
chusetts and one-fourth of the colleges at the national
level use nonpublic schools for student teaching stations,
and about an equal number stated that this was done out of
necessity rather than desire.

Massachusetts colleges use

nonpublic schools more than colleges at the national level,
but both do this on a very limited basis.

Less than half of

both groups felt there would be an increase in the use of
these schools, and most of these felt that any increase
would be small.
Year(s) in Which Student Teaching Takes Place
Student teaching was reported by the MDST and the
NDST to take place in either exclusively or a combination of
the Junior, senior, and graduate year(s).

Currently, 96 per

cent of both groups reported the use of the senior year
either exclusively or in part, and 76 per cent of the MDST
and 71 per cent of the NDST reported exclusive use of the
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senior year.

In general, oolleges at both levels use the

senior year more than the Junior or graduate years either
exclusively or in part.
Length of Student Teaching
The present status regarding the length of student
teaching in Massachusetts is eight or fewer weeks.

The pro¬

posed practices of the MDST and the MSS are in line with the
current practices at the national level calling for a longer
period than eight weeks.

The MDST and MSS desire at least

sixteen weeks and the NDST are split over the use of twelve
or sixteen weeks.

Generally, the three groups agree that

the training period should be twelve or more weeks in
length, which is longer than the present practice of eight
or less weeks in Massachusetts.
Ratio of Teaching to Observation
The proposed patterns of the MDST and the MSS are in
line with the current practices at the national level.

The

total training period should involve about an equal amount
of teaching and observation for most students, allowing
flexibility for additional teaching or observation in indi¬
vidual oases.

Although most of the participants agreed that

the ratio should be equal, a small percentage of each group
displayed a wide range from $il to 1:3 concerning the ratio
of teaohing to observation.
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^!rlg°n °f th° Ly«th °f Student Teaching and th.
Number of .semester Hours of Credit Awarded ^—--

The
1.

ista concerning these areas reveal the following:

the current practices at the national level are in
agreement with the proposed practices of the MDST,
that the length of student teaching should be more
than the current practices in Massachusetts of eight
or fewer weeks;

2.

the current practices at the national level are in
agreement with the proposed practices of the MDST,
that the number of semester hours of credits awarded
for student teaching should be more than the current
pattern in Massachusetts of six; and

3»

there is a tendency, in both current and proposed
practices, for the number of semester hours of credit
to increase as the length of student teaching
increases.

Comparison of the Number of Observations of a Student
Teacher Made by the College Supervisor and the Length
of Training
The data concerning these areas indicate that:
1.

there is agreement between the proposed practices of
the MDST and the MSS with the current practices of
the NDST that the length of training should be
longer than the present trend of eight weeks in
Massachusetts;
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2.

the proposed practices of the MDST and the MSS are
similar to those at the national level, calling for
more observations than the current trend in Massa¬
chusetts of from one to three observations; and

3«

there is a tendency, in both current and proposed
practices, for those requiring eight or fewer weeks
of training to use fewer observations than those
requiring twelve or more weeks.

Comparison of Time Spent at Primary and/or Intermediate
Levels and the Length of ‘Training
The data regarding these areas indicate that:
1.

the current practices at the national level are in
agreement with the proposed practices of the MDST
and the MSS that the length of student teaching
should be more than the current practice in Massa¬
chusetts of eight or fewer weeks;

2.

the current practices of the national level are in
agreement with the proposed practices of the MDST
and the MSS that training should be taking place at
more than one level (2+) which is different than the
current plan in Massachusetts of it being completed
at one level (all+); and

3.

in both current and proposed practices all three
groups reveal that when the training is eight or
fewer weeks there is a tendency to use one level
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(a11+), and as the training Increases In length (12+)
the use of more than one level is prevalent (2+).
Responsibility for the Evaluation of Student Teachers
Presently, In 70 per cent of the colleges in Massa¬
chusetts the final evaluation of the student teacher rests
either completely or almost completely with the college super¬
visor,

The proposed practices of the MDST, MSS, and the cur¬

rent practices of the NDST illustrate a completely different
trend than the operative policy in Massachusetts.

Approxi¬

mately 70 per cent of the three groups Indicated their
desire of a system of equal responsibility in the evaluation
of student teachers.
Initiation. Functions, and Roles of Cooperative Programs
The participants seemed to agree that the program(s)
should be initiated by key personnel from all related areas.
This would mean, perhaps, bringing together personnel repre¬
senting the colleges. Superintendents, Principals, and the
State Department of Education.

The proposed programs of the

participants disclosed that an ideal student teaching pro¬
gram would be one that was cooperatively developed with con¬
tinuous evaluation.

The following is a compendium of antici¬

pated functions and/or roles of cooperative programs as they
were expressed by the surveyed participants:
1.

Student teaching centers
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.

2

3.

,

6

7.

.
..
.

8

9.
10

11

12

13.

Student teaching advisory councils
Clinical professor
P1*™1"? by s.v.ral coll.g.a and ooBuminiti.a
btuaent teaching programs cooperatively developed
by professional associations and/or the State
Department of Education
Establishment of minimum standards in some areas
(i.e., length of training, qualifications of cooper¬
ating teachers and oollege supervisors, eto.)
Standardisation of some areas (e.g., handbook, eval¬
uation sheets for student teachers, reimbursement,
etc •)
State and/or federal aid
Higher professional standards
Sharing of facilities and equipment
Increase in the quantity and quality of cooperating
teachers
Mutual gains through cooperative constructive
critioism
Better prepared teachers
Rec ommenda11ons
Before stating my recommendations, a brief summary

of the findings is in order.

First, the study revealed that

only 10 per cent of the colleges in Massachusetts presently
have cooperatively developed programs, but over 90 per cent
of the MDST and MSS not only desire but are willing to meet
to implement these programs.

Second, the current practices

in Massachusetts concerning most administrative aspects of
student teaching are quite variable and differ markedly from
the proposed practices of the MDST and MSS.
With the preceding in mind, the author recommends
that a statewide coordinating or advisory council be estab¬
lished.

The formation of such a council will serve to

illustrate that the profession in Massachusetts is not so
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complacent that it is willing to wait for new legislation,
new certification patterns, or to rely completely on the
research findings of others, but is a profession very much
interested in the preparation of its future members.

The

purposes of this council would be tos
1.

study and make recommendations on all aspects of
student teaching;

2.

coordinate but not necessarily unify programs;

3.

work in an advisory, not an administrative, capacity;

k*

serve as a clearinghouse of information pertaining
to student teaching both at the state and national
levels; and

5.

encourage research and help develop the best
designs, as well as eliminate duplication.
The membership of the council should include repre¬

sentatives from the followings
1.

All member colleges

2.

Massachusetts Association for Student Teaching

3.

Massachusetts State Department of Education—
Elementary Division

I4..

Massachusetts State Department of EducationDivision of Certification

5.

Massachusetts State Department of EducationDivision of Research and Statistics

6.

Massachusetts Superintendents Association—Subcom¬
mittee on Teacher Education
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7.

Massachusetts Elementary Principala Association-Subcommittee on Teacher Education

8»

Cooperating teachera
The following recommendation8 concerning the admin-

iatrative aspects of student teaching were formulated to
serve as a guide for a sound and productive student teaching
program.

These guidelines, of course, are subject to the

test of their operation in practice, and it is assumed that
they will be reviewed and revised as research and experience
indicate needed changes.
1.

Each college should establish a committee consisting

of college personnel and representatives from all their co¬
operating school systems.

This committee should actively

work together in planning, administering, and evaluating
student teaching programs, and thus make the preparation of
teachers a truly cooperative venture.

In situations where

several colleges are in close proximity, the development of
an inter-regional committee consisting of these colleges and
the cooperating systems should be seriously considered.
2.

The selection of cooperating school systems should

be based upon:

3.

a.

quality of staff,

b.

instructional materials available,

c.

cooperation of community administrators, and

d.

proximity (with reservations)•

The selection and assignment of cooperating teachers
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should bo accomplished cooperatively by college and public
school personnel•
[(.•

The minimum qualifications of cooperating teachers

should be:
a.

a Master’s degree desirable but not essential,
and

b.
5.

three years of experience.

The minimum qualifications for oollege supervisors

should be:
a.

a Master’s degree required, and

b.

three years of teaching experience, with experi¬
ence as an administrator and/or cooperating
teacher highly desirable.

6.

Reimbursement should be made to cooperating teachers

in the form of a cash honorarium.
7.

The orientation of student teachers should be handled

by the public school system and should be consistent with
that provided regular teachers.
8.

All new cooperating teachers should be required to

take part in a workshop or course in the supervision of stu¬
dent teachers.

This orientation program should be co¬

sponsored by oollege and public school personnel.
9.

A handbook should be developed which would specfi-

oally define the roles of all personnel involved in the
preparation of teachers.
10. The maximum number of student teachers assigned to
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a cooperating teacher at one time should be limited to one.
11*

The number of student teachers considered to be the

equivalent of a full teaching load is difficult to determine
since in some cases they may all be clustered in one build¬
ing and in another case spread over eight towns.
12.

Colleges should not hesitate to use nonpublic

schools if they are highly desirable training stations or if
the student desires this experience.
13.

Student teaching should be completed during the

senior year.
II;.

The minimum length of student teaching should be

sixteen weeks and experience provided at two different levels.
15.

Twelve semester hours of credit should be awarded

for student teaching.
16.

The ratio of teaching to observation should be

equal for most students, with deviates to receive more or
less teaching depending upon their rate of growth.

Programs

should consist of mostly observation at the beginning, and
eventually allow the student teacher to take over the com¬
plete teaching assignment over an extended period of time.
17.

Each student teacher should be observed a minimum

of ten times by the college supervisor during training.
18.

The final evaluation of the student teacher should

be arrived at cooperatively by the college and public school
personnel involved, each sharing equal weight and responsi¬
bility.
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19.

Since these will be cooperatively developed programs,

the author recommends that the use of student teaching cen**
ters and resident coordinators be seriously considered.
Future Research
The recommendations made by the author as a result
of this study are meant to serve as a guide for a sound and
productive student teaching program.

These guidelines should

be reviewed and revised as research and experience reveal a
need for change.

If cooperative programs and sound adminis¬

trative practices are developed* reviewed, and revised, it
will allow other aspects of teacher preparation to be studied
and developed to their maximum potential.
New ideas relative to student teaching programs or a
substitute for this experience must be planned, implemented,
and evaluated.

All personnel involved in the preparation of

teachers need to look carefully at existing student teaching
programs and experiences.

There is a need to observe experi¬

mentally the effects of different types of student teaching
programs or experiences relative to the prospective teachers:
1.

knowledge of good educational practices;

2.

personality traits and changes in personality traits;

3.

skill in using classroom activities;

I4.,

attitudes toward teaching;

5.

ability to recognize pupil problems;

6.

ability to organize his subject matter content and
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resource materials; and
7.

knowledge of his teaching field of specialization.

The following are specific examples of studies that need
further investigation:
1.

What relationship is there between ratings given

first-year teachers who had a student teaching experience
and the ratings given to first-year teachers who have not
had student teaching?
2.

Does the liberal arts student with a minimum prepara¬

tion in professional education compare favorably or unfavor¬
ably with the teacher education student in their student
teaching assignments?
3.

Does any teaching experience, such as university or

college teaching, graduate assistantship teaching, Sunday
School teaching, teaching in military schools, teaching as
an uncertified teacher in a nonpublic school, or working as
a teacher in the Peace Corps, make a prospective teacher any
less capable as a first-year teacher if the experience is
used as a substitute for the student teaching requirement?
4*

Will other professional education course work in

place of a student teaching experience make a prospective
teacher any less capable as a first-year teacher?
5.

What is the effect of simulated teaching activities

upon prospective teachers when employed as a training experl
ence?
6.

Explore the utilization of various kinds of audio-
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visual processes; e.g., use of video tape as an aid in evalu¬
ating a student teacher's lesson; use of video tape and/or
closed-circuit television for large group observation*
7.

Are classroom children able to achieve academically

as well under one type of student teaching program as com¬
pared to another type?
Q*

What effect do different types of student teaching

programs have upon the attitudes of the classroom children
being taught?
9. Organize a group of student teachers whose experi¬
ences are scheduled in the final year and compare their
achievements with another group of prospective teachers who
would have a sequence of intermittent student teaching experi¬
ences planned over periods of two, three, or even four years'
duration.
10.

What is the relationship in attitudes which student

teachers have toward children when they approach student
teaching with different amounts of professional course work
preparation?
11.

What effect does a longer student teaching period

have on a student teacher's attitude toward teachers, chil¬
dren, teaching, and school-community relationships?
12.

What is the relationship of first-year teaching effec¬

tiveness to the amount of student teaching, academic work,
scholastic achievement, and the completion of an academic
major versus the completion of a nonacademic major?
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13•

Do different student teaching programs and experi¬

ences have any favorable or unfavorable results in areas
wherein the National Teacher Examination or the Graduate
Record Examination, Advanced Education Test, may evaluate
(e.g., micro-teaching versus non-micro-teaching; teacher
aide program and student teaching versus student teaching
only; eight weeks of training versus sixteen weeks of train¬
ing)?
14»

Do different student teaching programs and experi¬

ences either increase or decrease a student’s subject matter
competency in his major academic area?

It would be appro¬

priate to employ certain advanced tests of the Graduate
Record Examination.
15*

Determine whether different student teaching pro¬

grams cause a change in interest patterns or clusters, as
measured by the Kuder Preference Record.
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The Doctoral Committee of Robert Armstrong,
University of Massachusetts Graduate School

Gentlemen:
I have recently examined in some detail the study of student teaching
proposed by Mr. Robert Armstrong as his doctoral dissertation.
topic selected is one which is both timely and important.

The

The Conant

Report on teacher education has given rise to more concern with the
experiences a beginning teacher undergoes before qualifying for
professional stature.

The investigation Mr. Armstrong proposes
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Doctoral Committee of University of Massachusetts
Doctoral Proposal of Robert I. Armstrong
I have read the dissertation proposal of Robert
Armstrong and feel that it is a commendable one.
A study such as this which would shed some light
on existing and desirable practices in student teaching
would be most valuable to many agencies, including the
Department of Education.
At the present time such material
is not available, even though it is a topic which arises
more and more as time passes.
I sincerely urge that his study be encouraged.
am sure that members of the Department would be willing
to extend any assistance requested.
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To:

1966

The Doctoral Committee of Robert Armstrong
University of Massachusetts Graduate School

Gentlemen:
We have recently examined in some detail the pro¬
posed study of the patterns of Teacher Training Programs
in Massachusetts as presented by Mr. Robert Armstrong as
his doctoral dissertation.

As you perhaps know, we work

with a great many superintendents and principals and the
entire area of teacher preparation is one of interest to us.
Our particular staff studies, published each year, could be
more meaningful with this type of background information.
We are deeply interested in Mr. Armstrong's
proposal and would like to see it receive favorable action.
Any help or assistance that might be needed from
the Division of Research & Development you may be assured
will be extended to Mr. Armstrong.
Sincerely yours,
V.
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THE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OF ELEMENTARY OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENT TEACHING PROGRAMS IN MASSACHUSETTS: CURRENT PRACTICES
AND PROPOSED PATTERNS

SPONSORED BY:
Dr. Ovid Parody
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

CONDUCTED BY:
Robert J. Armstrong
Ed.D. Candidate
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

SCHOOL 07 EDUCATION
November 25, 1966
Dear Participant:
This letter Is to Introduce Robert J. Armstrong, a doctoral can¬
didate at the University of Massachusetts. We are asking you to take
part In this dissertation project. In the area of elementary off-campus
student teaching programs, which is of utmost importance to both college
and public school personnel.
The purposes of this study are:
1.

to gain from the directors of student teaching and the super¬
intendents of schools in Massachusetts, the current and pro¬
posed organizational patterns of elementary off-campus student
teaching programs;

2.

to find the degree of willingness of public school and college
personnel to develop cooperative programs, and suggestions for
accomplishing them;

3.

to survey the literature regarding administrative practices
and programs of joint cooperation between public school and
college personnel at the local, regional and state levels;

4.

the development of models on the above data, and presenting
these to the key associations and departments in the state
endorsing this study, for implementation.

It is felt that your contribution will help immensely in formu¬
lating and implementing cooperative programs in Massachusetts. Would you
kindly fill out the attached questionnaire, and also enclose any printed
data you have on this program. Your cooperation will be greatly appre¬
ciated.
Please indicate your interest in receiving a copy of the final
report.

Yes_ No_
Sincerely,

J

Dr. Ovid Parody
Professor of Educational Administration
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

SURVEY OF TEACHER EDUCATION
AS SEEN BY DIRECTORS OF STUDENT TEACHING

Name_
Title_
Institution ___

_

Street Address__
Clty--State-Zip Code_
Telephone No..__Area Code_
Do you have an elementary teacher training program? Yes_
No_
If no, please disregard the rest of this form, but send it to me with your replies entered
to this point.
Directions:
The alternatives used in these questions are the commonly used methods in that area, and
are not meant to be interpreted as the only ones or the ideal. Additional comments will be
appreciated.
I A Indicate the method(s) used in selecting cooperating school systems.
- quality of staff
_ proximity
- size of system
-instructional materials available
-cooperation of community administrators
-hometown of student teacher
other_

comments

B How do you think the selection should be made?

2

II

A Indicate the method(s) used in selecting cooperating teachers.

- list of volunteers sent to the college by school administrators for assignments
-assignments made by public school administrators from list of volunteers
_joint evaluation and assignment
_evaluation and assignment by colleges
-evaluated and assigned by school administrators
other_____

comments

B How do you think the selection should be made?

Ill

V

What do you think should be the minimum qualifications of cooperating teachers? (e.g. 3years
teaching experience and a Masters Degree)

What do you think should be the minimum qualifications of college supervisors?

V A What type(s) of orientation program(s) do you provide for cooperating teachers?
_none
-handbook
-course in supervision of student teachers
-meeting of cooperating teachers held at college
-individual meeting of college supervisor and cooperating teacher
-meeting of college supervisor and school administrators
other___

comments

B What type of orientation program would you prefer?

VI What do you think the role of the public school should be in the orientation of
student teachers?

VII A

What is the average number of observations made by college supervisors for each
student teacher?

B What is the average number of visits or contacts made by college supervisors excluding
observations to keep abreast of the students teacher’s development?-

C What do you think the average should be for A

and B

4

VIII A What type(s) of reimbursement is/are presently made to cooperating teachers and '
school systems?
na/or
none
fee $

paid to cooperating-(teacher or system) per student teacher

fee $-paid to cooperating-.(teacher or system) on a
(semester or yearly) basis regardless of the number of student teachers
certification for graduate course given to the cooperating__
(teacher
or system)
consultant services
extension or inservice course given in the system
use of library facilities
use of clinics such as Reading and Speech
other

__

comments

B What type of reimbursement program would you prefer?

IX A Indicate the level or levels and the proportion of time spent at primary and/or inter¬
mediate level(s) by student teachers.
_all at one level
_half time at each level
_ mostly one with a few observations at the other
_mostly one with a few observations and lessons at the other
_ 2/3 at one and 1/3 at the other
other---

5

B What do you think is the best approach to this?

X A Indicate the length of your present student teaching period.
-full-time 32 weeks
-full-time 16 weeks
-full-time 8 weeks
-2 or 3 days a week for 32 weeks
-2 or 3 days a week for 16 weeks
-2 or 3 days a week for 8 weeks
-intern program (briefly explain under other)
other_:_

comments

B What do you think the length of student teaching should be?

C Indicate what you think should be the total number of clock hours in both teaching and
observation.
_ clock hours of teaching
_clock hours of observation
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XI A Who is responsible for the final evaluation of the student teacher?
_college supervisor only
_cooperating teacher only
_equal
_mostly college supervisor
_mostly cooperating teacher
other __

comments

B How do you think this should be handled?__

XII A How many student teachers do you assign a cooperating teacher at one time?
comments _

B How many do you think should be assigned to a cooperating teacher at one time?
comments---

XIII A How many credit hours are your elementary student teachers awarded for student teaching?,
_

comments—--

B How many credit hours do you think should be awarded for student teaching?
comments --

XIV A Do you place student teachers in non-public schools? -Yes
imately what percent in parochial-, private-?

-No If yes, approx¬
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B Please comment on such things as-1. Is this arrangement by necessity or desire?
2. Do you see an increase in the use of non-public schools?

XV During what year or years do your student teachers engage in student teaching?
Is there any particular reason for this arrangement?

XVI How many contact or teaching hours are considered as a full-time teaching load for a
college instructor with no administrative responsibilities and no supervision of student
teachers?_____
XVII A What number of student teachers is considered the equivalent of a full-time college
teaching load?-comments_

B What number of student teachers do you think should be considered the equivalent of
a full-time college teaching load?_
XVIII Do you provide any systematic way for the colleges and public schools to evaluate the
planning and conducting of the teacher education program?
Yes_No _
If yes, explain

XIX Would you or an appropriate representative be willing to meet with public school personnel
to discuss goals and common problems in student teaching?
Yes- NoIf yes, how might this be accomplished?

If yes, may your name be submitted to appropriate groups interested in developing such a
program?

Yes-No-

XX What outcomes do you anticipate from closer communication between the college and
public school?
Examples:
1. clustering of student teachers in one or more schools or communities
2. increase in the quantity and quality of cooperating teachers
3. sharing of facilities and equipment

8

XXI

XXII

Are there any other areas, not mentioned on the questionnaire, that are or vou thini, u
be planned and evaluated cooperatively?
should

What unique plan(s) have you used or observed?

If possible, please enclose descriptive material regarding student teaching activities
(agreements with cooperating systems; handbooks for student teachers and/or cooper¬
ating teachers; outline of orientation programs; procedures for selecting cooperating
teachers; etc.)

THE ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION OK ELEMENTARY OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENT TEACHING PROGRAMS IN MASSACHUSETTS: CURRENT PRACTICES
AND PROPOSED PATTERNS

SPONSORED RY:
Dr. Ovid Parody
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

CONDUCTED RY:
Robert J. Armstrong
Ed.D. Candidate
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
November 25, 1966
Dear Participant:
This letter is to introduce Robert J. Armstrong, a doctoral can¬
didate at the University of Massachusetts. We are asking you to take
part in this dissertation project, in the area of elementary off-campus
student teaching programs, which is of utmost importance to both college
and public school personnel.
The purposes of this study are:
1.

to gain from the directors of student teaching and the super¬
intendents of schools in Massachusetts, the current and pro¬
posed organizational patterns of elementary off-campus student
teaching programs;

2.

to find the degree of willingness of public school and college
personnel to develop cooperative programs, and suggestions for
accomplishing them;

3.

to survey the literature regarding administrative practices
and programs of joint cooperation between public school and
college personnel at the local, regional and state levels;

4.

the development of models on the above data, and presenting
these to the key associations and departments in the state
endorsing this study, for implementation.

It is felt that your contribution will help immensely in formu¬
lating and implementing cooperative programs in Massachusetts. Would you
kindly fill out the attached questionnaire, and also enclose any printed
data you have on this program. Your cooperation will be greatly appre¬
ciated.
Please indicate your interest in receiving a copy of the final
report.

Yes__ No_

Dr. Ovid Parody
J
Professor of Educational Administration
University of Massachusetts
Amherst, Massachusetts

SURVEY OF TEACHER EDUCATION
AS SEEN RY PUBLIC SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

Name__,____
Title_
School System —---Street Address ___
City-State -Zip Code_
Telephone No._Area Code_
Do you have elementary children under your guidance? Yes _
NoIf no, please disregard the rest of this form, but send it to me with your replies entered to this
point.
Directions:
The alternatives used in these questions are the commonly used methods in that area, and
are not meant to be interpreted as the only ones or the ideal. Additional comments will be
appreciated.
I Indicate the method(s) that should be used in selecting cooperating school systems.
__quality of staff
_proximity
__size of school system
_instructional materials available
__cooperation of school administrators
_hometown of student teacher
other----

comments

2

II Indicate the method(s) that should be used in selecting cooperating teachers
--list submitted to the college for assignments
-assignments made by school administrators
-evaluated by school administrators and list submitted to college for assignment
_joint evaluation and assignment
-evaluated and assigned by college only
other_-

comments

III What do you think should be the minimum qualifications of cooperating teachers? (e.g. 3 years
teaching experience and a Masters Degree)

IV What do you think should be the minimum qualifications of college supervisors?
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V What type(s) of orientation program(s) should be used by the college for cooperating teachers?
_none
- handbook
-course in supervision of student teachers
-meeting of all cooperating teachers held at college
_individual meeting of college supervisor and cooperating teacher
-meeting of college supervisor and school administrators, who in turn will orient
the cooperating teacher
other___

comments

VI A Do you provide any formal orientation program for cooperating teachers? -Yes -No
If yes, briefly describe-—-

B Do you provide any formal orientation program for student teachers?
If yes, briefly describe —--

Yes _ No_

VII A What is the average number of observations that should be made by the college supervisor
for each student teacher?.B What is the average number of visits or contacts that should be made excluding observations
to keep abreast of the student teacher’s development?---
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VIII What type(s) of reimbursement should be made to cooperating teachers and/or school syst
_none
-fee $-paid to cooperating-(teacher or system) per student teacher
-fee $-paid to cooperating-(teacher or system) on a
_(yearly or semester) basis regardless of the number of student teachers
_consultant services
_certificate for graduate course given to cooperating teacher
-certificate for graduate course given to the school system or administrator as they
desire
_extension or inservice course to be given in the school system
_use of clinics such as Reading and Speech
other_

comments

IX Indicate the level(s) and proportion of time that should be spent by the student teacher at
primary and/or intermediate level(s).
_all at one level
_half time at each level
_ mostly one with some observations at the other
_mostly one with some observations and lessons at the other
other---

comments

5

X A Indicate what you think should be the length of the student teaching period.
-full-time 32 weeks
_full-time 16 weeks
-full-time 8 weeks
-2 or 3 days a week for 32 weeks
-2 or 3 days a week for 16 weeks
-2 or 3 days a week for 8 weeks
_intern program (briefly explain under other)
other_

comments

B Indicate what you think should be the total number of clock hours in both teaching and
observation.
_clock hours of teaching
__

clock hours of observation

XI Who should be responsible for the final evaluation of the student teacher?
_college supervisor only
_cooperating teacher only
_equal
_mostly college supervisor
__mostly cooperating teacher
other-----comments —---

6

XII How many student teachers do you think should be assigned to a cooperating teacher at
one time? __
comments______

XIII Do you think a systematic plan should be developed for the evaluation and planning of the
teacher education program by both public school and college personnel? _Yes
n
If yes, explain__

XIV Would you, (or you appropriate representative), be willing to meet with college personnel to
discuss goals and common problems in student teaching?
Yes_ No _
If yes, how might this be accomplished?

XV What outcomes do you anticipate from closer communication between the college and public
schools?
Examples:
1. clustering of student teachers in one or more schools or communities
2. sharing of facilities and equipment
3. increase in the quantity and quality of cooperating teachers

XVI Are there any other areas, not mentioned on the questionnaire, that you think should be
planned and evaluated cooperatively?
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XVII What unique plan(s) have you used or observed?

If possible, please enclose descriptive material regarding student teaching activities in
your school system (agreements with colleges; handbooks for student teachers and/or
cooperating teachers; outline or orientation programs; procedures for selecting cooperating
teachers; etc.)

FREDERICK

A.

MEIER

PRESIDENT

Dear Participant:
You are being asked to take part in the study because
of your interest and actual implementation of a coopera¬
tive program in student teaching between public school and
college personnel as reported by aiiCTE.
I am an assistant
Professor at the State College at Salem, Massachusetts,
as well as a doctoral candidate at the University of
Massachusetts.
My dissertation is in the area of elemen¬
tary off-campus student teaching programs in Massachusetts.
The first purpose of the study is to gain from the
directors of student teaching and the superintendents
of schools in Massachusetts, the current and proposed
organizational patterns of elementary off-campus student
teaching programs.
The second purpose is to find the
degred of willingness of public school and college per¬
sonnel to develop cooperative programs'and suggestions
for accomplishing them.
The third purpose is to survey
the literature regarding administrative practices and
programs of joint cooperation between public school and
college personnel at the local, regional and state levels.
The fourth purpose will be the development of models on the
above data, and presenting these, to the key associations
and departments endorsing this study for implementation.
It is felt that your contribution will help immensely
in formulating and implementing cooperative program(s) in
Massachusetts.
Would you kindly fill out the attached
questionnaire, and enclose any printed data you have on
this program.
Your cooperation will be greatly appreciated.
Please indicate your interest in receiving a copy
of the final report.
Yes_ No_
Sincerely,
Robert J. Armstrong
assistant Professor
Salem State College
Salem, Massachusetts

SURVEY OF STUDENT TEACHING

Name
Title
Institution/Organization
Street Address
City_

State

_Zip Code

Directions:
.
alternatives used in these questions are the commonly used
methods in that area, and are not meant to be interpreted as the only ones
or the ideal. At the end of each question, please indicate whether this
was a cooperatively developed policy by colleges and public schools, by
checking either yes or no. Additional comments will be appreciated.
I

A.

Indicate the method(s) used in selecting cooperating school systems
quality of staff
proximity
size of system
instructional materials available
cooperation of community administrators
hometown of student teacher
other

comments

B.

Yes_

No

II A.

Indicate the method(s) used in selecting cooperating teachers.

-

list of volunteers sent to the college by school administra¬
tors for assignments

-

assignments made by public school administrators from list of
volunteers

__

joint evaluation and assignment

_

evaluation and assignment by colleges

_.

evaluated and assigned by school administrators
other

comments

B.
III A.

B.
IV A.

B.

Yes_

No_

What are the minimum qualifications of cooperating teachers?
(e.g. 3 years teaching experience and a Masters Degree)

Yes_

No

What are the minimum qualifications of college supervisors?

Yes

No

3-
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A.

What type(s) of orientation program(s) do you provide for cooperating
ueacners{

_

none

__

handbook

_

course in supervision of student teachers

_

meeting of cooperating teachers held at colleges

_

individual meeting of college supervisor and cooperating teacher

_

meeting of college supervisor and school administrator
other

comments

VI

A.

What is the role of the public school in the orientation of student
teachers?

B.

Yes_

VII A.

No_

How many student teachers do you assign a cooperating teacher at
one time ?_
comments

B.

Yes

No

4
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VIII

A.

-

What typo(s) of reimbursement is/are presently made to
cooperating teachers and/or school systems?

_none
-fe^ \!>- paid to cooperating_(system or teach¬
er) per student teacher
-fe'^ ?_P&ia to cooperating _(system or teacher) on a_(semester or yearly) basis regardless
of the number of student teachers
-

certification for graduate course given to the cooperat¬
ing _ (teacher or system)

_

consultant services

_

extension or inservice course given in the system

_

use of library facilities

_

use of clinics such as Heading and Speech
other

__

Comments.

B.
IX.

Yes _

No_

a.

Do you place student teachers in non-public schools?
_Yes
_No
If yes, approximately what percent in parochial_
private_

B.

Please comment on such things as-1.

Is this arrangement by necessity or desire,

2.

Do you see an increase in the use of non-public schools

-5X a.

Indicate the length of your present student teaching period.

__ full-time 32 weeks
_ full time 16 weeks
_ full time

8 weeks

_ 2 or 3 days a week for 32 weeks
_ 2 or 3 days a week for 16 weeks
_ 2 or 3 days a week for

8 weeks

_ intern program (briefly explain under other)
other __

comments

B.

Indicate the total number of clock hours in both teaching
and observation.

_ clock hours of teaching
_
C.
XI A.

clock hours of observation
No

Yes

How many credit hours are your elementary student teachers
awarded for student teaching?
_
comments

B.

Yes

No

-6-

XII a.

What is the average number of observations made by college
supervisors for each student teachdr?

B.

What is the average number of visits or contacts made by
college supervisors excluding observations to keep abreast
of the student teacher's development? __

C.

Yes _

XIII a.

No _

Who is responsible for the final evaluation of the student
teacher?

_ college supervisor only
_ cooperating teacher only
_ equal
_ mostly college supervisor
_ mostly cooperating teacher
other__

comments

XIV A.

During what year or years do your st-udent teachers engage
in student teaching? _
Is there any particular reason for this arrangement?

B.

Yes

No

-7XV

A

Indicate the level.or levels and the proportion of time
spent at each by student teachers at primary and/or
intermediate level(s).
.

all at one level

.

half time at each level

_ mostly one with a few observations at the other
- mostly one with a few observations and lessons afi the other
. 2/3 at one and 1/3 at the other
other

B.
XVI a.

Yes _

No_

What number of student teachers is considered the equiv¬
alent of a full-time college teaching load? _

comments_
XVII Do you provide any systematic way for the college and public
schools to evaluate the plan iing and conducting of the teach¬
er education program? Yes_ No_ If yes, please
explain or enclose materials

XVIII Please explain how the original contact was made. e.g., who
made the first move? Why were certain colleges and public
schools involved, and not others? etc.

-8XIX What outcomes do you anticipate from closer communications
between the college and public school?
Examples:
1.
clustering of student teachers in one or more schools or
communities
increase in the Quantity and Quality of cooperating
teachers
3.
sharing of facilities and equipment

XX are there any other areas, not mentioned on the questionnaire,
that are or you think should be planned and evaluated cooper¬
atively?

XXI What unique plan(s) have you used or observed?

If possible, please enclose descriptive material regarding^student
teaching activities in your school system (agreements with cooper¬
ating systems; handbooks for student teachers and/or cooperating
teachers; outline of orientation programs; procedures for selecting
cooperating teachers; etc.)

emmemi
Ql/>
FREDERICK

A.

MEIER

PRESIDENT

January 3, 1966

Dear Participant:
In late November, I forwarded to you for completion a questionnaire
concerned with student teaching in off-campus elementary schools. This
was to solicit information in connection with my doctoral dissertation,
under the direction of the faculty at the University of Massachusetts.’
The purposes of this study are:
1.

to gain from the directors of student teaching and the super¬
intendents of schools in Massachusetts, the current and proposed
organizational patterns of elementary off-campus student
teaching programs;

2.

to find the degree of willingness of public school and college
personnel to develop cooperative programs, and suggestions for
accomplishing them;

3.

to survey the literature regarding administrative practices and
programs of joint cooperation between public school and college
personnel at the local, regional and state levels;

4.

the development of models on the above data, and presenting
these to the key associations and departments in the state
endorsing this study, for implementation.

Thus far I have not received the questionnaire which I sent to you
last month, accompanied by a self-addressed envelope.
I am reluctant
to close this area of my research without the added data which you could
supply, and therefore I am enclosing a duplicate instrument and a second
envelope.
I am hopeful that you will be willing to complete and return
it by January 31, 1967.
Thank you for your time and patience, without which my study cannot
be completed.

Assistant Professor
Salem State College
Salem, Massachusetts
Enc

Haaaachusatts ElMiantary School Sr»t«—
Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

1
i+
7
9
12

Union 60
Union 61
Union 62
Abington
Acushnet

Framingham
Franklin
Oardner
Gloucester
Qranby

Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

13
14
16
18
20

Adana
Agawam
Amesbury
Andover
Arlington

Greenfield
Groton
Hadley
Hanpden
Hatfield

Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

21
22
21+
25
26

Athol
Attleboro
Auburn
Avon
Barrington

Haverhill
HIngham
Holbrook
Holyoke
Hopedale

Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

28
29
30
32
34

Bedford
Belchertown
Bellingham
Belnont
Boston

Hopkinton
Hudson
Hull
Ipswich
Lancaster

Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

35
36
37
38
39

Braintree
Bridgewater
Brookline
Charlton
Chelnaford

Lawrence
Leicester
Lenox
Leominster
Lexington

Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

1+1
42
43
44
i+6

Chelsea
Chioopee
Cohaaaet
Conoord
Dalton

Lincoln
Littleton
Lowell
Ludlow
Mansfield

Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

47
48
50
51
53

Danvers
Dedham
Draout
East Bridgewater
Eaathanpton

Marblehead
Marlborough
Marshfield
Maynard
Medfield

Union
Union
Union
Union
Union

55
56
57
58
59

East Longmeadow
Everett
Fairhaven
Falmouth
Fitchburg

Medford
Medway
Melrose
Methuen
Milford
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Millbury
Milton
Monoon
Nahant
Natiok

Stoneham
Stoughton
Sudbury
Swampaoott
Swanaea

Needham
Now Bedford
Newburyport
Newtonvilie
North Adana

Tewksbury
Turners Falla
Oxbridge
Wakefield
Walpole

Northampton
North Andover
North Baaton
North Reading
Norton

Waltham
Ware
Wayland
Wellealey
West Aoton

Orange
Oaterville
Oxford
Palmer
Peabody

Wo*thorough
West Boylaton
Westfield
Westport
West Springfield

Pittafield
Plainville
Randolph
Reading
Revere

Westwood
Weymouth
Whitman
W1 lbraham
Wllllamatown

Rockland
Rookport
Salem
Saugua
Scituate

Wilmington
Winchester
Wlnthrop
Woburn
Worcester

Sharon
Sheffield
Shrewabury
Someraet
Somerville
Southbridge
South Hadley
Spenoer
Springfield
Stookbridge

Massachusetts C

To«ohT«

American International College
Anna Marie College for Women
Atlantic Union College
Berkshire Christian College
Boston College

Springfield
Paxton
Lancaster
Lenox
Chestnut Hill

Boston University
Brandels University
Cardinal Cushing College
Clark University
College of Our Lady of the Elms

Boston
Waltham
Brookline
Worcester
Chloopee

Curry College
Eastern Nazarene College
Emerson College
Emmanuel College
Gordon College and Gordon Divinity School

Milton
Wollaston
Boston
Boston
Beverly

Harvard University
Lesley College
Mount Alvemia College
Mount Holyoke College
Northeastern University

Cambridge
Cambridge
Chestnut Hill
South Hadley
Boston

Regis College for Women, The
Simmons College
Smith College
Springfield College
State College at Boston

Weston
Boston
Northampton
Springfield
Boston

State
State
State
State
State

Bridgewater
Pltchburg
Framingham
Lowell
North Adams

College
College
College
College
College

at
at
at
at
at

Bridgewater
Pltchburg
Framingham
Lowell
North Adams

State College at Salem
State College at Westfield
State College at Worcester
Suffolk University
Tufts University

Salem
Westfield
Worcester
Boston
Medford

University of Massachusetts
Wheaton College
Wheelock College

Amherst
Norton
Boston
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Colleges at Rational hr,■; 1 Training Element

Teachers

California
California State College at Dominiques
Hills
California State College at Fullerton
California State College at Long Beach
California State College at Los ngeles
Sacramento State College
University of California at Berkley
University of the Pacific
University of Southern California

Loniniquez
Hills
Fullerton
Long Beach
Los Angeles
Sacramento
Berkley
Stockton
Los Angeles

Colorado
University of Colorado
University of Denver

Boulder
Denver

Connecticut
Central Connecticut State College

New Britain

Florida
Stetson University
University of Florida

Deland
Oaineaville

Idaho
Northeast N&zarone College

Nampa

Illinois
Elmhurst College
MaoMurray College
National College of Education
Northern Illinois University
Southern Illinois University
Wheaton College

Elmhurst
Jacksonville
Evanston
DeKalb
Carbondale
Wheaton

Iowa
Marycrest College
State College of Iowa
Upper Iowa University

Davenport
Cedar Falla
Fayetta

Kansas
Tort Hays Kansas State College
McPherson College
Ottawa University

Hays
FcPherson
Ottawa

Kentucky
BereaCollege

Berea

Louisiana
Southern Louisiana College

Hammond
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Maryland
Towson Stata College

Baltimore

Maine
University of Maine

Orono

Michigan
Jentral Michigan University
Karygrove College
Mercy College
Michigan State University
Northern Michigan University
Wayne State University
Western Michigan University

Mt. Pleasant
Detroit
Detroit
East Lansing
Msrquette
Detroit
Xslamatoo

Minnesota
College of St. Thomas
St. Cloud State College

St. Paul
St • Cloud

Missouri
Central Missouri State College
University of Missouri at Kansas City
William Jewell College

Warrensburg
Kansas City
Liberty

Nevada
University of Nevada

Reno

Nebraska
da8tings College
University of Nebraska

Hastings
Lincoln

New Hampshire
Universityof New Hampshire

Durham

New Jersey
Farleigh-Dlckson University
Newark State College
Rutgers, The State University
Trenton State College

Rutherford
Union
New Brunswick
Trenton

New /fork
Adelpfvi
Fordham University
Hunter College of the City Univ. of N.Y.
Queens College of the City Univ. ol K.Y.
State University of New York at Buffalo
Syracuse University
Teachers College, Columbia University
University of Rocneater
Yeshiva University

Garden City
Bronx
New York
Flushing
Buffalo
fyraouse
New York
Rochester
New York
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North Carolina
Appalachian State Teachers College

Boone

Ohio
Siram College
Kent State University
Miami University
University of Cincinnati

Hiram
Kent
Oxford
Cincinnati

Oklahoma
Northeastern 3tate College

Alva

Oregon
Oregon College of Education
Portland State College
Southern Oregon College

Monmouth
Portland
Ashland

Pennsylvania
Duquesne University
Indiana State College
Millersville State College
Pennsylvania State University
Temple University
University of Pittsburgh

Pittsburgh
Indiana
Millersville
University
Park
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh

Puerto Rico
University of Puerto Rico

Rio Piedras

Rhode Island
Brown University

Providenco

South Dakota
Black Hills Teachers College
Sioux Palls College

Spearfish
Sioux Palls

Tennessee

Knoxville

Texa s
Hardin-Simmons University
Texas Southern University
Texas Technological College
University of Texas
West Texas State University

Abilene
Houston
Lubbock
Austin
Canyon

Utah
University of Utah

Salt Lake City
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Virginia
University of Virginia
Virginia State College

Charlottesville
Petersburg

Washington
Eastern Washington State College
Gonaaga University
Seattle Paoifio College

Chaney
Spokane
Seattle

West Virginia
Mar she 11 'Universi ty
Morris Harvey College
West Liberty State College

Huntington
Charleston
West Liberty

WiseoneIn
University of Wisconsin

Madison
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UNIQUE OPERATIVE PROGRAM.
Northeast Suburban Teaching Center Policy Handbook
Wayne State University and the St. Clair Shores.
Lakevlew, Southlake, Warren, Grosae Polnte, and
East Detroit Public School Districts
Center Advisory Council
1.

Administrative Structure
a) Purposes of a Teaching Center:
(1) Pre-service purposos. The pre-service purpose of a
teaching center is to improve the quality of the
student teaching experience and of instruction in
the course entitled "Student Teaching and Seminar,"
in the following manner:
(a) by bringing the school and college more closely
together in cooperative planning and supervision
of student teaching activities by becoming equal
partners with the public schools in that part
of teacher education which takes place in the
field;
(b) by facilitating communication between school
and college about expectancies in student
teaching;
(c) by organizing more efficiently for better use
of supervis-ng personnel;
(d) by developing a professional team of school
and college personnel for pre-service
education;
• (e) by building into the program a way for in-service
education of new supervisory personnel at school
and, college; and
(f) by conducting joint research projects in student
teacher training and in the teaching act itself*
(2) In-service purposes.
The in-service purposes of a
teaching center are to improve the quality of the
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teaching act and the curricular offerings In the
following manner:
(a) by providing leadership and technical help in
research projects;
(b) by providing resources for the study of the school
program; and
(o) by conducting seminars and workshops in curriculum
and instruction with the center faculty.
b)

Definition of Terms;
(1) Center Advisory Council (CAC).
The policy-making
body of the Northeast Suburban Teaching Center.
Membership:
(a) Public Schools.
The Superintendent (or his
representatives) from each of the cooperating
school districts.
(five members)
(b) Wayne State University,
-Chairman of the Department of Elementary
Education,
-Graduate Faculty Advisor to the Center,
-Center Coordinator.
(2) Center Coordinator.
The faculty member assigned by
tne University to coordinate all Center activities.
He will chair the meetings of the Center Advisory
Council and execute their decisions.
He will also
serve as a college supervisor of student teaching.
(3) Center Faculty.
The supervising teachers and prin¬
cipals designed by the CAC as faculty, and the college
personnel assigned to the Center.
(I4.) College Supervisor of Student Teaching.
The Wayne
State University faculty members assigned to super¬
vise student teachers in the field.
(5) Cooperating Principal.
ticipating school.

The principal of a par¬

(6) Graduate Faculty Advisor.
A graduate faculty member
assigned to the Center as an advisor.
(7) Participating School.
A public school wherein preservice and/or in-service training of teaohers is
cooperatively planned and executed.
(S)

Professional Experiences Planning Committee (PEP-C).
A committee of school and college personnel which
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pl&nB and
programs,
CAG,
One
from each

effectuates the pre—service and in—service
and makes policy recommendations to the
teacher and one principal will be appointed
participating school district.

(9) Supervising Teacher.
The classroom teacher jointly
designated by the school and college to supervise
directly a student teacher in his classroom during an
eleven-week period.
(10) Teaching Center.
A professional center for the study
and practice of teaching, which is Jointly planned and
operated by the college and the participating schools.
A center will normally consist of fifteen to twentyfive teaching stations located in a cluster of selected
participating schools.
c) Responsibilities of Cooperating Institutions:
(1) Responsibilities of the College.
Education is responsible for:

The College of

(a) coordinating the pre-service teacher education
program;
(b) providing the following personnel:
-College Supervisors of Student Teaching,
-Center Coordinator,
-Graduate Faculty Advisor,
-Specialists in related fields;
(c) providing leadership in research.
(2) Responsibilities of the Participating School District:
(a) provide the student with an opportunity to ex¬
perience responsible participation in all of the
important aspects of a teacher's professional
activities, both in and out of the classroom;
(b) provide the opportunity for the student teacher
to make effective professional judgments;
(c) help the student develop the confidence which can
only come from having worked successfully with
children.
In order to meet these three goals, the participating
school should make it possible for the student teacher
to have the following opportunities and experiences.

-to do an amount of full-time teaohing;
-to conceive, plan, and execute a unit of work,
including, if at all possible, a field trip;
-to see the teacher's over-all plan for the
entire year;
-to know the school and the children by having
access to cumulative records, test scores,
seating charts, a socio-economic description
of the school and the community, building and
school district handbooks and the instructional
materials catalog;
-to experience the teacher's whole day, including:
lunchroom and playground duties, faculty
meetings, PTA meetings and meetings of pro¬
fessional organisations;
-to observe the total operations of the school
district by visiting other classrooms above
and below grade level, special education
classrooms, visiting teachers, school board
meetings, and other system-wide councils and
committees, and central office activities,
d) Standard Operating Procedures:
(1) Student teachers will be assigned to schools by the
joint action of the Center Coordinator and a repre¬
sentative of each participating school district,
(2)

Insofar as it is possible, several students will be
assigned to each participating school,

(3)

It is recommended that each participating school
district, insofar as it is possible, choose three
schools to participate in Center activities each
year.
In succeeding years, one school may rotate
out of the assignment and one may rotate in,

(i\.) An orientation meeting for student teachers will be
held each quarter prior to the first day the student
teachers enter the classroom.
This meeting will
ordinarily take place on the first day of each
• quarter,
(5) An orientation meeting for supervising teachers and
principals will be held each quarter—preferably be¬
fore the quarter begins.
Released time will be pro¬
vided for all concerned insofar as it is possible
within existing regulations.
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(6) Whenever the removal of a student teacher from a
student teaching contact must be considered, either
the Center Coordinator or the Cooperatin • Principal
will convene an ad hoc committee to weigh the factors
in evidenoe.
This committee could include the fol¬
lowing interested personnel:
Prom the cooperating school distriot the supervising teacher
the cooperating principal
the director of instruction
Prom the College of Education the center coordinator
the college supervisor
the graduate faculty advisor
t ie ohairman of the Dept, of Elementary
Education or his representative
The committee will submit a written recommendation
to the Chairman of the Elementary Education
Department and the Director of the Student
Teaching Office.

(7) A center faculty meeting will be held near the end of
each quarter for the purpose of evaluating the program
and exploring professional ideas.
Released time will
be provided for all concerned insofar as it is possible
within existing regulations.
(8) Student teaching seminars and the center faculty
meetings will be planned and executed by the Pro¬
fessional Experiences Planning Committee.
(9) The Center Advisory Council will meet as required.
Meetings will be requested by the Center Coordinator
or the CAC members.
2.

Guides for Operation
a) The Role of the Participating School and the Cooperating
Principal!
The prevailing attitude toward student teaching on the
part of the participating school should be more than
mere acceptance.
It should refleot a positive interest
in an active encouragement of student teaohers.
The
principal in working with faculty, pupils, and parents
plays a central role in developing such an attitude,
before student teachers arrive, the principal's work
can begin.
Be can lead parents to understand the im¬
portance of student teaching through his contacts with
them in parent organizations and through the school
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newslettor.
Pupils can be led to see that two teachers
can help them more than one and that their school and
class is indeed fortunate to have been chosen to par¬
ticipate in the student teaching center.
The school
faculty should be briefed about the student teacoing
program and their responsibility for it.
Student
teachers should be seen as Junior colleagues by the
school staff.
All teachers in the building must feel
a share of responsibility towards the student—not
Just the supervising teachers.
Student teachers need to be oriented to the school.
A
pre-student teaching orientation meeting, scheduled by
the principal and college coordinator, can introduce
the studentB to the school, its staff—both teaching
and non-teaching—and its community.
At this meeting
the principal may outline local school history, socio¬
economic level as well as educational expectations of
the community, school organization and philosophy, and
pertinent school policies.
The principal shouldn't
overdo the initial orientation.
Rather than cover
everything in the first meeting, he should reveal in¬
formation to student teachers as he anticipates their
need for it.
The first orientation meeting should aim
at making student teachers feel comfortable about their
student teaching situation, answering their questions
and providing them with basic information about the
school.
Orientation meetings may include a luncheon with the
supervising teachers, a tea sponsored by the staff or
parents' organization at which the students meet the
entire staff, a visitation to the supervising teacher's
classroom, or any combination of the above.
The principal should meet periodically with student
teachers as their experience progresses to assay their
perceptions of teaching and provide further orientation
and interpretation.
Student teachers should be encouraged to do all the things
that teachers do; attend staff meetings, parent-teacher
organization meetings and help with playground and other
duties•
Supervising teachers should also meet with the principal
prior to the arrival of student teachers.
The principal
and staff ran work out agreements for managing student
teaching situations in the building.
Ongoing communications
of this nature will provide supervising teachers with
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support and can focus the talents and insight of the
group on problems as they arise.
The principal and supervising teachers can develop
specific objectives for student teaohers in their
building which reflect the special concerns of the
participating school's staff.
Providing experiences
in the areas of these concerns can be planned by this
group.
The principal is in the best position to introduce
student teachers to the extracurricular activities of
pupils in clubs, after-school athletics, etc.
He can
also sat up situations which will enable student teachers
to work with parents on parent-teacher organization com¬
mittees and projects.
The participating school can play a role in helping
student teachers acquire skills in teaching.
Arrange¬
ments can be made through the principal for them to visit
other classrooms in the building.
Specific weaknesses
of student teachers may be ameliorated by their observing
teaching-learning situations in areas in which they are
weak.
The total staff can also play a role by providing
student teachers with a broader perspective of the educa¬
tional spectrum, particularly if special education
classes, speech correction, and diagnostic services are
available to the school.
Special services available to
pupils should be made known to student teachers.
b) The Role of the Supervising Teacher:
(1) To help orient the student teacher:
(a)

the school community;

(b)

the school plant;

(c)

the school staff;

(d)

the students of the school;

(e)

the students of the classroom.

(2) To assist the student teacher to develop conditions
conducive to the formation of new values and beliefs
about children, learning, teaching, and as a pro¬
fessional educator.
(3) To accept the student teacher as a professional person
and to help him gain the competence of a co-teacher in
the classroom.
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(4)

To provide guidance, direction, and counseling to the
student teacher.

(5)

To assist the student teacher in assuming responsi¬
bilities and competencies in acquirings
(a) professional knowledge;
(b) attitudes;
(c)

judgment.

(6) To assist the student teacher in planning, or anizing
and carrying out learning activities for large groups,
small groups, and for individual children:
(a) conceptual learning according to the developmental
needs of all students;
(b) cultural and aesthetic appreciations;
(o) understanding and exercising democratic group
processes;
(d) extending learning activities as recognized in
student evaluation.
(7) To assist the student teacher in acquiring competency
in classroom management through:
(a) directing learning activities:
-preparing sequential instructional materials,
-using resource people in the classroom;
(b) directing group activities:
-providing meaningful play activities,
-providing experiences in sharing and participa¬
tion;
(c) participating in school and district-wide "action
curriculum";
(d) participating in school-community projects;
(e) performing administrative and clerical responsi¬
bilities.
(8) To prepare and demonstrate learning experiences for
children that will:
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(a)

stimulate thinking in students;

(b) extend creativity in the students;
(c) provide skill in bringing awareness of values and
to help them examine their own values*
(9) To help arrange and schedule visitations within the
school in order to provide a wide range of observa¬
tions in special education and at several grade
levels•
(10) To assist the student teacher in analyzing and
. critically evaluating his teaching practices and
competencies by:
(a) continual evaluation of the student teacher's
competencies as he assumes the role of the
teacher.
(b) arrangement of timely evaluation conferences
with the student teacher following observations.
(11) To evaluate the student teacher as required by the
policies of the College of Education, Wayne State
University:
(a) prepare a written evaluation of the strengths
and weaknesses of the student teacher;
(b) render a letter grade which expresses the total
performance of the student teacher.
c) Role of College Personnel:
(1) Center Coordinator:
(a)

serves as Chairman of the Professional Experienoes Planning Committee (PKP-C);

(b) serves as Chairman of the Center Advisory
Council (CAC);
(c) executes the decisions of the PiSPC and CAC;
(d) facilitates communication between and among
participating institutions and personnel;
(e) places student teachers in consultation with a
representative from cooperating school districts;
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(f) nerves as a supervisor of student teaohersj
(g) participates in student teacher seminars}
(h) serves as a consultant for in-service training
when requested.
(2) College Supervisor of Student Teaching:
(a) assumes responsibility for general supervision of
the student teachers assigned to him;
(b) works with supervising teachers and cooperating
principals;
(c) serves as a member of PEPC and assists in
executing their decisions in student teacher
seminars;
(d) serves as a consultant for in-service training
when requested;
(e) performs a liaison function between the school
and the college;
(f) renders a final letter grade for the student
teachers assigned to him.
(3) Graduate Faculty Advisor:
(a)

serves as an advisor to Center personnel;

(b) interprets College and University policies in
relation to the Center;
(c) trains college personnel in the roles of center
coordinator and college supervisor of student
teachers}
(d) provides liaison with the Dean and the faculty
of the College of Education;
(e) takes the initiative in experimentation,
vation, and assessment;

inno¬

(f) serves as a member of Pj^PC and CAC;
(g) participates in student teaoher seminars when
requested;
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(h) serves &s a college specialist when requested.
(4) College Specialist:

(a) serves as a consultant to the Center in his field
of specialization by participating in:
-student teacher seminars
-cooperative research
-in-service education
For further information contact:
PATRICK J. JOHNSON,
College of Education, Wayne State University, Detroit.
Michigan.
'

Cooperative Centers for Teacher Education
General Description
Although student teaching centers are a common feature in
off-oarapus student teaching programs, few of them have developed
truly cooperative structures for planning and administering a
program of instruction in teacher education.
The possibility of
developing a new extra-institution for the express purpose of
evolving a joint school-college program is at hand.
This is
reflected in the extension of the center concept where joint
responsibility is taken for the practice phase of teacher educa¬
tion and where joint decision making sets the policy, program and
procedures of a teaching center.
WAYNK STATE UNIVERSITY
The first cooperative student teaching centers at Wayne State
University comm.nced operating in January 1963» A center consists
of fifteen to twenty-five student teaching situations in two or
more elementary schools in proximity to each other.
It is a
working field unit for supervision and instruction in the course
entitled Student Teaching and Seminar operated by a partnership
of college and school.
Responsibility for planning and executing
the instructional program of student teaching in a cooperative
center rests in a steering committee of college and school
personnel.
The Center Faculty team includes a senior college
faculty adviser, a school adviser (usually a principal or super¬
visor), a college supervisor, and one cooperating teacher per
student teacher.
The centers are relatively autonomous and they
have been designed so that they may emerge or develop according
to local field conditions, but within a general framework estab¬
lished by the college and without additional or special financing.
The purpose of the cooperative centers is to improve the
quality of the student teaching experience as follows:
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by bringing the BChool and college more cloeely together in
cooperative planning and supervising of student teaching
activitiea;
®
By facilitating communication* between school and college
about expectancies in student teaching;
By developing a professional team of school and college
personnel for pre-service teacher education;
By organising more efficiently for better use of super¬
vising personnel and;
By providing for in-service education of new supervisory
personnel at school and college.
At the present time, four cooperative centers are in various
stages of development and, for tne purpose of illustration, two
of them will be described in detail.
The North Detroit Center is
typical of the centers operating in one administrative district of
a large-city school system, while the Northeast Suburban Center is
an example of a center organized within several suburban districts.
The Northeast Suburban Cooperative Student Teaching Center was
established in five suburban school systems located from ten to
seventeen miles from the campus.
Cooperative activities began in
January 1963 with twelve student teachers.
A Center Advisory Com¬
mittee was formed, with four districts represented on the committee
by superintendents and the other by a principal.
The University
is represented by the graduate faculty adviser and the college
supervisor (who also servss as the center coordinator),
bach
school representative was empowered to enter into cooperative de¬
cisions at the Center Advisory Committee meetings without having
to get approval from higher authorities.
The Center Advisory Committee meets twice each quarter to set
policy and to conduct the general planning and evaluation of center
activities.
Some of the more significant actions jointly planned
and executed by this committee are mentioned below:
1.

Authorized release time for teachers and principals to
participate in student teaching seminars.

2.

Authorized release time for supervising teachers to
attend orientation programs for student teachers coming
into the center and for evaluation meetings at the end
of the quarter.

3.

Developed a procedure for joint school-college placement
of student teachers which have avoided some dilflculties
identified through evaluation of the program by tnis
committee•
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Ij..

Developed a cooperative process for the removal or
transfer of a student who is having difficulties.

5.

Formed a Professional Experiences Planning Committee
which plans the training program for the students-all available facilities and talent in the
schools and college.

6.

Appointed a committee to Jointly plan a student teacher
guide for the center.

7*

Planned and executed a study conference for cooperating
personnel and for potential supervising teachers.
An
attempt was made to invite an interested principal and
several teachers from each of several schools in order
to develop the ’’team” or "building-wide" responsibility
for student teaching.
This conference consisted of four
afternoon sessions and it was entitled "Conversations
in Teacher Education."

8.

Arranged to place three to four students in one building
in order to facilitate the team approach and to give the
college supervisor more time to coordinate activities.
Former practices had fifteen students in fifteen schools.
The new approach cuts down travel time and brings the team
together.

The North Detroit Cooperative Student Teaching Center is
situated in four elementary schools which are all under the super¬
vision of one district administrator.
Cooperative activities also
began here in January 1963 with the assignment of twelve students.
A Steering Committee was formed to facilitate planning, operating,
and evaluating the center.
The Committee consists of the district administrator, two
principals, an assistant principal, the graduate faoulty adviser,
the college supervisor (who also serves as the center coordinator),
and a member of the Educational Psychology Department.
The Com¬
mittee meets several times each quarter to plan and implement
the students' professional experiences, the student teacher
seminars, and the development of routine operating procedures.
It has accomplished the following things;
1.

Planned and carried out student teacher seminars in¬
volving personnel from public schools, colleges, and
social agencies.
A sociologist from the Jreat Cities
Project discussed the need for teachers to understand
the community and homes from which children come and
their implications for teaching and learning.
A member
of the educational psychology department spoke about

.
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(1) behavior at various age levels and what it means,
(2) what is discipline and how do teachers create con¬
trol problems in the classroom, and (3) how to handle
classroom oontrol problems. An assistant principal
presented a demonstration science lesson in such a way
that the students developed the criteria for the
acceptance or rejection of geometric figures.
2.

held several workshops for cooperating teachers for the
purposes of orientation, training, and evaluation. Re¬
source people such as a professor who specializes in
teacher evaluation were brought in.
Prospective co¬
operating teachers and principals were also invited to
these meetings.
Released time was provided and the
attendance was always at or near one hundred percent.

3.

Devised administrative procedures to allow for the
transfer or dismissal of a student having difficulties.
A Joint process was used to keep the onus off a single
individual and to provide a broader base for the
decision•

k•

Devised a Joint placement process to put the student in
the best possible spot.

5.

Devised a process for tne joint selection of supervising
teachers by the Steering Committee after developing
criteria for selection.

In evaluating the center, principals and supervising teachers
pointed to the value of the close personal contact and cooperation
they have had with the college adviser and the college supervisor,
and the channels of two-way communication which have been estab¬
lished and kept open.
The district administrator saw potential
in the cooperative center concept, and she viewed the possibility
of the center emerging into an '’extra-institution" which brings
about a close functional relationship between the public schools
and the University and which develops almost new kinds of
loyalties.
For further information write:
DR. E. BROOKS SMITH, College of
Education, Wayne State University, Detroit, Michigan.
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI AT KANSAS CITY
The University of Missouri at Kansas City and the Kansas City,
Missouri public schools have cooperatively organized six student
teaching centers (three elementary, three secondary) to investigate
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the role of the center in the teacher education program.
Thia
project has been financed by a grant from the Ford Foundation.
l*or the purpose of the project, a center is defined as "a
selected sohool in which an experienced professional staff is
carrying on a high quality educational program and is also co¬
operating with the sohool of education faculty in providing a
systematically planned sequence of directed experiences in sohool,
community and classroom designed to enable prospective teachers
to continuously relate the content of academic study to the prob¬
lems and practice of teaching.”
A Liaison Committee consisting of school and university
representatives has been formed to administer the cooperative
aspects of the teacher education plan outlined in the project.
The Committee will approve the professional programs of tne
student teaohers.
The center concept has been devised to overcome the artificial
hiatus which frequently exists in the teacher education curriculum
between theory and practice and between the teaching roles,
activities, and guidance functions of college teachers of general
and professional education and public school teacners. This
situation mandates a change in the direction of more integration
and synthesis of content, theory, and practice through the estab¬
lishment of a closer functional relationship among school facul¬
ties which share more direct responsibility for teacher prepara¬
tion.
The center provides a situation where the student observes
and practices what he is studying and studies what he observes
and practices.
The student experience begins with a limited observation
during the first semester of his junior year and progresses to an
intensive internship during his fourth semester--all with the same
teacher in the same school—which may be very unique.
This close,
continuous relationship of the student with the master teacher in
the supportive environment of the cooperating school increases his
opportunity to gain insight into the meaning and methods of solving
complex educational, human, and teaching problems tarough a graduate
involvement with the complex responsibilities of a teacher.
A UMKC faculty member serves as a coordinator in each center
and is responsible for initiating the necessary cooperative
arrangements, lie is expected to provide continuity in planning
professional activities and to facilitate communication between
faculties and students.
Faculty members in all phases of professional education, the behavioral sciences, and in social and
philosophical foundations are also expected to participate in
this same program when the need arises.
For further information write:
DR. HUGH W. SPEER, Dean, school
of Eduoation, University of Missouri at Kansas City, Kansas sity.
Mo.
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Regional Inter-College and School Centers
General Description
As student teaching programs have expanded in metropolitan
areas and in some regional districts where several colleges and
universities prepare teachers, the schools have been forced by
increasing complexities to ask the colleges to get together on
placement, student teaching schedules, evaluation and other
matters related to teacher education.
Out of this predicament
there have emerged some interesting plans for metropolitan or
regional student teaching, research and development centers in¬
volving the participation of several colleges with one or more
school systems.
One such arrangement was instituted a number of
years ago in the Schenectady, Albany, Poughkeepsie and Oneonta
region of New York State, but there was no report of its present
status from the questionnaire.
The unique characteristic of
this combination is the inter-college dimension.
Until now
colleges using the same schools for student teaching have tended
to be in competition for the "best" schools and the ’’best co¬
operating teachers.
Whether they have been in ideological com¬
petition for the attention of the schools is a question to be
avoided, but teachers in these areas have tended to perceive
that these various colleges are in conflict over such matters
as the teaching of reading and the like.
The colleges involved
may even be state supported institutions.
To bring these com¬
peting colleges together is difficult in itself.
To form an
alliance among collegiate institutions and the local schools
seems impossible, but this is the kind of complex structure which
now needs to be explored in teacher education, especially if some
kind of state encouraged and supported program for student
teaching is to be developed.

GREATER BOSTON
Six colleges and universities and two public school systems
in the Greater boston Area developed a proposal to establish Co¬
operative Student Teacher Centers.
This proposal is the result
of six years' planning by the following institutions:
Harvard
Graduate School of Education, Boston University School of Educa¬
tion, The State Colleges at Framingham and Boston, Simmons
College, Lesley College, Wheelock College, Newton Public Schools,
Wellesley Public Schools, Boston College School of Education,
Tufts University, Northeastern University.
The last three of
these colleges were involved in the planning but decided not to
participate in the initial year of the project for various prac¬
tical reasons related to their particular kinds of student
teaching programs.
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Under the provisions of this project, several colleges and
a public school system would jointly develop and finance a co¬
operative student teaching center, which would include forty
student teaching situations among four to five elementary
schools, within one school system.
Student teachers from the
several colleges would be assigned to a center where they would
be supervised by a t. am of college and school personnel under
the direction of a center coordinator.
The supervision team
would include the following members:
1.

The college supervisor from each participating college

2.

The supervising teachers

3*

A coordinator wio would be Jointly selected by the
school system and the colleges, his salary would be
shared by the member colleges and the school system.

Resource people from the community, school, and college would
cooperate with the team &.s the situation developed.
Seminars
for all students would be scheduled regularly by the supervision
team.
The objectives of this proposal are fivefold:
1.

To strengthen the quality of student teaching experiences

2.

To lift the professional level of tne school's part in
student teacher programs

3.

To create new career patterns and status dimensions for
public school teachers

4.

To open up new opportunities for sharing resources
within the school-college community

5>.

To increase the perceptions, sensitivities, insignts,
and feelings of responsibilities of all concerned with
student teaching, both at the school and college levels.

The project planning committee experienced a great deal of
difficulty in effectuating this proposal because of the unusually
high turnover among its leaders.
For information concerning this proposal write: DR. AuMA B^RT,
Wheelock College, 39 Pilgrim Road, Boston, Massachusetts.
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Joint Appointments and Rotation of Teachers
Between the School and College
‘
General Deacrlption
colleges nave, from tine to time, invited pronising classroon teachers from local schools to be oollege supervisors and
occasionally to be instructors of college methods courses*
But
seldom have college teachers been exchanged with classroom
teachers to give the college teacher an opportunity to see
teaching from the classroom view again or to involve the class¬
room teacher again in theoretical speculation which is part of
teaching college classes.
The possibility of joint appointments
of college personnel in schools for in-service education or of
school personnel in college programs of pre-service education
holds promise for linking schools and colleges in the process
of teacher education.

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN-MILWAUK^E
Joint appointments are part of an Intern Teaching Program
sponsored by the School of Education of the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee in cooperation with the Milwaukee Public
Schools.
Conceived as a means for quality preparation, this
intern program is a small, highly individualized operation
offered to less than twenty-five selected individuals annually.
Its basic purposes are:
(1) to provide a sound opportunity for
outstanding liberal arts graduates to enter the teaching pro¬
fession, (2) to experiment with and study the processes of
selection, curriculum development and follow-up in the field of
teacher education.
The program serves as either a fifth year for recent liberal
arts graduates or as a certification program for individuals
who have been engaged in raising families or other occupations
since graduation•
Of the 26—29 required credits, twelve are on
the graduate level and meet approximately one-half of the
Master's degree requirements at this institution.
The
assumption is that interns who complete the program will go on
to finish their Master's degrees as in-service teachers.
This program was developed to prepare teachers lor service
in trades one through six.
It involves full time participation
during two summer sessions and one academic year.
A new group
begins each summer session.
Intern teaching is done in the
Milwaukee Public Schools for which the student is paid $1,12!?
during the first semester and $2,250 during the second semester.
On. of the outstanding features of this program is its effort
to bridge the ;ap between preparation and practice.
A joint
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appointee with the status of Supervisor in the Milwaukee Public
Schools and Instructor in the Department of Elementary Education
works in close cooperation with the Director of the Intern Pro¬
gram,
In addition to being paid by both the college and the
public schools, this individual represents both institutions
by co-teaohing the weekly methods course for interns (Seminar
in the Development and Improvement of Teaching Methods), and by
co-supervising the interns on the Job,
This latter function is
not ’’typical" supervision since each two interns nas one full¬
time regular teacher released from teaching children to help
them.
The joint appointee, therefore, is in the role of super¬
vising the intern througn the help being offered on the spot by
this cooperating teachar.
The oasic purposes of this joint
appointment are to:
1. Avoid the conflicting advice which can be imposed on
interns (or student teachers) when there are college
supervisors and public school supervisors working with
the same individuals.
2. Give imeptus to the real implementation of ideas
discussed or read in college courses.
3. Settle conflicts of public school policy vis a vis
college theory in open conference.
i}..

Induct interns into urban teaching (City of Milwaukee)
by offering them experience in working with persons
who represent the public schools as well as the
college.

5.

Involve representatives of the public schools in the
selection of candidates for the intern program.

6.

Involve representatives of the public schools in
evaluation and follow—up studies ol a particular
program or preparation.

For further information write:
DR. MART IM HAB&rtMAN,
Director, Intern Teaching Program, School of education,
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee 11, Wisconsin,

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
One phase of the ’’rotating Teacher" idea is sported as
being in its third year of operation, at the University
Texas.
^ach year two or three public school teachers irom the
Austin Public Schools are appointed by the University as co . g
supervisors of student teachers.
The Univf™-^y
final selection from among teachers also who must have
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demonstratad competence in working aa supervising teachers and
possess a master's degree.
Upon appointment, they receive a
one-year leave of absence from the schools. Wnile they are
employed by the University, they receive a salary equivalent to
their position on the Austin Public School salary schedule but
they are given only a Lwo-thirds load of student teachers to
supervise.
They are also expected to enroll in one graduate
course.
This process, according to the respondents, gives pro¬
fessional recognition to classroom teachers by acknowledging
t.ieir work with student teachers, and it improves the University's
image in the eyes of the schools by sending these teachers back to
the classroom after their college tenure with an expanded view of
the teacher education process.
As of the date of this report, no problems have arisen in
this program, which has been attributed to the quality of the
teachers selected.
Comment:
This is a welcome trend wnich might be further developed to
include the interchange of school and college faculty for a
number of purposes related to the in-service growth of both.
The idea behind Conant's "clinical professor" might better be
realized through a cooperative effort toward critical analyses
of the teaching act by classroom teachers and college professors
of education who become better informed about each other's role
through exchanging jobs once in a while than by designating only
school personnel for tne role.
If joint appointments become
more permanent, problems about annuities, social security, hos¬
pitalization, and other fringe benefits will have to be worked
out.
Obviously, there can be only one employer for the dis¬
bursement of salary, but the other institutions could contri¬
bute.
In Harvard's SUP;vAD, the joint appointee receives a
portion of benefits commensurate with the fraction of salary
paid by each institution.
University of Oregon
Joint Appointments between School and College
During the 1964-65 school year, the University of Oregon
implemented the clinical professor organization in order to
solve the problem of providing high quality supervising teachers
in the public schools.
The reorganization of supervisory ser¬
vices included a new position called the Clinical professor
and a change in the roles of the college supervisor and the
supervising teacher.
The reorganization also created a setting
in which new career opportunities for teachers in public schools
were provided.
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ibis reorgan!nation is part of a state-wide plan backed bj
a Ford Foundation grant of $3*500,000 to the 3tate board of
Education.
The primary purpose of the Oregon plan is the im¬
provement of teacher education.
In the new organization provisions were made for in-service
opportunities ior teachers working with interns or student
teachers.
Roles were defined on the principle of allowing each
institution involved to assume those responsibilities for which
it was best suited,
Placement of students and selection of
supervising teachers will be done more efficiently by an in¬
dividual closely associated with the setting in which the
clinical experience will occur. Recognition, in the form of a
stipend for increased responsibility, was given to those working
with prospective teachers.
The clinical professor is the key person linking the
University and the public schools in the teacher preparation
program.
The clinical professor is a joint appointment, having
responsibilities to both institutions employing him. Specifically
his responsibilities are:
1.

Teach in the public schools half time,

2.

Provide in-service programs for supervising teachers
of interns (bi-weekly seminars) and cooperating
teachers (approximately six per term),

3.

Coordinate placement of University students for
clinical experience with building principals in schools
with which the clinical professor is associated,
(At
the elementary level, a clinical professor would be
assigned to three schools which could accommodate nine
interna and thirty-six student teachers during a year.)

4.,

Provide orientation of students assigned extended
clinical experiences (such as student teaching or the
internship) to the district's policies, procedures,
material and instructional program,

5.

Work with interns for one week during the pre-intern
summer in developing plans for the coming year,

6.

Provide occasional seminars for student teachers
(approximately three, in association with seinlr.prfc
for cooperating teachers).
Provide weekly seminars for interns,

8,

Perform "spot” supervision of interns and student
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teachers to keep aoreast of the level of operation.
9.

Serve as chairman of a "clinical team" consisting of
the three building principals, the University super¬
visor, and the clinical professor. The olinical team
should meet once each term, and as necessary, to assay
and coordinate total placement-supervisory operation.

A more thorough description of this plan, including a cost
analysis, may be obtained from:
JOHN E. SUTTLE, at the
University of Oregon.
The Pennsylvania State University
Department of Elementary Education
Cooperative Workshops for Supervising Teachers
Funds formerly paid as honoraria for cooperating teachers
are now being used by the department of Elementary Education
at the Pennsylvania Sta&e University to finance four new
activities which have beien designed to bring the Department and
the cooperating schools into closer working relationships. Each
activity is described briefly below:
1.

The Department has agreed to conduct cooperatively
planned annual summer workshops for selected teachers
and administrators from cooperating school districts;
and schools which have indicated an interest in par¬
ticipating in the student teacher program are also
invited to send representatives.
The planning for
these workshops is done by representatives of the
cooperating schools and members of the Department of
Elementary Education.

2.

Regional workshops will be conducted during the school
year for all cooperating teachers and administrators in
the Eastern, Central, and Western regions of the state.
The planning for these workshops will be accomplished
cooperatively by representatives from each of the co¬
operating school districts, the university supervisor
in each region, and the Director of Elementary Student
Teaching.

3.

The University has agreed to make available the resources
of the Faculty of the Department of Elementary Education
to the cooperating schools as resource people, speakers,
consultants, etc.
The requests for these services
originate in the school districts, and all costs are
borne by the Department.
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Professional literature la purchased for the co¬
operating schools by the Department.
The University
supervisor is responsible for ordering the materials
which he and the cooperating school people have
selected.
Although it is still too early to make any final Judgments,
the enthusiasm manifested by both the cooperating schools and
the 1 acuity of the 'apartment of Elementary Education indicates
that closer and more effective cooperation and understanding
undoubtedly will result.
For further information contact:
WARD SINCLAIR, Director,
Student Teaching, Elementary Education, at The Pennsylvania
State University.

CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE AT FULLERTON
A Joint committee of California State College at Fullerton
faculty members and representatives from six public school
systems (which cooperate with the college in practice teaching
endeavors) has developed a student teaching guide entitled
Handbook of Policies and Procedures Governing Public School
Laboratory Experiences.
‘This document presents a detailed
description of the elementary and secondary student teaching
programs, and it carefully outlines the administrative pro¬
visions for the entire process.
In addition, it defines the
role of each person and Institution involved.
Of particular interest to this study because of its co¬
operative dimensions, is that section listed under administra¬
tive Provisions which describes the processes developed to
implement the reassignment or removal of student teachers who
have experienced a difficulty which mandates a change.
Accord¬
ing to these provisions, a student may be reassigned if the
college coordinator, the principal, the supervising teaohers,
the college supervisor, and the district coordinator coopera¬
tively determine that he would have a better chance of succeed¬
ing in another situation.
This judgment shall be based on the
welfare of the pupils, the student teacher, and the school as
a whole. ■ A student teacher may be removed from his contact if
it is Jointly decided that his conduct is detrimental to the
welfare of the pupils.
Either, or both, of these processes
may be initiated by any individual member of the school-college
team mentioned above.
The Appendix of tnis Handbook includes copies of all
relevant personnel and evaluation forms, a copy of the staadar
Student Teaching Agreement used by California State colleges
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engaged in cooperative student teaching activities with public
schools, and a copy of several legal decisions pertinent to the
student teaching situation.
For further information write:
DR. BDWIN R. CARR or
DR. BARBARA KAHl’SIG, Division of education and Psychology,
California State College at Fullerton, Fullerton, California.
Joint Selection and Preparation of Supervising Teachers
General Description
This is a practice which is just beginning to appear as a
truly cooperative procedure.
In the past, schools have recom¬
mended teachers for the position of supervising teacher and
colleges have made selections from those persons recommended.
Sometimes schools have had to recommend unqualified personnel
because of politics or prestige factors, and frequently colleges
have had to select these people because of the ruptures in re¬
lation with the school which might occur if the recommendations
were not honored.
Phis situation may not so likely occur when
more professional appointments are made, based on criteria
Jointly derived and when those selected are trained for the
Job.
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
The University of Florida and several cooperating school
systems have developed a joint prooess for selecting super¬
vising teachers. A committee consisting of the county super¬
visor, the college coordinator, and an elementary school prin¬
cipal makes a decision using the following criteria agreed upon
as minimum essentials for consideration as a cooperating
teacher:
1.

The candidate must have two years teaching experience
and at least one year in the county.

2.

The candidate must have a bachelor's degree and an
elementary certificate.

3.

The candidate must be cooperatively approved by the
principal, county supervisor, and college coordinator.

li.

Teachers who have completed the graduate course in
the supervision of student teachers will be g ven
preference•
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5.

The teacher must express willingness to accept a student
teacher.

It was generally agreed that most cooperating teachers should
not work with more than one student during a given school year,
although principals are authorized to make exceptions if the
teachers are amenable.
Comment:
This may be a procedure which state departments of education
should consider if they are looking for structures to implement
Conant's recommendations regarding the state's position in sup¬
porting and establishing good practice teaching situations with
the cooperation of the colleges and schools.
The University of Florida, which also has a process for
Joint school-college selection of cooperating teachers, enrolls
prospective cooperating teachers in a class that prepares them
to assume their duties in the teacher education process.
This
course is taught by regular university faculty members, and
carries three hours of graduate credit. It is offered tuition
free to the selected participants.
For further information write:
DR. J. B. WRITE, Dean,
College of Education, University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida.
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STATE-WIDE COOPERATIVE PLANS
UTAH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION TEPS COMMITTEE
The TEPS Committee of the Utah Education Association recently
published a booklet entitled The Student Teacher Program, which
presents some guidelines for the operation of the student teacher
program in Utah.
The study summarized in this booklet was in¬
itiated by the Utah State Board of Education, which appointed a
committee to study the program.
This committee made some recom¬
mendations temporary in nature and then requested the TEP3 Com¬
mittee of the UEA to make a more thorough study.
The TEPS Com¬
mittee, in the fall of 1961, devised and implemented a plan for
the study.
The first step consisted of hearings with repre¬
sentatives of all groups involved with or interested in the
student teaching process.
Separate hearin s were held for
school board members, school administrators, cooperating teachers,
supervising teachers, student teachers, elementary principals
and supervisors, secondary principals and supervisors, and per¬
sonnel from the State Department of Public Instruction.
The comments from these hearings were categorized under
seven topical areas, which in turn became the basis for dis¬
cussion groups at a state-wide conference held in October 1962.
The comments pertaining to the content of the student teaching
program were deleted from the conference because this area was
considered to be the responsibility of each college and Its
cooperating schools.
Perhaps the most unique recommendation of this plan is the
proposed State-Wide Coordinating Committee which would study and
make recommendations on all aspects of student teaching to its
member organizations.
It would work to coordinate (but not to
unify) programs in an advisory, as opposed to an administrative,
capacity.
Committee membership would consist of the following
personnel:
1.

The dean of education from each college plus one
additional faculty member from each of the three
largest colleges of education.

2.

Two representatives from the State Department of
Public Instruction, including the director of cer
tification.

supervisor.
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4.

One representative selected oy the Society of Super¬
intendents .

5.

One representative selected by the AST.

6.

One representative selected by the State School Board
Association.

7.

One representative selected by the Student Utah
Education Association.

According to the participants, a coordinated approach to
student teaching is needed because many fundamental operating
problems have been recognized which have not been solved.
Student
teaching has expanded to schools scattered over tne entire state,
with many overlapping areas used by some colleges.
Those who
expressed themselves in this study wanted coordination, but not
unification and control.
They felt that the coordination should
probably be confined to those items involving inter-party rela¬
tions (for example,
where two or more colleges operate in the
same school district) and where coordinated activity of several
groups with some measure of mutual agreement is mandated by the
particular situation.
Particular emphasis is needed to provide
adequately for competent cooperating teachers.
This study recommended many cooperative activities among
participating organizations.
The student teaching load of a
particular school and of a particular teacher, the selection
of cooperating teachers, and continuing channels of communica¬
tion between and among all cooperating personnel should be the
result of joint planning.
Of special interest is a recommenda¬
tion that a study be made to determine the possibility of co¬
operative supervisory arrangements among colleges, between
colleges and school districts, and between colleges and the
State Department of Public Instruction.
Among other important recommendations,
not of a cooperative nature, are:

although they are

1.

Accreditation of cooperating schools by an appropriate
regional or state agency.

2.

Certification of cooperating teachers by the State
Board of Education.

3.

Perception by the principal of the administration
of the student teaching program in his building as
an integral part of his job.

4.

A study be made to determine the advisability of pro¬
viding a distribution unit for provision of funds for
the student teaching program*

The study also defined the roles of all participating in¬
dividuals and institutions.
The study has been referred to the Btate Department of
Public Instruction for implementation.
For further information write:
MIjS DOROTHY ZIMMERMAN,
Assistant Secretary, Utah Education Association, P. 0. Box
2159, Balt Lake City 10, Utah.

WEST VIRGINIA LAW

Under the provisions of Chapter 18, Article 2, Section 6
of the Code of West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirtyone, as amended in one thousand nine hundred sixty-three,
implemented by regulations passed by the West Virginia Board
of Education on September four, one thousand nine hundred
sixty-three, titled Standards for Student Teaching, the West
Virginia Board of Education and the Board of Education of the
County of
, WeBt Virginia concur with the conditions
861 forth in this agreement for the use of the public schools
of said county in establishing and maintaining the program of
student teaching required of students completing an approved
program of teacher education in West Virginia colleges and
universities.
The participants of this agreement recognize that the ful¬
fillment of its provisions is the joint responsibility of the
teaoher preparation institution and the cooperating schools of
the county under the supervisory control of the State Superin¬
tendent of Schools who may require such records and reports as
are necessary to determine compliance with the purpose of this
agreement and the evaluation of the student teaching program.
The participants of this agreement understand that the
student teaching program is voluntary on the part of any county
and any school within the county, and that the extent of par¬
ticipation is established by joint decision between the repre¬
sentative of the teacher preparation institution and the county
superintendent, with the approval of the principal where s^ude^.t
teaching takes place.
Finally, participants of this agreement
may terminate it at the close of any supervisory period upon
notice of intention submitted to the West Virginia x-soard oi
Education at least thirty days prior to the close of a super¬
visory period.
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Tne parties of this agreement shall conduct the program of
student teaching in accordance with the following standards:
1. THii STUDENT TEACHING PROGRAM
The Student teaching program shall:
A,

Be designed to assist teachers, school administrators,
and college supervisors in understanding their roles
in the laboratory phases of teacher education and
improve their competence and s^cill in performing their
roles.

B.

Be planned to assure the cooperating county board of
education that:
1.

Prospective teachers assigned to the school
designated as a teacher preparation laboratory
are selected through rigorous application of
institutional standards which admit to student
teaching only those persons who are well
qualified.

2.

Each student teacher accepts the principle that
the welfare of the boys and girls in the school
must come first at all times and that the
student teaching arrangement is dependent on
the principle.

3.

Each student teacher recognizes that he is per¬
mitted to carry the delegated responsibilities of
the student teacher only so long as his personal
and professional conduct under the immediate
direction of his supervising teacher and principal
merits this consideration.

I4..

Tae supervising teaoher shall be in the classroom
at least 80# of the time the student teacher is
teaching.

G.

Be under the direction of a person employed specifically
for the purpose of supervising student 'teachers.

D.

Insure for each student teacher full-time supervision
by the supervising teacher and college stall for a
period of not less than eight weeks.

E.

Make provision for the college supervisor to hold a
minimum of three individual conferences with each
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student t-oBohor following observation of nis olassroom
activities and as many other observations and confer¬
ences as possible.
II.

THE SUPERVISING TiACHER
A. The Role of the Supervising Teacher:
A supervising teacher under this agreement is defined as
a public school teacher who, in addition to his regular
teaching assignment, is directly responsible for super¬
vising the student teaching experiences of a student
enrolled in a ,iest Virginia institution of higher educa¬
tion accredited for teacher preparation.
The supervising teacher shall retain full authority over
all aspects of the school's program (e.g., instruction,
discipline, and pupil evaluation), delegating responsi¬
bility to the student teacher on a temporary basis only.
At such times the student teacher shall exercise the
legal authority of a substitute teacher.
The supervising teacher shall be in his classroom the
optimum amount of time necessary to assure the most
successful educational experience for the students and
the student teacher. His absences from the classroom
shall be carefully planned in accordance with the needs
of the pupils and the demonstrated competence of the
student teacher.
B. The Selection of the Supervising Teacher;
The selection of a teacher eligible to serve as a
supervisor of student teachers shall be based on the
judgment that he has professional qualities which
distinguish him as a person who is a superior teacher
in his own right in that he:
1.

Is basically a learner, striving always to improve
his ability to carry out his tasks.

2.

Possesses a positive professional attitude and real
respect and liking for teaching.

3.

Will be a cooperative participant in the total
school program and in the teacher education program.

4.

Will be able to work effectively with other teachers,
parents, student teachers, and college supervisors.
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5.

Will be able to aaaist the student teacher In the
development of his skill and self-evaluation, and
will be able to make an objective evaluation of
the progress of the student teacher in order to
document for the college supervisor the strengths
and weaknesses of the student.

In the selection of supervising teachers the county
superintendent and institutional representative shall
give preference to teachers in the successively
higher categories of professional preparation.
iiiach supervising teacher shall be selected by the
college or university named in this agreement from
a list of regularly employed members of the public
school teaching staff of the county covered by the
agreement.
This listing of eligible supervising
teachers shall be the joint responsibility of
(1) the county superintendent of schools, after con¬
sultation with his supervisory staff and cooperating
principals, and (2) the designated representative of
the cooperating institution of higher education.
The
list of eligible supervising teachers shall be cer¬
tified jointly by the county superintendent and in¬
stitutional representative to the State Superintendent
of Schools within thirty days following the beginning
of each supervisory period.
C•

rtequirements for Licensure of Supervising Teacher:
1.

To qualify for the Teacher Education Associate
endorsement the applicant:
a.

Shall hold a standard professional certificate
based on an approved program of teacher prepar¬
ation and endorsed for the area(s) of
specialization and at the grade levels in
which he supervises student teachers.

b.

Shall hold a master*s degree based on a
program which includes:
(1) Fifteen
course work
in which he
(elementary

(15) or more semester hours of
in each area of specialization
supervises student teachers
or secondary).

(2) Three (3) or more semester hours in the
principles of supervision and/or curriculum
development.
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(3) Three (3) or more semester hours in the
supervision of student teachers.
(To be
to enroll for this course one must
have served, be serving, or be nominated to
serve as a supervising teacher.)

2.

c.

Shall have five years of successful teaching
experience, two of which shall be in the
area(s) of specialization and/or at the grade
levels in which he supervises student teachers.

d.

Shall have supervised successfully two student
teachers.

e.

Shall be recommended by the institution where
he has completed a minimum of six semester hours
including supervision of student teaching.

In case a position cannot be filled by a teacher
holding the Teacher Education Associate endorse¬
ment, permission to supervise student teachers
may be granted annually to an apprenticed super¬
visor provided he (1) meets the requirements
described under Standard 11-B, The Selection of
the Supervising Teacher, and (2) holds a standard
professional certificate, based on an approved
program of teacher preparation, wnich is endorsed
for the area(s) of specialization and grade levels
in which supervision takes place and provided
further that for a:
Class A Listing:
The apprenticed supervising teacher shall have com¬
pleted a minimum of:
a.

Twelve (12) semester hours on the graduate level
to consist of:
(1) A course in principles of supervision and/or
curriculum development.
(2) Courses in the area of specialization in
which he supervises student teachers
(elementary or secondary).

b.

Four or more years of successful teaching e*“
perience, two of which shall be in the area(s)
of specialization or the grade levels in which
he will be supervising student teachers.
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Class B Listing:
The apprenticed supervising teacher shall have two
or more years of successful teaching experience, one
of which shall be in the area(s) of specialisation
or at the grade levels in whioh supervision takes
place.
III.

TKE COLLEGE SUPERVISOR OP STUDENT TEACHING
The college supervisor shall be employed specifically to
super-vise student teachers because of his demonstrated
ability to teach and to direct the laboratory experiences
of prospective teachers, his experience shall include
teaching in a public school system.
The college supervisor shall:

IV.

A.

Observe the student teacher and confer with each super¬
vising teacher a minimum of three times at reasonable
internals during the student teaching period.

B.

Be responsible for seeing that regular, periodic
group conferences are held during the student teaching
period, which are conducted by college personnel, or
other specifically designated personnel employed by
the college for that purpose, as a part of their
total supervisory duties.

THE SCHOOL AS A CENTER FOR OBSERVATION AArD STUDENT TEACHING
Schools used as centers for observation and for student
teaching shall be selected jointly by (1) the county
superintendent of schools, after consultation with his
supervisory staff and cooperating principals, and (2) the
designated representative of the institution of higher
education accredited for teacher preparation:
nach school selected as a center for observation and
student teaching shall:
A.

B.

.Have administrative and instructional leaders wno are
genuinely interested in the preparation of teachers
and will cooperate with the college or university
in the teacher education program.
Have a faculty composed of competent teachers with (1)
a high sense of commitment to the values which give
integrity to teaching and (2) a personal desire to
participate in the student teaching program.
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C.

Have a principal and faculty who will accept the
responsibility of interpreting to the community the
importance ol the school's role in the improvement
of public education,

D.

Include (1) those grades, courses, and special groups
that a student teacher may be required to teach
according to the certificate for which he is working
and (2) have an atmosphere which allows and en¬
courages experimentation and innovation,

E.

Meet satisfactory standards of heating, lighting,
and ventilation; and be equipped with an adequate
library and up-to-date instructional aids (e.g.,
maps, globes, charts, audio-visual equipment),

F.

Hold first class accreditation by the State Depart¬
ment of Education based on standards prescribed for
the approval of first class schools, and have an
evaluation during each five-year period.
Preference
in selecting secondary school centers shall be given
to schools which are accredited by the North Central
Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges,

In conformity with the provisions previously stated in
this document the undersigned agree to participate in the West
Virginia Program of Student Teaching during the school year
of
:

Institutional Representative
f or___
Teacher Preparation Institution

_
Date

County Superintendent of Schools for
ate
the Board of Education of the County of _

State Superintendent of Free Schools
for the West Virginia Board of Education

Date

»
Virginia
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